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How to achieve
a transition from
analysis to design
to code that's as
smooth ag this one.

SELECT O M T - AWINDOWS BASED CASE TOOL
SUPPORTING RUMBAUGH'S OBJECT MODELL ING TECHNIQUE

Aeroplanes defy gravity so
smoothly, those on board hardly
feel the transition f rom ground to
air. That's how easy the transition
f rom analysis through to design
andcode canbe.

Select O M T brings OO to ou r
well-established range of CASE
tools. The advantages? OO roots all
system thinking in the concept of
objects. Objects from the real world
become objects in the system design,
which translate into software code
objects. So the same concept applies
from start to finish. That's what
makes the transition so smooth. The
benefits include faster development,

more stable systems and_ easier
maintenance - and that means better
quality applications and more
satisfied customers.

Significant ly, Select O M T
supports all three system models:
object, functional and dynamic. We
chose to work with Rumbaugh's
technique because we concluded it
was the easiest to learn, best
supported and mos t widely used
method. We proved it by working
successfully with O M T in ou r own
software development.

And because Select is all about
bringing you tools that are both
affordable and accessible, we can

offer Select O M T for just £495 per
user. That makes it a low risk first
step into objects, with the power to
deliver the benefits of OO on a
corporate scale.

To find ut .more about
Select OMT, and the options for a
risk-free evaluation, call us now on
+44 (0)242 226553, or. fax this
advertisement with your business
card to +44 (0)242 251491 and we'll
show you how to make software
development really take-off.

SELECT Software Tools Ltd., Idsall House, HighStreet, Prestbury,Cheltenham,Gloucestershire, GL52 3AY
Tel: +44 (0)242 226553. Fax: +44 (0)242 251491.
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COMMENT

Commuter heaven
Consider the recent spate of rail strikes that
have stretched our already strained trans‑
port system almost to breakingpoint. Roads
not designed for the avalanche of would-be
rail travellers became virtual carparks. Peo‑
ple looked elsewhere for a means to get on
with their day-to-day business: cycling,
walking... The more resourceful even went
as far as rollerblades to get themselves to
their place of work. Inevitably though, some
didn’t bother and chose instead to bask
inthe glorious sunshine of the great British
summer. But in the event of a major disrup‑
tion to the transport infrastructure we can‑
not afford such luxury. We cannot afford to
have our world stop simply because we are
notphysically at our place ofwork.

Now,more than ever, the public is being
seduced by the wonders of the Internet and
the information superhighway. Now is the
time for the government to look seriously
into how it can harness the power of what is
rapidly becoming the communications revo‑
lution of the 90s. The Internet offers so
muchmore than a mere messenger service.
Notwithstanding the hype surrounding the
entertainment potential of this new commu‑
nications medium there are enumerable
down-to-earth application areas currently
under investigation. Already, companies are
working on techniques such as electronic
voice mail.
The impact of being connected to the In‑

ternet boils down to one fundamental factor,
that being the ability to connect to any one
of amillion or more other computers on the
net. Be they in the office next door or thou‑
sands of miles away. There is no reason
why a PC at home couldn’t connect to the
office server, so long as both had access to
the Internet. Such aconnection could allevi‑
ate muchof the congestion arising from fail‑
ings in public transport. Office workers
could probably get by with just a PCand a
telephone. In fact, with the right equipment,
there should be no reasonwhy such people

would need to commute to work at all.There
are some definite benefits to be reaped from
working at home. The broad picture is that it
puts less strain on the transport system. Less
people on the roads; less people using public
transport: those that do need to travel will do
sowith less delays to their journey times. For
peopleworking fromhomethere is the added
benefit of no travel time whatsoever. The
hour lost commuting to and from work each
day can beput to constructive use.

People who, for one reason or another
are not able to commute to the office each
morningwould be able to earna living from
the comfort of their own home. The social
impact would be enormous. Even in this,
the so-called ‘caring 90s’, one of the cru‑
ellest barriers precluding disabled people
from employment is effective transportation.
Commuting to and from work can be the
most stressful part of anyone’s day. The
same is true for expectant mothers or those
with young children.Why must they endure
the hassle of getting into work or finding a
babysitter when they can work just aseffec‑
tively fromhome?
The reasonwhy the disabled are sooften

unable to work; mothers must choose be‑
tween staying at home and leaving their chil‑
dren in the care of a stranger, andwhy people
everywhere must struggle to get to work is
the corporate mentality. The employer must
be there, overseeing all that goes on in the
company. Surely it’s time for change?

For many people who work in computer‑
ised offices all it would take is a peripheral
for receiving email from an external source,
ie amodemwith suitable comms software, a
connection to the Internet and a strategy for
sharing and distributing files. While it may
be impractical to issue all employees with a
PC for home use, companies should, at the
very least, connect their office computers to
the Internet.That way, the next time people
can’t get intowork, somewill still get by.

Ciiff Saran
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GXEffects 3.0 £125
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| We stock m a n y items for which ther
is no space in these advertisements

Pricesdonot includeVAT or other local
taxes butdoincludedelivery in mainland
UK. Pleasecheck prices attimeof order
asadsare preparedsome weeks before

publication. This page listssome
_ products~call usfora complete
_pricelist. ORDER BYPHONEWITH

YOUR CREDIT CARD

(0364)654100
FAX:(0364)654200

PROGRAMMINGt o o l s
Assemblers

C/C++
Cross Dev
Database

Dos Extenders
Fortran

GUI
Lisp

Multi-tasking
Prolog

Smalitalk SQL
Version Control Visual Programming
Windows Xbase

Ada
Basic
Comms
Custom Controls
Debuggers
Editors
Graphics
Linkers/Locaters

ImageKnife/VBX 1.3 £175
ImageMan/VB £239
ImageStream/VBX £220
MediaKnife/VBX £244
Microhelp Muscle/Win £125
PCX Toolkit for Windows £155
QuickPak Scientific for Win £105
Spellcheck £49
TrueGrid Prof 2.1 £120
VB Compress Pro 3.0 £99
Visual Instrument Panel Controls £150

COMM-DRV
CrystalComm for Windows
Greenleaf Comm++
Greenleaf CommLib Pro
MagnaComm/Windows
Btrieve for Windows
Btrv++
CB/ISAM MUfor Win
CodeBase 5.1
CodeBase++ 5.1
DataBoss for Windows
Integra VDB/C ++, Client/Server
Integra VDB/C++, Desktop
Paradox Engine & DFX 3.0
POET SDK 2.0
Q+E Database Library
Raima Database Manager
Raima Object Manager
Spread/VBX++
Watcom SQL for Windows
Essential Graphics Chart
GraphiC/Win 7.0
Graphics Server SDK
Windows Charting Tools
Accusoft Image Format Lib/Win
Ad Oculos (Image Analysis) 1.0
Borland Visual Solutions Pack
Canvas.h++
Control Palette 2.0
Data Entry Workshop
DataTable
Diamond Toolkit
IC Image Control 1.1
KPWin++
LEADTOOLS Prof
M.4
Magic Fields
MSVisual Control Pack
PCX Toolkit for Windows
ProtoGen+
SafeWin 3.0
TXText-Control 3.0
Win/Sys Library
WindowsMaker Pro 5.5
Zinc 3.6 for Windows & NT

_ rotate smoothly on a 33 Mhz 386!

| Have you ever fancied writing afull 3Dgame.
3D-Ware from Virtek

like TFX, X-Wing or F1GP? Orwanted to explore
virtual reality but can't wait for those raytracing
libraries to produce their output? Then call us
now to get more information about 3D-Ware
from Virtek - the FIRST AFFORDABLE REAL

_ TIME VIRTUAL REALITY ENGINE. This is no
hack- it is anenhanced version of the engine
used in EPIC and TFX (winner of numerous
recentawards). It ishand-crafted inassembler
and uses integer arithmetic throughout for
optimum speed. Most shapes will move and

The high level API makes it surprisingly
easy to write 3Dapps. Avisual
you create and edit your virtual worlds

__interactively, and lets you walk orfly around

| your own shapes,
_ 500 shapes to star!

_ them. There isalso aShape Editor for creating
ogether with a library of over
you off, including houses,

trees, roads, cars, airplanes, spaceships, office
furniture, etc. Or you can import DXF filesfrom
any 3DCAD package. Once you have designed
your world and shapes, all your program does is
move and zoom your camera, and move the
shapes around your virtual world.

There are also many other functions to help
inwriting games and VR: 2Dgraphics for control_
panels and 2Dgames, palette control for
special effects, mouse &joystick input, text
output (ingraphics mode), positioning functions
(including fast integer square root), string
manipulation, and file 1/0 (including PCX files).
Resolution is the standard (for games)
320x200x256 colours and aWindows version is

| on its way. There will also beversions which
| support the Cirrus Logic 3Dgraphics
_ accelerator when that appears later in the year.

You might expect to pay thousands of
pounds for this library- insteadVirtek are
virtually giving it away for ONLY £99. Ninety nine
pounds. It is also COMPLETELY ROYALTY
FREE. Serious programmers should check out
the PROFESSIONAL version which adds
Gouraud shading, Texture mapping,autoscaling
sprites, ellipses, and higher resolutions (up to
320x400). Write professional quality games and

__feal-time VRapps for ONLY £249 with NO.
ROYALTIES.

3D-Ware is callable from most Basic, C,
C++, Modula-2 and Pascal compilers. Why
don't you order acopy now and have some
SERIOUSLY GOOD FUN!

Watcom C/C++ 10.0now in stock!
New IDE hosted onWindows, OS/2 &

Windows NT. Dramatically improved GUI
debugger. Resourceeditors. 16&32-bit
compilers. Assembler. Licensedcomponents
from many SDK’s including MFC 2.1 &2.5.
SPECIAL OFFER UNTIL END OCTOBER ONLY
£164(CD-ROM, no printed docs). Upgrade from
‐ 9.5 only abil

MSVisual Basic forDOSStd £96

World Editor lets

:

MSVisual Basic for DOS Prof = £230 |
Comms Lib/DOS £115 §
Network Library/DOS £80 |
PDQ Comm £65 |
Btrieve 5.1 £365
CodeBasic 5.1 £129 §
db/Lib Prof 3.0 £195 |
E-Tree Plus £165 |
VB/ISAM MU £150 |
Vbtrv for DOS £120 ©
Elltech's GUI Toolkit £125 |
Fastgraph £160 |
Graphics QuickScreen £105 |
Graphics Workshop £105 §
GraphPak Pro £99 §
GXGraphics 3.0 £155 §
Compression Plus £130 |
Compression Workshop £110 §
Microhelp Muscle/DOS £155 &
PDQ £110 §
Printer Plus £185 §
ProBas 5.6 £169 |
QuickPakProf 4.1 £145 |
QuickPak Scientific 3.0 £105 |
QuickScreen 4.0 £105 |
TSRific £80 |

Compilers &etonpeeten:
BBC BASIC-86 Plus
CA-Realizer 2.0 (Win)
GFA-BASIC for DOS
GFA-BASIC for Windows
GFA-BASIC for Win Compiler
PowerBASIC 3.0C
TrueBASIC 3.0

c h e e

£75
£190 |
£80 |
£80 |
£54 |

£110 §
£88
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NEWS REVIEW

Lotusphere in ’95
Don’t miss Lotusphere 95, register now!
The second annual worldwide technical and
business conference from Lotuswill be held
in Orlando, Florida from the 22nd to the
26th of January ’95.The conferencewill also
incorporate Interchange, the annual cc:Mail
user conference. Keynote presentations will
be by Jim Manzi, John Landry and Ray Oz‑
zie, the developer of Notes. More than 120
sessions are planned ranging from system
planning to application development for
Notes. If you develop software for a Lotus
application you can also contact Lotus to
show your products. Information on Lo‑
tusphere ’95 can be obtained in the US on
0101617 8945326.

SCO usersmeet
In June 40SCO Unixusers created the ‘SCO
UK User Group’. As with many user groups,
its goal is twofold. First, it’s agood place to
exchange information and experiences
about SCO Unix in particular and more gen‑
erally about open systems. Second, it wants
to act as a pressure group to give some in‑
put to SCO on future product directions.
SCO’s reaction is quite good: Bernard
Hulme,MD andVPEMEAcomments, ‘SCO
welcomes this move by the user base and
we fully endorse the group.’ To contact the
SCO UK User Group call Christine Carter
on 0923 816344.

Solaris on PowerPC
SunSoft and IBMhave signed an agreement
to port and distribute Solaris on IBM’sPow‑
erPC-based platforms. Solaris will be deliv‑
ered either preloaded or on aCD-ROM.The
version, that should be available in the first
half of next year, will be compatible with So‑
laris 2.4 for SPARC and x86 systems (avail‑
able this summer). In most cases, to port an
application developers will only need to re‑
compile it. At the beginning of October de‑
velopers will be able get hold of the Early
Access Developer Kits for Solaris on Pow‑
erPC. SunSoft can be reached on 0494
472900 and IBM in the US on 0101 512
8382992.

Worse sales of DOS
The sales of software products in Western
Europe for the first quarter, 1994 has gone
up to $522million, anincrease of 10%.Asex‑
pected, only Windows applications contin‑
ued to sell well, up 72% from Q1 ’93. DOS
faired extremely poorly, down 43% to $52
million. And the Macwas down too by 9%to
$30.7 million. UK/Irelandwere the biggest
spenders this quarter.

4

Confused ’boutMicrosoft?
Recentmarket research conducted by Spikes Cavell showsa certain confusion in the percep‑
tion of Microsoft’s operating systems. Everyone seems clear about Windows, presumably
since it has apenetration of over 80% of the PCOSmarke. But the situation is not the same
with regard to NT, Daytona, Chicago andCairo. Respondentswere aware of the code names
but ‘many could not rememberwhich productwas which’. Usershad the impression that NT
andNT ASwere the same thing. Spike Cavell cites one possible reason asbeing the fact that
MS ‘fails to give any kind of straightforward definition of the NT Advanced Server Platform’.
The confusion is likely to increasewith the recent renaming ofWindows NT to Windows NT
Workstation andWindows NT Server.

Not surprisingly, 93% of ISVs said they were using Windows as their main platform but
when it came to NT, the figure dwindled to 23%. On the income side, only 63% of ISVsmen‑
tioned Windows as their most important revenue generating platform now, while 40%
thought that this would still be the case in two years time. It is probable, however, that they
will have moved to NT, Chicago, Daytona maybe even Cairo. MS appears to be winning as
the desktop OSfor both users and ISVs over the next two years, but it is not clearwithwhich
of their OSs.

On the server side, for ISVs, UnixWare is a clear first followed by NetWare. The use of
UnixWare by ISVs,according to the survey, will increase in the next two years. The only MS
server platform which more than 10% of ISVs say they will be using in two years is NT Ad‑
vanced Server, notDaytona asmight havebeenexpected. In the case of users though, 95% of
the respondentswere usingNetWareon their server.
Formore informationon this research,contact Spikes Cavell on 0635 550449.

HB Implement ing/ Using
(] Evaluating
[Considering

Unix/UW NetWare =: OS/2

THE DESKTOP: IndependentSoftwareVendors

LANMan NTAS LANSer VINES Daytona Cairo

Unix/UW Nov-DOS MS-DOS PC-DOS OS/2 Mac
Source: Spikes Clavell

Chicago Daytona Cairo

Just say the word
WordPerfect has formed an alliance to develop a speech recognitionAPI for Windows. Com‑
panies participating in the initiative include IBM,Novell and Phillips Dictation Systems. No‑
table by its absence is, of course, Microsoft. The aim is to integrate speech seamlessly into
Windows applications. ‘When vendors truly commit to writing to open standards, the issues
of compatibility and interoperability will disappear...’ explained Mark Calkins, vice president
of products and strategic marketing atWordPerfect. No guesses as to which vendor he im‑
plicitly refers to...
The goals are certainly high: support for discrete andcontinuous dictation for input of text

and data.WordPerfect will offer the API aspart of its PerfectFit technology which lies at the
heart of all its software products. Developers will get access to the SpeechAPI via the Per‑
fectFit SDK. WordPerfect expects the API to be included in PerfectFit SDK in the fourth
quarter 1994.The company itselfwill begin shipping speech aware applications in early 1995.
Other participating companies have announced their intention to have products compliant
with the speech recognitionAPIwithin ayear.
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Upgratie from
dBASEor Paradox for

£99.
CompetitiveUpgrade
£149+VAT
RRP£349+-VAT

TheWorldwide DatabaseStandard

Accelerate your move to Client/Server
with dBASE for Windows

Take advantage of your
corporate investment

For over ten years, (BASE® has been the
world’s most widely useddesktop database
management system and 4GL development
platform. Borlandhas protected your
investment in development time and
applications, tools, training and support by
guaranteeing accelerated, problem-free
migration to client/server platforms.
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Creating forms, queries and reports has never been
easier with dBASE’s new Visual Design Tools

dBASE for Windows is not only
compatible with earlier versions of
dBASE, but also allows you to incorporate
directly, thousands of Windows utilities
and external tools that have been
developed by third parties. As aresult, you
can now rapidly scale your business
applications to Windows and client/server
in one step.

Ready to grow
with your business

dBASE for Windows provides asmooth
transition into the client/server environment.
That’s because it’s aseasy to access and use
remote SQL data as it is to use your local
dBASE data. And you don’t have to know
SQL programming to manipulate SQL data
directly from Borland’s InterBase, Oracle
or Sybase/MS SQL server. There’s simply
nobetter tool for “upsizing’” PCandPC
network applications to the increased
performance and security of client/server.

Object-Oriented programming is
revolutionising the way applications are
built. And dBASE for Windows is built on
a new, powerful architecture that lets users
rapidly master object-oriented
programming by building on their current
knowledge. dBASE for Windows’ new
object oriented design makes such
application design intuitive and effortless
and world-class development tools get
applications from design to the desktop
faster than ever.

The Upsizing Company

A new DOS version, dBASE 5.0 for DOS
is now available, call for further
information.

For further information or for
details of your nearest stockist call

0800 212727
or complete the coupon

Please send mean information pack
Please call mewith more detailed info
Name

Position

Company

Type of business

Address

Postcode Tel,

Number of PCs in your company

I am responsible for purchasing software
My interest is business [_] personal [ ( ]

Pleasereturmto: Ref: AS/9431/DZ
Borland International(UK)Limited, FREEPOST
POBox9, Stroud,Gloucestershire GL6 8BR.

Borland International ( UK ) Limited, 8 Pavil ions, Ruscombe Business Park, Twyford, Berkshire RG10 9NN Tel 0734 321150 Copyright © 1994 Borland International. All rights reserved.
All Borland product names are trademarks of Borland International, Inc. Dealer prices may vary.



NEWS REVIEW

Challenging stuff
The closing date for entries to the fourth
Business Software Challenge Award is Sep‑
tember 2nd 1994. The competition, spon‑
sored and funded by Computer Associates,
has attracted interest from anumber of UK
colleges. Prizes to the value of £20,000 are
being offered. Judges will be looking for en‑
tries which are of original software design
and meet identified business needs. Stu‑
dents wishing to enter should submit suit‑
able projects to the Competition Secretary,
POBox 2ER, LondonW1A2ER.

DEC to support NeXT
NeXT has announced that DEC will be the
third major (but for how long?) partner to
adopt OpenStep which will result in Open‑
Step being ported to DEC’s OSF/1. Work‑
space Manager, NeXTmail and NeXTstep
Developer will be available on DEC hard‑
ware. Developers writing to the OpenStep
API will be able to move to PA-Risc, SPARC,
Alpha and PowerPC based systems. It is
also expected that DECwill integrate Open‑
Step with ObjectBroker, its CORBA compli‑
ant distributed object request broker,
allowing interaction between ObjectBroker
and NeXTstep.

HPtakes UnixWare front seat
HP has joined the UnixWare Technology
Group (UTG) as a sponsor member. UTG
was established in May 1994 asa non profit
making organisation for the advancement of
UnixWare. Being a sponsor member it will
also be on the Boardof Directors and socan
influence the direction of UnixWare. HP is
interested in working with other UTGmem‑
bers on advanced OS technology, systems
management, object and integration with
DCE. Previously HP has worked with
Novell, along with several other companies
to define SPEC 1170 and the common desk‑
top environment.

Networks developments
Were you at Networks ’94? It was muchbig‑
ger than the previous year. Three halls in‑
stead of one. Not to mention fancier stands.
To find interesting ones, Blenheim, the or‑
ganiser planned ‘product trail’ guides. So
you were able to find everything about
ATM, FDDI or system integration... But
what about software developers? No trail
guide for them. Just a few products hidden
amongst all the end-user andMISstuff. How
do they all develop thesewonderful network
products? Maybe everything was hidden in
the big red box where no one but Novell
employees dared to walk in...

6

OpenDoc on OS/2
At PCExpo, Big Blue demonstrated OpenDoc on OS/2. Since the show, the alpha code has
beenmade available to developers as part of the IBM PSPDeveloper Connection CD-ROM.
Apple was the first company to release OpenDoc code to developers (see EXEJuly 94). After
the Macintosh and the OS/2 platforms, the next code release should be for Windows; Novell
(withWordPerfect) has the responsibility for theWindows version. A Unix version is also in
the pipeline.

Reference source code for OpenDoc and validation suite to test the OpenDoc compliance
will be provided to system vendors and developers by a non-profit association, the Compo‑
nent IntegrationLaboratories.The CI Lab was founded lastyear by Apple, IBM,Novell,Tali‑
gent, WordPerfect and Xerox. Its initial goal is to offer to its members the control of the
evolution of the family of technologies involved in OpenDoc.

Beside the OpenDoc core itself,which is in charge of the integration of the software com‑
ponents, four other technologies are part of the family. Big Blue contributed its System Ob‑
ject Model (SOM) while Apple provided the Bento object storage and the Open Scripting
Architecture (OSA). The fifth technology, the OLE 2.0 adapter, enables interoperability with
MS OLE. This adapter is intended to attract OLE developers, so that OLE compliant applica‑
tions in the future will be developed with OpenDoc. We'll have to wait to see if it’s really
much simpler to program for OpenDoc than for OLE2... Currently the different libraries com‑
posing the OpenDoc family are available directly from their developers. But as soon as the
code is completed, the source will be transferred to the CI Lab. Developers can get hold of
the code by calling IBM Software on 0329 242728 or obtain more information from the CI
Lab in the USon 0101415 7508352.0DBC for Informix

ODBC for Informix
At the beginning of July, Informix Software and Visigenic Software (see EXE March
°94, p14 ) entered into a technology licensing agreement regarding multi-database
connectivity. Informixwil l getWindows and Unix ODBC drivers for Sybase and Or‑
acle databases aswell as for its own. Visigenic’s ODBC technology will also be used
to provide a Call Level Interface (CLI).
With the integration of a CLI standard interface, Informix’ developers will no

longer need an embedded SQL precompiler to access databases. Visigenic is port‑
ing the MS ODBC SDK to Unix, OS/2 and Mac platforms. Visigenic ODBC SDK
costs $995 pe r seat; for Sun and soon for HP and IBM. The ODBC drivers wil l be
available in October. Visigenic can be reached in the US on 0101415 2861900.

MS and Stac settle
The legal saga between MS and Stac has come to anend. For those who have not followed
the story closely, here’swhat happened. On the 23rd of February, the jury awarded $120mil‑
lion in damages to Stac for software patent infringement.MSwas found to have infringed two
of Stac’s patent in the DoubleSpace disc compression utility. At the same trial, the jury
awarded MS approximately $13.6 million in ‘damages for misappropriation of trade secrets’.
That was of quite serious concern for developers as it meant that any company using a non
publicly documentedAPI ofWindows could also be suedby MS.

On the 8th of June, the Court of California issued a permanent injunction to restrain MS
from ‘making, using, or selling’ all the products using the relevant disk compression code in‑
cludingMS-DOS6.0 and6.2, NT-ASandFFS. Only the OEMswho hada previous agreement
with Stac; Compaq and IBM,were not affected by this injunction. On the 20th of June, Big
Blue decided to cash in on this by announcing a price reduction on PC-DOS 6.3 that in‑
cluded, legally, adisk compression utility.

But the next day, the 21st of June, MS and Stac settled their patent dispute with a ‘broad
cross licenceagreement’. It covers all their existing disk compression patents aswell asany new
ones received in the next five years. The agreement looks like agood bargain for Stac. MS will
pay aroyalty for the use of Stac’s patent. MSwill also give Stac access to its preload technology.
But that’s not all, MSwill pay Stac royalties of $1million per month for 43months! Lastly,MS
will purchase$39.9millionof 4%non-votingstock.The saga finally endshappily for bothparties,
but the issueregardingthe useof anondocumentedAPI is stillno clearer.
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WINDOWS
D E V E L O P E R S

VISUALBASIC’ PROGRAMMING
This course includesmany practical exercises anda
supporting case studywhich illustratesthe practical
applicationofVisual Basic features and functions. The
course demonstrates; howVisual Basic can and
should be used; the strengthsandweaknesses of
Visual Basic; Howadd-ins and other tools support the
Visual Basic Programmer. THEcourse for
professional programmers newto Visual Basic.

Fivedays: £1025+ VAT

ADVANCEDVISUALBASIC
VBdevelopers are buildingmoreandmore
ambitious systems, integratingapplications,
accessingdata from local and remotesources. Our
course sets out to answermanyof the questions
askedbydeveloperswhoare pushingVB further.
The course includesexercises showing how
developers can useCand third party products to
extend andenhance their systems. Suitable for
developerswith good commercial programming
experience andat least three monthsdevelopment
work usingVisual Basic. Three days:£675+ VAT

WINDOWSPROGRAMMING
This practical course providesa comprehensive
introductiontoWindows programming. Itcovers the
most relevantareas insufficientdetail to allow
programmersto quickly becomeefficient in producing
applications. Students learn to: understandWindows
architecture, philosophy anddesign considerations;
understandthe appropriate useof DDEandDLL’s;
makeeffective useof the available features and
functions. Forprofessional programmerswith a
working knowledgeofC.

Fivedays£1025+ VAT

T R A I N I N G
EXCEL” 5.0VBAPROGRAMMING
Microsoft Excel hasalways hada powerful macro
facility but the additionof the Visual Basic for
Applications languageallows it to be usedfor
developing powerful maintainable applications. This
coursewill allowyou to create sophisticated solutions
to your businessproblems byshowing ExcelVBA’s
capabilities and howto useOLE, aswell as teaching
good programmingstyle.

Threedays £675+ VAT

This course is for experiencedcommercial
programmers - noamateurs please. Ifyouwant to
makeAccesswork hardfor you in stand-alone and
client-server applications then this isthe course for
you. Hands-onexercises explain anddemonstrate
the mosteffective useofAccess asa data
managementtool. Learnhowwizards andbuilders
are employed to create objects; how to modify
objects without usingwizards andhowto roll outa
polishedand robust application.

Threedays £675+ VAT

FREEto OB developers
VB UTILITIES& DEMODISK

Diskcontaining original source code
PEEKABOO,HIDEandKILLUtilities

plus
DEMOPROGRAMS

first presentedbySteveJones during the Richfords
Training session

at Visual BasicDay in Bristol

CallMarieBrownon 0719228819

Microsoft potenProvider
Authorised Tra in ing Centre

SOUTH BANKTECHNOPARK 90LONDON ROAD LONDONSE16LN _ FAX 071 922 8839\
a All Trademarks Acknowledged
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PRODUCT NEWS

Another dBASE for DOS!
What’s Borland playing at? dBASE 5 for
DOS? Surely not; so soon after the debut of
dBASE5 for Windows. It shares most of the
features of its Windows counterpart (see
EXEJuly ’94) including the new OO exten‑
sions to the language. Performance has in‑
creased thanks to a 32-bit compiler and the
interface is now event driven and can be de‑
signed visually (but is still in character
mode). However, evenwith all the changes,
the Control Centre remains. dBASE5 costs
£499 new and £99 as an upgrade. For com‑
parison the price of dBASE 5 for Windows
is £349... Borland is on 0734 321150.

Windows snooping
WinScope V1.2 now offers a knowledge
base of over 2,000 APIs. These can be used
in conjuction with a new ‘enhanced event
capture’ facility to monitor and debug soft‑
ware that makes almost any system call,
from the Windows APIs to system drivers
and new APIs such asTAPI and OLE 2. It
can also capture allWindows messages and
exception interrupts. Other features include
the ability for any application to place text,
interrupt, stack trace and register informa‑
tion in the WinScope trace buffer and a
trace file. WinScope costs $149 from Peri‑
scope Company (0101404 8885335).

Client/Server in two steps
Trinzic has launched ObjectPro, a two-step
Client/Server development tool. The proto‑
typing phase is done in an interpreted 4 GL
object oriented environment. Then the code
of the application is generated as DLLs in
ANSI C. All components are stored as ob‑
jects, so new business objects can inherit
from previously created ones. ObjectPro
costs $2,995.Trinzic is on 0923 816236.

Get installing
UK developers can now get hold of PC-In‑
stall, an installation program toolkit which
can also be used to install software up‑
grades. PC-Install can determine the proces‑
sor of the target machine, the free disk
space, etc and modify AUTOEXEC.BAT,
CONFIG.SYSand evenWIN.INI in theWin‑
dows version. An optional PC-Shrink pack‑
age features automatic compression and
decompression of the files. The DOS and
Windows versions plus acombinedpackage
that includes PC-Shrink are available from
Foxware on 0277 264422, Grey Matter on
0364 654100 and SystemScience on 071833
1022.

No sell fromdate...
It’s almost here. The newest (and greatest according to Microsoft) release of Visual C+ is
due out any day now. The new 32-bit compiler language systemwill be hosted underWin32
on Intel and MIPS platforms when it is released. Microsoft says the DECAlpha version will
be ready in the fourth quarter. However, the Win32 platformwill not be NT 3.1asVC++ 2.0
supports OLE, a feature that is only available in the Windows 3.5 ‘Daytona’ release of NT.
Roll on Daytona... Of course, being based on Win32, Chicago will also be an available plat‑
form. Rollon Chicago. Hmmn,I think not: not yet anyway.
As well asbeing available as anative application for Intel,MIPS andAlpha, VC++ 2.0 will

be able to target the Macintosh through an add-on to the Intel edition. The Win32s library
has been ported to the Macintosh, providing adirect mapping onto the System 7API, allow‑
ing both MFC and Win32 based applications to be ported to the Mac. Microsoft promises
that targetting of 68KMacswill be available immediately on release of the Intelversion. Pow‑
erMacs are in the pipeline...Applications targetting the Mac arewritten, compiled and linked
on NT. The executable code is then squirted downa serial line into the Mac. Remote debug‑
ging is available from within the VC++ IDE across a network or serial connection. True
MacHeads everywhere will be disappointed though: ugly Windows droppings defacing the
oh-so-pure Mac UI (such as Excel style toolbars), can now be created by anyone, not just
MS..
Apart from the obvious cross-platform availability, VC++ 2.0 offers an improved IDEwith

customisable toolbars, dockable windows anda new hierarchical Project browsingwindow.
MS has finally dropped the separate App Studio application: now it’s built into the environ‑
ment. Infamous for its slow compilation, MS now offers two ways to speed up the process.
First, the Browser can be built ‘on demand’ rather than for every compile. And second, the
linker is now incremental.With these, MSaims to reduce link time to around 10seconds.

MFC has been optimised and enhanced with support for 32-bit OLE and ODBC which is
available on all platforms. The Wizards for OLE/ODBC fromVC++ 1.5 are now available for
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exception handling.
Prices for VC++ were
unavailable at the time
of going to press. For
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further information |] Ready [READ[11:00PM |]
phone Microsoft on VC++gets a hot new IDE
0734 270000.

VB developers tool up
Tools v1.0 from The MandleBrot Set (TMS) is a new development aid for Visual Basic pro‑
grammers which offers a set of programmingutilities and source codemodules.The utilities
are launched froma toolbar which bearsa striking resemblance to that of MS Office It too
provides aTools help facility and is configurable. AutoCoder is the primary programmingaid
of Tools. It’s a kind of macro expander that allows programmers to create reusable template
subroutines and functions that can be loaded into aVBW source code module. AutoCoder
can be configured to slot in the template using a programmer-supplied function name. An‑
other utility, Resource Gauge, helps VBW developers keep track of how much system re‑
sources their applications are consuming. This can be used as a guide to the relative
responsiveness of the application on auser machine.There is also a tool for unloadingDLLs
which are left in memory when a program crashes, a custom control for accessing IN I files
and aprogram tracer that presentsa call tree representation of the runningprogramwith the
time each functionwas called.The complete toolkit is pricedat£99.TMS is on0941117534.
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In 1978,Mr Morita told his colleagues about his new invention.
Within a year, the whole world was listening.

Ah, the clarity of hindsight!
The personal stereo - like all the best

ideas - is such an obvious concept that we
wonder how we ever managed without it.

The same could be said of UnixWare.
Combining the versatility of UNIX with the
networking power of NetWare - Novell’s de
facto standard network operating system ‑
UnixWare is making serious inroads in the
operating systems market.

I ts potential has already been
recognised by the rapidly growing body of
software developers and key systems
suppliers who support this, the definitive
(SVR4.2) version of UNIX.

There are plenty of reasons why moving
to UnixWaremakes sense for you, too.

It supports open systems standards,
so it protects your investment now and in
the future. And its seamless NetWare
access allows users to benefit from data,
services and protocols provided by your
exist ing NetWare networks.

UnixWare is powerful, offer ing real
speed advantages; it’s also easy to install
and with the graphical user interface it’s
very easy to use. Finally, as it makes the
most of exist ing hardware - and is half the
cost of other UNIX solutions - it’s
extremely cost-effective.

Say ‘Yes’ to UnixWare today - simply
complete and r e t u r n the c o u p o n or
call free on 0800 666767 fo r m o r e
information.

Please send me details of UnixWare seminars

Please send me details of my nearest
Authorised UnixWare Reseller
I would like to become anAuthorised UnixWare Reseller or
Accredited Developer

Name

Company

Address ___

Telephone

Novell UK, Novell House,

N O V E L L The Past, Present and Future of Network Computing

> CIRCLE NO. 609



PRODUCT NEWS

NextStep becomesmore PC
Release 3.3 of NextStep is expected out by
the end of the year. What’s more, you may
already have a PC that will accept it. New
drivers have been added to support more
Intel compatible systems. Also, NextStep
will support hardware standards such as
PCI, ISA Plug & Play, PCMCIA and soft‑
ware ones likeMIME. NextStepwill include
version 4.0 of Insignia’s SoftPC. It will also
have NetInfo, a Client/Server object model
which allows transparent messaging to oc‑
cur between local and remote objects.
NeXT Computer can be contacted on 081
565 0005.

Middleware from Big Blue
The latest addition to IBM’s Application
Productivity Family is called VisualGen, a
software tool which manages to encompass
many of today’s trendy buzzwords: ‘visual’,
‘4GL’, ‘middleware’, ‘rightsizing’, ‘Client/
Server’. It’s got ’em all. In effect it is a4GL
application generator that works on OS/2
2.1 and generates either OS/2 or Windows
3.1 clients and servers for MVS, VSE or
OS/2. VisualGen Developer costs £2,636;
the VisualGen Generator is £10,000 for
MVS and £8,300 for VSE; there’s an addi‑
tional £942 for the workgroup services. IBM
Software is on 0329 242728.

PrologonMac
LPA has announceda range of Prolog soft‑
ware tools for the Mac. The main one,
MacProlog32 is a 32-bit Prolog incremental
compiler completely integrated in the Mac
environment. The LPA tool also includes
Prolog++/MacObject, an object oriented
Prolog with a graphical programming envi‑
ronment; and a few other add-on tools.
MacProlog32 costs £1,495 with a run time
generator and £745 without. LPA is on 081
8712016.

Out of sight
If you’re paranoid about the secrets held in
your computer or just want to conceal your
PC, two companies are announcing the
desk you’ve been dreaming of. Portasilohas
managed to put a desk in a ‘high security
cabinet’ with features such as ‘multi-point
locking’. But if hiding your PC away from
view is enough to calm you down then
Padek’s solution may be more to your lik‑
ing. A uniquely crafted sideboard which ‘at
the touch of abutton on the remote control’
opens itself to reveal a complete working
environment. Portasilo can be reached on
0904 611501and Padekon 0425 471564.
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Object Server and Broker
C++ Extensions
Ilog has introduceda set of extensions to the C++ language: an object server and a broker.
The object server is based on the Smalltalk Model-View-Controller architecture so objects
can be accessed simultaneously by multiple users. Each user can interact with a different
representation of the same object. The consistency of the views is guaranteed by the server.
Furthermore, the architecture of the Ilog server enables an object server to be distributed in
a transparent way.
The first step is to design statically an object model by annotating C++ objects using the

15or sopredefinedkeywords.The Ilog server enables you to create a dynamic object server.
A new client or object functionality can be added without touching the source of other cli‑
ents. The separation of the object server from its clients and of the application from its inter‑
face is obtained through the use of notifications and logical views classes. The contextual
notifications allowa client to act on and benotifiedby the server within its logicalview class.
To distribute an object server, the only necessary modification is to make the notification
mechanismasynchronous.
The Ilog Broker is a light distributed programming tool that provides peer to peer com‑

munication between objects. It is aimed at C++ developers wanting to write a distributed ap‑
plication without having to learn a new language.With a single API, it is possible to port an
application across heterogeneous platforms such asSun OS, Solaris, HP or DECAlpha. The
broker generates transparently the communication protocol (based on RPC). It includes se‑
curity features, like automatic detection andnotification of networkbreakdowns.
Both tools include a C++ preprocessor anda set of libraries. The Broker and the Server

cost £3,400 and£2,800 respectively and are available for the Digital,Hewlett-Packardand Sun
flavours of Unix. Ilogcan be contacted on0483 440388.

No more bugs for Clipper
If you’re a Clipper developer and hate debugging, Scrutiny is the right tool for

you, at least according to QBS Software. Bugs are found by checking for assertion
violation, so all you have to do is to include assertion statements in you r code de‑
scribing what you expect. The assertions are logical statements expressing the as‑
sumptions made in the coding. For example type checking can be done
automatically if you chose variable names according to the Hungarian notation.
Since assertions are checked when they are read inside a routine, they can help de‑
tect an e r r o r before it propagates elsewhere in the program. An added benefit of in‑
cluding assertion statements in you r code is that y o u document it at the same time,
notably by describing all parametersof routines and expected results. Scrutiny cost
£199 and is distributed by QBS Software (081 9944842).

ViP take Notes
At Networks 94, Lotus previewed ViP, aWindows visual programming tool for developing
Notes applications. ViP application can access bothNotes andSQL databases. Data stored in
Notes either locally or on aNotes server, are accessed directly fromViP; other databases can
be accessed through Lotus DataLens for Windows or the new NotesSQL. The NotesSQL
driver (which is free) provides anANSI SQL link between Notes and other applications. It al‑
lows ODBC compliantWindows applications to access data stored in Notes.
ViP is composed of a designer and a runtime environment, the latter of which will be dis‑

tributed free of charge to all licensedworkstations. It includes LotusScript 2.0, aBasic com‑
patible language augmented to support events. The environment can be extendedwith what
Lotus has called DTx for DesignerTool Extension.ViP should have some degree of compati‑
bility with Visual Basic, but at the time of writing no definite information was available. It is
probable, but not yet certain, that ViP will accept VBXs. If this is not the case, thenVB/Link
for Lotus Notes from Brainstormmight attract more developers than Lotus’ own tool: Brain‑
storm’s product is purely acustom control for VB to access informationstored in Notes.

For more information on ViP or the Recognised Professional Developer programme, Lo‑
tus Development can be contacted on 0784 455445. Doran Essen,Brainstorm’s distributor, is
on 071637 2140.
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“We chose PVCSbecause the
vendors of our newdevelop‑
ment tools recommended it.
They told usSoftware
ConfigurationManagement
was anecessity for productive
development on the LAN.
I'mgladwelistened
to them. PVCShasproven
tobeinvaluable. Wenow
have superb control over all
development efforts. “

The Major Development Tool Vendors Agree: PVCS
Is Essential for Productive Development on the LAN
Selected Vendors: PUESDeveloper's Toolkit LeverageYour
Borland International IDE p e e ares Tool Investmentwith Pvcs
Digitalk Team/V Carsten Configuration There’s a reasonwhy all major Client/Server

Manager Builder and LANdevelopment vendors have formed
Gupta Technologies, Inc. allianceswith INTERSOLV. It’sPVCS‑
HPSoftBench Pvcs pvcs the standard for Software Configuration

Reporter ‐ ton the LAN. It’s a vitalIBMSDE/6000 Gateway a on tne cians SaVi ta
ingredient for productive LANdevelopment.

IBM 0S/2
ficarmen Unix EveryMajor Development Tool Vendor Partnerswith Intersolv

The list onthe left is only partial. PVCS is available in all the environments
Micro Focus COBOL developerswork in‐today and tomorrow.That means less training-you don’t
MicrosoftVisual C++ have to learnanother SCMtool if there’s achange.That means more efficient
Microsoft PWB development and easily enforced standards. It means consistent audit trails for all
e e e p a r Sullder development, and the ability to correct errors andanomalies at any time.
sco SeriousApplication Development Demands PVCS

The trend is clear. Importantapplications in your company are movingto the LAN.
i l e They need the control and reliability that PVCSprovides.Your development tool
SunSoft vendors know that-that’s why they recommendPVCS.
Solaris
Symantec C++ IDDE Moving/ ISO Call Today for

” More Information:
Tel: 071625 5255
Fax: 071624 9404

The Standard for Software ConfigurationManagement on the LAN

ReadmarSystemsLtd, 239 Kilburn Park Road, London NW6 5LG

And many more...



COMMENT

RubbishingC++ is one a
sure way to court =a
disaster. Kevin Yeandel
rejects the western way...

Inability to comprehend important concepts
supporting the existence of C++ (or any ob‑
ject language for that matter) often leads
people to make aggressive and profound
statments attacking it.

Pascal, like every language, has its place,
as does OT (Object Technology). The
higher the generation of language, the more
restrictions. Pascal has more restrictions
than C - mainly through compiler/linker de‑
sign but remains an excellent teaching lan‑
guage. Nevertheless, the closer you get to
machine code the more you can do and the
faster you can go. The price for this, how‑
ever, is reducedcode comprehension.

I was no different from the next person
trying to learnC++.You can’t do pees
it sat in the bathone Sunday
afternoon. It takes many
months to sink in.
Computers evolve
more quickly
than

S2APBEX
our organic brains. Your customer knows
they get faster and bigger, he expects youto
utilise these technological advances in your
programs and doesn’t care howyou do it. IT.
accelerates, projects grow and comprehen‑
sion reduces. We must have a solution
which aids understanding. ‘Objectification’
is a natural way of dealing with real world
situations. It’s not unreasonable to predict
that in many cases, companies usingOT will
reward their shareholders with increased
dividends while companies sporting Victo‑
rianattitudes fade away into oblivion.

If you don’t want to put the world to rights
or write programs with more than 10 lines
then stickwith Pascalbecuaseyouwon’t have
to use OT. I don’t have to use Pascal but I
don’t rip it to shreds for the simple reason
that I understandbothand prefer OTbecause
it suits my requirements. Don’t fault what you
don’t understand. Careless talk costs.

OT-phobic programmers geta little buzz
when they show anti-OT propaganda to an
experienced OT user.We fall behinda little
every timea frightened traditional program‑
mer shows ‘The Director’ or anyone else in
a position of authority these Luddite whis‑
perings. It’s in our genes to be reluctant to
change and comforting to read quotes like

‘C and C++ Going Nowhere’.A localcol‑
lege lecturer recently told me that C++
hadno future andBasicwas the in lan‑
guage. This attitude, like that of so
many colleges, is six years behind in
its thinking. Which is fine because gen‑
erally, sois British industry.
The basic human desire must surely

be to build machines which can think for
themselves, carry out domestic chores and
fight the battles of everyday life. To let our
children enjoy, experiment and learn in a
virtual world while we make the real one a
better, safer place. We’ve a long way to
go. There is an infinite list of ideas. We
can learn from our mistakes in war and
protect ourselves from future attack.
We can study the ecology of the world
and assessa plan for future survival.
We can limit the number of essential
dangerous experiments for example,
preventing death by learning to fly vir‑
tual aircraft.

We have to find a way to model
Bs N these super projects. Those of us

who are not God or have an IQ
under 200 will not be able to

EXE:The Software Developers’ Magazine

do it usingTurbo Pascal or C.This is not to
say C++ alone is the be all and end all. But it
is a tool highly suited to development of the
complex neural networks and cognitive
mapswhich mostpeople in the UK andUSA
are shielded from, unaware of.
The computer I used 14 years ago may

have had 16,000 times less memory than
this but both have an IQ equal to that of a
modern day super computer - zero. This
missing IQ is the contraceptive preventing
the current primitive IT infrastructure giv‑
ing birth to a crime free world of super safe
self driving vehicles and Governments mak‑
ingdecisions for the right reasons insteadof
through deceit and for personal gains. This
technology is just around the corner. How‑
ever, if you didn’t have sushi this week, if
you're not living in Japan or Korea, you may
not have heard of it. Neuralnetworks (adap‑
tive fuzzy systems) will give machines the
IQ needed to fulfil our dreams. We'll have a
reason to keep bringing children into this
world.

Maybe ‘electronic’ natural selection will
choose to render our Aristotelian based
processes extinct. Why? Becuase some idiot
will showa letter or article in a magazine
dismissing Fuzzy Logic which, while carry‑
ing a miniscule weight will be sufficient
enough to sway a decision by a US com‑
puter manufacturer that ‘perhaps we should
rethink this fuzzy approach and let someone
else risk the money first...’ Too damn late.
The gross national debt of America (at time
of writing increasing by $20,000/second)
overtakes the gross national product and
there’s not enough money in the kitty for a
Dunkin Donut. The Americans probably
wouldn’t even see the attack: ‘Too busy
watching the game’.
This is a real problem - not a laughing

matter. One which needs to be dealt with.
Western industry needs to open its eyes to
global IT. Sowhere does this leave us? No
one person can do this alone, but through
the eyes of the media could this country be
enlightened to what’s actually going on? Yes
it can. We need more people to speak out ‑
to sow the seeds of information. Not just to
grab the attention of the minority of people
in the IT driving seat but, as a bonus, to
sprout an interest for the rest of us then the
seeds will bear fruit. There is more to pro‑
gramming a computer than just sitting in
front of one. e
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Don’t even think about using a
RelationalDatabaseSystem !
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ComparingObject Oriented and

POETODBMS_ Relational RDBMS

StoringObjects As Objects Break Objects
into Tables

DatabaseModel User Application Separate Database
Model ModelRequiredIsethe POET Object Database for C+ 2a ps gee a
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, H e n F Productivi
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AppWare -
behind the veil

Novell has been
working for over a year

on an architecture and tools for
multi-platform development.

David Mery unravels the truth
from the hype.

One of the biggest problem facing software
developers today is the number of APIs
they have to learn. The problem is even
worse for the companies that create prod‑
ucts for multiple platforms. The ultimate
dream of every software house is to develop
an application on one platform that can be
executed on many, and that will evolve eas‑
ily with new releases of OSor new network
protocols. The obvious advantages would
be cost reduction and an overall faster de‑
ployment of the application. Could the
AppWare offering from Novell be a step in
both these directions?

Saint Novell?
AppWare is based ona software layer that
isolates applications from the OS and net‑
working services. When using AppWare,
application developers do not need to learn
any specific OS, GUI or network API, in‑
stead they develop for AppWare. In other
words, AppWare helps the developer to
write network aware software asopposed to
NetWare aware software. So, what’s the
catch? Novell claims that there are too few
networking applications and that any in‑
crease in numbers is therefore a positive
move, even if this results in a profit to its

competitors. Of course, Novell will be col‑
lectinga tidy profit along the way too, but
nobody ever said that the path to righteous‑
ness was easy! Neither will it do Novell any
harm to try bringing its two very different
product lines, Unix and NetWare, together.

According to Novell, AppWare’s mission
is ‘to empower developers to build better
networked applications, faster, on multiple
platforms... It will do for a network applica‑
tion what OS did for desktop applications’,
that is to provide the same sort of inde
pendence from the OS that the OS them‑
selves provide from the hardware (see
Figure 1). It sounds like arevolution theme,
we'll have to wait and see if developers will
march along... The AppWare term was
coined by Novell to name an architecture
and several different development tools.
The two major products: AppWare Founda‑
tion and Visual AppBuilder, were initially
developed by two different companies (Soft‑
ware Transformation Inc. and Serius Corp.
respectively),both bought by Novell.

Solutions? But not oil and water
Some solutions have been implemented to
solve the usual problems associated with
layered approaches. Most of the compo‑

Figure 1 - Followingthe evolution ofcomputing models
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nents have two parts: basic objects which
support the subset of the common features
of the different supported platforms and ex‑
tended objects which offer some advanced
features not always present in one or more
of the platforms. For example the basic text
object is limited to 32,000 characters
(Macintosh limitation) and only one font
(Windows limitation), but the extended text
object does not have any of these limita‑
tions. So developers can choose the object
best fitted to their application with mini‑
mum performance penalty, and without be‑
ing limited by a minimum common subset
attitude. This scalability of AppWare is also
used to extend client OSfunctionalities. For
example, the child windows implementation
found in Windows is supported on Unix cli‑
ents, in the same way the limited Unix print
functionality has been extended to provide a
full printing model.

Try for ahatrick
The goal of AppWare is to hide the com‑
plexity of the many APIs involved in cross
platform and networking applications devel‑
opment without performance degradation.
All the functions in AppWare have been de‑
veloped in native code. Which means
AppWare applications can run as efficiently
as native applications. This also brings
some additional benefits: AppWare applica‑
tions have the look and feel of the platforms
on which they are run. Furthermore, it’s
possible to port existing applications incre‑
mentally to AppWare.

Novell sees three main benefits to be
gained from using AppWare. The first is
that the tools available simplify developers
work by offering an API richer than the
combination of underlying APIs. There are
tools for 3GL developers, for tool makers
and for high level application designers.
The second is that productivity is increased

Attribute Editor |

Signal lister |

Error Checker |

Figure3 -Architecture ofa simpleALM
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Tools -

Figure2 -AppWare architecture

by making applications easier to port to
multiple platform. The applications are port‑
able to all the architectures supported by
AppWare with a simple recompilation. Ap‑
plications are coded for the AppWare API
and can then be compiled and run on aUnix
box, a Mac or aWindows computer. Finally,
says Novell, AppWare enables applications
to make full use of network services without
having to delve into the numerous network
APIs.

AppWare’s underware
As can be seen in Figure 2, AppWare con‑
sists of a layered architecture. The first
block, the AppWare Foundation is com‑
posed of a collection of software modules,
mainly native libraries.The Foundation pro‑
vides an interface to access the OS, user in‑
terface and connectivity services. App‑
lications can be developed directly for the
Foundation with a 3GL. All components of
the Foundationare grouped into three series:

Functions

EXE:The Software Developers’ Magazine
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Visual
AppBuilder

Third-party
Builders

ALM
Construction
Kit

@ The OSSeries comprises services such
asmemory management, data
management, file management, font
selection, application
internationalisationand device
management, see Figure 4.

@ The User InterfaceSeries supports MS
Windows, Macintosh and Motifon Unix.
It provides a basic DialogComponent to
support most of the modaldialogs found
in applications such aserror message
windows. There are also the usualmenu
types and built-in controls for windows,
edit text areas, display areas, lists,
sliders, tables... All the controls can be
nested.

@ The Network Connectivity Series
provides inter and intraapplication
connectivity andcommunication facilities
through namedpipes,sockets,messages,
OLE,Apple EditionManagerand
clipboard management (see Figure5).

Onthe buses
The next layer, the AppWare Bus, isa soft‑
ware bus for managing large-grained, inter‑
changeable components called AppWare
Loadable Modules or ALMs. An ALM can
be assimple as a button control or ascom‑
plex asa full spreadsheet module. The two
functions of the Bus enable the creation of
ALMs and provide tools to access ALMs. To
compose a complete executable program,
an application designer has simply to link
ALMs with an AppWare Bus compatible
tool such asVisualAppBuilder.

An ALM is made up of two software com‑
ponents: objects and functions (see Figure
3). These are further divided into those
which are accessible at run time and those
restricted to design time. Simple ALMs usu‑
ally consist of one object and several related
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functions. Both function and objects have
code and data which will be used at design
and runtime. The portion of an object allo‑
cated to design must be able to edit the at‑
tributes of the instances of itself and to
validate the attribute settings entered by the
designer. It must also give a description of
all the signals that the object can issue,
therefore triggering function sequences.
The remaining runtime portion must be ca‑
pable of creating new instances of the ob‑
ject, assigning any data value of one object
instance to another instance of a similar ob‑
ject and coercing the data value of an in‑
stance to a standard textual form. In
addition, the runtime portion holds one or
more of the methods that control the behav‑
iour of the object.

You'll be relieved to hear that the struc‑
ture of a function is considerably simpler.
Functions contain mainly data such as the
required parameters anda list of the condi‑
tional results (for example, the Windows
Open function has two conditional results:
open and not open). The runtime part of a
function will include the method that is exe‑
cuted when the function is called.

The ALMs can be developed either in na‑
tive, or portable code with AppWare Foun‑
dation. Since the Foundation isa relatively
new product, all Novell’s current ALMs
were written in native code. At present
Novell is not charging royalties for its
ALMs, whether other companies will
choose this policy remains to be seen. The
code of an ALM has to conform to the
AppWare Bus Module Interface in order to
be controlled by.application designers at de‑
sign time and to communicate with each
other at runtime. Several subsystems of the
AppWare Bus are available to ALM develop‑
ers. There’s a Querying Engine which al‑
lows objects to call other objects’ functions
in a completely transparent way to the appli‑
cation designer. More specifically, the Que‑
rying Engine provides detailed information
about each object and function of an ALM.
For instance one object can ask for the list
of all the other objects and functions pre‑
sent on the Bus, their names and icons, in‑‑

/* M a i n e n t r y p o i n t : UModMain */
N_GLOBAL_LIBRARY ( n i n t 3 2 )

n fl a g 3 2  fl O p t i o n s )
{

U M s g S t r u c t msg ;

U M o d M a i n ( n i d i d M o d u l e , n i d i d P r e v i n s t ,

/ * I n i t i a l i s e F o u n d a t i o n components * /
i f f (!(InitComponents ( & A c c e s s ) ) ) r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;

/ * M e s s a g e G e t - D i s p a t c h m o d e l * /

As you are probably aware AppWare is
not the unique creation of Novell. In
June 1993, Novell acquired two compa‑
nies, then created the Novell AppWare
System Group. Software Transformation
Inc. (STI) was founded in 1987 and pro‑
vided the Universal Component System
(UCS) technology which is the base of
the AppWare Foundation. Serius Corpo‑
ration was created in 1991and developed
a product called Serius Workshop, now
knownasVisualAppBuilder.

Since June last year, the technology
and products have evolved. The main ad‑
ditions to the UCS technology were the
support of the CPI-C interfaces for host

formation regarding their parameters, con‑
ditional results and type checking, their on‑
line help etc. The Bus also includes some
routines to instantiate objects aswell asoth‑
ers to invoke object attribute editors of re f
erenced objects.

The bus conductor
The most important component of the
AppWare Bus is the event engine which
manages and coordinates interactions be‑
tween ALMs at runtime. It controls the invo‑
cation of the object’s methods by events.
The AppWare Bus has several predefined
events, such as start-up or change broad‑
cast, to which an object can respond.An ob‑
ject may also have its own set of events,
which it can send to, and receive from,
other compliant objects. The event engine
provides communication between ALMs in
a flexible way. An event can either be as‑
signed a processing priority; given a spe‑
cific time at which it is to be processed, sent
to a specific object or broadcasted to all ob‑
jects. It may also includea return receipt to
the originator of the event. Events are asyn‑
chronous and can require the event engine

connectivity, Apple’s Compound Docu‑
ment Architecture and MS_ OLE.
Planned enhancements are the X/Open
distributed transactions processing APIs
supported by Tuxedo and the support of
OpenDoc.

Some of the current users of
AppWare have been using the technolo‑
gies since well before June 1993: mainly
US companies like Elly Lily, Hyper Ac‑
tive, KPMG, Atlas and also the State of
Utah! Atlas, for example, has developed
a graphical information system for build‑
ing companies, where the items can be
selected with a light pen and the cost
evaluated.

to discard all duplicate or similar events in
the event queue when a new event is in‑
serted.This engine is more thanjust anevent
processor it can act on its events queue.

The AppWare Bus provides away of con‑
necting components similar to that of OLE.
Sowhat is the rationale for creating yet an‑
other object linking scheme? The two sys‑
tems are actually quite different. OLE is a
document-centric technology where many
applications work co-operatively on the
same compound documents. AppWare Bus,
on the other hand, is intended to connect
software components directly that can be as
small asa function. To allow interaction be‑
tween the two ‘worlds’, Novell is featuring
an OLE ALMin the first release of Visual
AppBuilder.

The next version of the AppWare Bus
will be distributed, allowing applications de‑
veloped to run on one machine to be tran‑
sparently Client/Server aware. One benefit
gained by this approach to Client/Server is
the low traffic generated on the network
since the communication goes through the
AppWare Bus which can detect, for exam‑
ple, similar events.

w h i l e (UMsgGet ( & A c c e s s , & m s g , N_NULL,
UMSG_CAT_ALL))

{
i f (UMsgMap(&Access, N_NULL, & m s g , N_NULL))

UMsgDispatch(&Access, & m s g , 0 ) ;
}

/ * Te r m i n a t e F o u n d a t i o n components * /

r e t u r n  ( 0 ) ;

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

TermComponents (&Access) ;
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Take the direct path toODBCwithQ+ESoftware.
Simplifiedand standardized database

access . . . that’s the promise of ODBC. But
you have to get there first. It’s easy to get lost
in the search for reliable ODBC drivers. And
trying to write ODBC-enabled applications
without the proper tools can lead you straight
into a dead end.
Q+E Software puts anend to the frustra‑

tion and confusion. We'll lead you through
the maze of possibilities with acomprehen‑
sive solution for all your ODBC driver and
development needs.With Q+E you can get
what you need out of ODBC without getting
lost in the process.

Connect ODBC-compliant applications no
matter what you find around the corner.
With Q+EODBC Pack, you can take

advantage of the same database access tech‑
nology weprovide for such leading software
publishers asLotus, Computer Associates,
Sybase, INFORMIX, and PowerSoft. Q+E
ODBC Pack offers acomprehensive suite
of drivers for more than 30SQL and PC
DBMS versions.
And, asnew ODBC applications come out,

Q+E Software will continue to take you

where you need to go. Eachof our drivers is
fully supported and kept absolutely up-to-date
byour technical support staff.
Count on arobust ODBC development tool
that removes the obstacles in your way.
When it comes to making sure your appli‑

cations are ODBC-compliant, you can rely
on the same technology that WordPerfect,
Delrina Technology, Crystal Services, and
dozens of other prominent software compa‑
nies use. Q+E Database Library gives you an
easy way to build ODBC-enabled applica‑
tions‐no matter what development environ‑
ment you prefer.
You can forget about differences in drivers,

because our development tools let you write
code once that works with all major databases.
And because Q+E Software keeps upwith the
constantly changing technology, you won’t be
left on your own when custom applications
needmodification.
Turn to sie Software for your total
ODBC solution.
Whether you’re looking for ODBC drivers

or planning to build ODBC applications,
Q+E Software offers the path that’s fast, easy,

Q:+E O D B C P a c k a n d Q : E D a t a b a s e L i b r a r y p r o v i d e d e p e n d a b l e
a n d c o m p l e t e s u p p o r t f o r t h e f o l l o w i n g d a t a b a s e s :
ALLBASE, Btrieve, Clipper, DBZ, DB2/2, DB2/6000, dBASE, Excel .XLS files, FoxBase, FoxPro, Gupta
SQLBase, IMAGE/SQL, INFORMIX, INGRES, Microsoft SQL Server, NetWare SQL, Oracle 6and 7,
Paradox, PROGRESS, SQL/400, SQL/DS, Sybase System 10, Sybase SQL Server, Teradata, Text files, and
XDB. Gateways supported include IBM DDCS/2,Micro Decisionware, and Sybase NetGateway.
Notall DBMSare available onallplatforms; some may require agateway. Call for details.

©1994 O+E Software. O+E is a registered trademark of O+E Software. Other brand and product names are the property of their respective owners

and direct. Our ODBC solution ismulti‑
platform, with versions for Windows, OS/2,
Macintosh,Windows NT, and Solaris. And
weoffer single-source technical support for
more databases than anyone in the industry.
When it comes to ODBC, Q+E Software

gets you there now. No delays. No confusion.
No walls.

F O R UK SALES
e e C A L L N O W O’?D

0727 811177

ODBC”
‐ ByteMagazine,
March 1994

Q+tE S o f t w a r e
Abbey View, Everard Close, StAlbans AL1 2PS
Tel: 0727 811177 Fax: 0727 848991
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AppWare talk
Although not all AppWare products have been released in their final form, t h e r eis al
ready a usercommunity. D e v e l o p e r susing AppWare are either beta-testers of the
products or were already users of one of the products before Novelle n t e r e dthe game:

Brookhill Software
BrookhillSoftware has aportfolio of applications developed with Visual AppBuilder in‑
Ghading several ALMs with more than 2MBof executables. These range from account‑
ing to payroll programs and include aledger application. The ALMs were developed in
Cfor the PCplatform. Brookhill chose VAB at the time that it was sold bySerius,
mainly for the GUI designing. It’s now waiting for the final releases from Novell, to ex‑
ttendl its application to take into account network services and also to begin writing
portable ALMs. According to Reggie Rogers, VP, the acquisition of the AppWare tech‑
nology byNovell generated amajor evolution: ‘it has changed for the better. The prod‑
wct is a now more advanced. There are alot of third-parties developing for it.The
m a r k e t i n gexposure wewill gain from N o v e l lis very important.’

Cerebus Corp. is currently developing Internet Atlas (1A)with VAB. IA puts agraphi‑
cal interface in front of the American Internet provider Netcom. The applicationwill be
stand alone with versions for both the Macintosh and Windows. The choice of Visual
AppBuilder was made about two years ago by Matt Quajliana,President of Cerebus,
then independent consultant. Hecompared it with the other tools available at that time
and went for it.The principal rationale for the choice was that the company was look‑
ing for a tool which would allow high level development. The main competitor to VAB
was HyperCardwhich suffered from the fact that almost all the specialisation was
through XCMDs, each extension being completely independent and unaware of other
extensions. Matt Quajliana is enthusiastic: ‘the architecture in VAB is the best I have
seen; ALMs provide a completely flexibleenvironment. VAB is as powerful and asro‑
bust asanenvironment can be. Our company is moving out of the consulting side to
the commercial software side. Weare convinced that AppWare is a good technology,
we now want to prove that it is good for commercial development.’ Most of the Internet
Atlas application has been developed within VAB using the standard ALMs. Only 25
KBhave been written in Cfor a few specific text processing functions. Matt Quajliana
is impressed with VAB’s development over the last two years: ‘there were not as many
ALMs asare available today. Performance has also improved.’ Hesees good prospects
for VAB in the future: ‘performance is good and it’sgetting better.All the issues that
were pointed out in the beta testing have been fixed.”

The AppWare product family
T oaccess this t e c h n o l o g y ,Novell and other
companies such a sA t t a c h m a t e ,Sybase and
Borland provide tools and ALMs._ for
AppWare d e v e l o p e r s .Each tool i saimed a t
aparticular type of developer covering a
spectrum of needs: from the high level ap‑
plicationdesigner requiring avisual tool to
the 3GL developer. However, not all tools

/ * G e t t i n g a bmp f r o m t h e c l i p b o a r d * /
n i d i d B i t m a p ;
n i n t 3 2 S i z e ;

at present are surprise, surprise Windows
and Macintosh, then the different Unix ‘fla‑
vours’. NT, Chicago and OS/2 versions are
apparently coming soon.
The AppWare F o u n d a t i o ni sthe tool for

3GLd e v e l o p e r s ,i ti ssupported o nseveral
O Sand network e n v i r o n m e n t s .The Foun‑
dation is composed of libraries and anAPI
respecting the Ccallingconventions.AC++

class interface to the Foundation is cur‑
rently in finalbeta. It has been developedby
Borland in collaboration with Novell. Ob‑
jectWindows for AppWare (or OW/AW), as
it is called, is aC++ framework including a
‘model-view-controller’ mechanism. OW/AF
maintains a close compatibility with Ob‑
jectWindows 2.0.

For third parties who want to develop
tools compatible with the AppWare Bus,
there will be the AppWare Bus Toolmaker.
This toolkit provides the software engine
necessary to develop high-level tools that
use the AppWare bus. This toolkit is avail‑
able only directly from Novell. In other
words do not expect to see anAppWare tool
fromMicrosoftanytime in the future.

Yet another Visual tool...
Novell also provides a visual development
tool, called Visual AppBuilder (or VAB): a
visual development environment based on
the AppWare Bus, comprisinga collection
of ALMs anda tool to plug ALMs into the
Bus. In this article, I used the beta 3,the cur‑
rent release,of theWindows version. To cre‑
ate anapplicationwithinVAB, allyou have to
do is select object and function iconswith the
mouse,enter theparameters,then linkALMs
together. It’sassimpleasthat!
The screen presents two windows: a

main window in which to edit your applica‑
tion andanobject andfunction paletteat the
bottom. The first thing to dois create anew
project - this is howanapplication is called.
Then you must create at least one subject
which is a sub-project. A subject can be
v i e w e dasa module: away to structurea
large application. In the subject you place
the icons of the objects needed, which can
be grouped together. By double clickingon
a nobject, itsp a r a m e t e r s ,i fthere are any,
canbe set. By the same principle, functions
must be dragged in the subject window.
The next step is to create links between ob‑
jects and functions. This is done visually by
drawing a line from anobject to a function
and assigning a label corresponding to the
triggering event. If anobject must trigger
several functions for different events, sev‑
eral lines can bedrawn; each with adiffer‑
ent label. If several functionsmustbe linked,
youjusthaveto drawalinebetweenthem.
The object visibility is limitedto the sub‑

1 S i z e = UCl ipGetData(pAccess, N_NULL,
UCLIP_TYPE BITMAP, & i dB i tmap , N_NULL) ;

UCl ipClose(pAccess , N_NULL);
}

/*Return t h e n a t i v e id f o r a p i p e o b j e c t */
UPipeGetNative(pAccess, i d P i p e , &idNative) ;

Figure5- Examples of the API in the Network Connectivity Series
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UNIX
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COVER FEATURE
ject into which the object is contained. To
use an object from a different subject, all
you need to do is alias objects from one sub‑
ject to the other. The aliases are resolvedby
the AppWare Bus compiler. Once devel‑
oped the application can be executed in the
debugger or compiled in an independent ex‑
ecutable that can be given away with the ap‑
propriate DLLs. The debugger is limited to
stopping the execution at break points and
then inspecting some of the objects.

The ALMs present are for the most part
high-level software objects. The essential
ALMs include everything needed to build
an interface, to control the flow of the pro‑
gram and the interactions with devices. In
addition are included in the beta, a data‑
base, a client-server, a multimedia, an OLE
ALM from Novell and some from third par‑
ties. Some of the ALMs included need some
native software in order to work, so they are
not really free at all. But hey, it sounds nice
when you read it at first: they’re really in‑
cluded to give youa taste of what is possible
(the Extra! ALM from Attachmate, the
ClearAccess and ClearManager ALMs from
ClearAccess all fall into this category). The
ImPower ALM is sufficient by itself and in‑
cludes viewer and scanner support (it in‑
cludes a teaser screen on the configuration
for the other ALMs developed by Im‑
Power). The set of ALMs from Novell is
fairly comprehensive and helpful for most
developments, but the other ALMs included
do not yet showa strong involvement from
third parties.

The first general release of VAB has
been delayed from the announced date of
June to somewhere at the end of the Sum‑
mer. It will apparently be included in the

| File Edit Position Arrange

i e e e
Sample Menu

=P Visual AppBuilder
File Edit Project Subject Object Windows Help

TEST1.PJT: db

() Database
[4 Name

E-mail

Figure 6 Mainsubject ofa small database application

WordPerfect PerfectOffice3.0 suite that will
ship this Autumn. Version 1 of VAB will be
delivered for Windows and the Macintosh
platforms. Unix versions should come soon
after. The second release of the product will
include an important feature: a distributed
AppWare Bus. The evolution towardsa dis‑
tributed bus means that applications devel‑
oped today using shared objects on the
same machine will become client-server
when the nextversion of VAB is released.

Strategy to seduce competitors?
There is already a need for an application
that fulfils AppWare’s aims. Hopefully

Window Layout
Tools Palettes Help

Figure 7-Design of the interface
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Novell will have already taken this into ac‑
count at architecture level. The success of
AppWare will therefore depend mainly
upon the availability of tools and ALMs for
all popular development platforms. On a
global scale, AppWare is reminiscent of
Bedrock (‘is it still in development or has
the project been completely killed?). This
similarity, however, lies only in the specifi‑
cations, not in the marketing of the technol‑
ogy!

AppWare is animportant architecture for
Novell in that it is used internally (for exam‑
ple the nextversion of WordPerfect Symme‑
try is being developed with AppWare and
the two high-end versions of the new Word‑
Perfect suite will includeVAB). If we look at
specific parts of AppWare, then there are al‑
ready many proficient competitors (in the
database access for example). Some current
competitors however, could become part‑
ners by developingALMs based on their re‑
spective products. This roadhas been taken
by Powersoft or Wall Data, it remains to be
seen who else will develop their wares for
AppWare... ca
VAB andAppWare Foundation will beavail‑
able respectively at about£300.00 and
£400.00perseatperplatformfrom Novell
UK. Phone: 0344 724000, Fax: 0344
724001.

EXE is organisinganAppWare seminar,
FREEto allEXEsubscribers who wish to at‑
tend, with Novell on Wed 7th September at
Novell’sBracknellheadquarters. Fordetails
onhow to enroll see the advert in this issue.
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“| spent a brain-frying day at Software
Development 94. Unlike many conferences this
one had a message... MULTIPLATFORM.’

The most powerful ‘MULTIPLATFORM’ mes‑

sage, however, came from Zinc Software...”

Peter Coffee

PCWeek (US) 28/3/94
At Software Development 94, the world's largest software development tool show, Zinc Software's booth
was jam packed with developers searching for object-oriented, multiplatform development tools.

Zinc® Application Framework has library and interactive design tool support for: DOS Text, DOS
Graphics, Microsoft Windows (WIN16, WIN32s, NT), IBM OS/2, Apple Macintosh, UNIX character
(Curses), OSF/Motif (on major RISC, Intel and Alpha platforms) from just one set of C++ source code.

Peter Coffee continued in his editorial; “But the most remarkable thing in Zinc...is its support for internationaliza‑
tion. It's the chance to offer your software to non-English speakers...outside the UnitedStates.” Zine Application
Framework supports single-byte and double-byte characters, 12 international languages, and 18 locales. Zine
even includes a 158 pagemanualwith specific information oninternationalizingyour product. Soregardless of
whether your customer is runningDOS Graphics and Motif in London,Microsoft Windows in Tokyo, or OS/2
andMacintosh in Frankfurt, Zinc is your object-oriented, multiplatform, fully internationalized solution.

To g e t Z i n c ' s m u l t i p l a t f o r m m e s s a g e c a l l f o r f r e e t e c h n i c a l i n f o r m a t i o n

Call 44-(0)81-855-9918 orFax 44-(0)81-316-7778

oO «:
Zinc Software (UK) Limited 106-108 Powis Street, London SE18 6LU Internet: info@zinc.com Copyright 1994 Zinc Software Incorporated. All Rights Reserved. Zinc is a regis‑
tered trademark and Zinc Application Framework is a trademark of Zinc Software Incorporated. All other trademarks and tradenames are owned by their respective companies.
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Embedding
in the 90s
Ifyou look hard enough =
at the things we take =

for granted, computers, in one
form or another are

ever-present. Cliff Saran
reports onwhat's driving them.

The problem facing many
developers building
embedded systems is the
immense cost of the
development system itself.

22

Click. It’s 6.30 and the clock radio awakes
with a chirpy melody and an even chirpier
DJ. Drive to the station. Stop at lights. Pull
in at the ‘hole in the wall’. Reach for the
ticket at the carpark barrier, up the escala‑
tors, head for the ticket machine. Glance at
the train schedule. Next train’s due in 15
minutes. Quick call to the office to warn of
certain lateness. Finally board train and
eventually get to work having been sub‑
jected to the workings of hundreds of hid‑
den computers throughout the journey.
These are not the beige coloured boxes

that await at the office. They are not de
signed to respond to the general needs of a
user. Instead they are used to accomplish
specific tasks. The timer in the clock radio,
the engine management system of the car,
the phasing of the traffic lights, the ticket
machines at the carpark and station, the
train schedule display all belong to a family
of computers known asembedded systems.
These are the computers that fit seamlessly
into our lifestyles such that, in many cases,
we don’t even know they are there.

General Interrupts

ForDispatch Dispatch LISR Activate HISR

Thread Management

Service
Resumption

ExecuteTaskor HISR

Figure 1 - Structure of theNucleus+RTOS

EXE:The Software Developers’ Magazine

Low-Level Interrupt
Service Routines(LISR)

There’s no limit
By their very nature embedded systems are
everywhere. The diversity of application ar‑
eas is phenomenal. The tools, techniques,
hardware and software which must be ap‑
plied to create a washing machine pro‑
gramme of fast colours, woollies, spin dry,
whites, are quite different from those which
deliver fuel to the booster rockets of the
space shuttle Columbus. Both,however, are
classified asembedded systems.
In the past, embedded systems were

linked intricately to simple 4- and 8-bit mi‑
croprocessors known as micro controllers,
such as the 8051. With demand for more
complicated systems arose the necessity to
use more powerful processors. The 68000
family is undoubtedly the most popular and
can be found in anything from a laser
printer to a telephone exchange. As the
price of 32-bit and RISCprocessors fall, they
have become increasingly popular in em‑
bedded systems that require the highest
levelof performance.
With the simpler 8 and 16-bitprocessors

Timer Interrupt

Timeout &
Time-Slice
Requests |

|
Application Timer |
ExpirationRoutines

Timeout & |
Timeslice |
Actions

Maileboxes
Queues
Pipes
Semaphores
Memory Partitions

Signals
Tasks
Timers
Events
DynamicMemory Pools
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IntroducingWatcomSQL
for NetWare
For innovation,noone ssrikes faster than
Watcom.AndWatcom,SQLforNetWareiisno
exception. It unleashes the performanceand
scalability that departmental andworkgroup
applications demand, in onecost-effective
NLMdatabase package.

Iniegrationinaflash.
WatcomSQL integrateseasily intoyour
environment.Youcancontinue to usepower‑
ful applicationdevelopment tools suchas ~
PowerBuilder,plusawide rangeof ODBC
compliant front-end products.

Astormofscalingpossibilities.
WatcomSQLgives you the powerto scale
your environment fromstandalone tomulti‑
user.And your applicationscanbedesignedto
run inboth‐withoutchanges. Evendatabase
filescreated in the standaloneenvironmentcan
becopieddirectly tothe network tobeused
with the multi-user server.

More thunder for your buck.
The ease of use,minimal resource require‑
ments and lightningperformanceof Watcom
SQL all come atavery competitive price.
Whichmakes it acost effectiveway for
professionaldevelopers, VARs
andcorporate ISdepart‑
ments todeliver a
new standard of
PC-basedclient/server
SQL database solutions.

For more information,call
0 8 0 04 44 49 9
Watcom
A Powersoft Company
Watcom Europe,
POBox 64, LIVINGSTON,West Lothian, EH54 7AE UnitedKingdorr
Tel: (44) 506 460112 Fax: (44) 506 46011
Watcom and the Lightning Device are trademarks of Watcom InternationalCorporation.
Other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners. Copyright 1994Watcom
InternationalCorporation.



FEATURE
it is common for engineers to sculpture the
entire software for the embedded system
they are building themselves. Here, the soft‑
ware developers are required to produce
not only the actual application, but also the
operating system kernel that links the soft‑
ware to the underlyinghardware.Suchprac‑
tices are acceptable when building relatively
straightforward systems or when it is neces‑
sary to maintain anexisting code base.They
are extremely inefficient and unsuited for
delivering to market rapidly embedded sys‑
tems which use high performance 32-bit
processors. In the embedded systems tools
market there are innumerable companies
which specialise in building real time oper‑
ating systems (RTOSs) that provide instant
kernel software.
A recent trend is that of the embedded

PC, a PC on a chip or a card the size of a
cigarette box. There are several advantages
with building such systems, not least the
relative low cost of the PC card itself. The
BIOS can support PC features like key‑
board, video and comms ports. On the soft‑
ware side there is the ability to boot into
DOS and, as a consequence, be able to run
DOSsoftware.

Get real
An obvious requirement of a RTOS is that it
be rommable. In many situations it is inap‑
propriate to have cumbersome disk drives
or run serial or networking cables in order
to download the operating system software
into memory. This puts anupper limit to the
amount of memory, or footprint it can oc‑
cupy. The smaller the better. The smaller it
is, the less space it consumes in valuable
ROM memory: leaving more space for the
embedded application software itself.

8/16-bit

16/32 bit

Figure3 -EvolutionofOS-9 and OS-9000
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3rd Party
Toolset

VxGNU
Toolset NETWORKios ms. CONNECTION

VxGDB ue
~ w/TCL | ge

| = =
|

R

¢

ea
|
|

|

|
|

indC++
L_ ObjectCenter

StethoScope

VxSim
Simulation
Prototyping

Figure2 - Target/Host relationship in VeWorks

The interface to the outside world is
through external events which present
themselves as interrupts to the system. The
time taken for these interrupts to be serv‑
iced, known as interrupt latency, is critical.
In a nuclear reactor, when the instrument
panels light up with warnings of overheat‑
ing, one doesn’t wait for a meltdown but
takes corrective measures immediately.
Unless the application is very simple

there will be a need to run more than one
task at a time. Task scheduling ranges from
a simple round-robin approach to complex
prioritised preemptive scheduling. Once
there is more than one task to be com‑
pleted, a mechanism for inter-task commu‑
nicationwill be necessary. Queues are used
to send multiple messages from one task to
another; mailboxes are for when there is
just one message and pipes provide a byte
stream between the tasks. With interrupts
flying about everywhere and several tasks
running at the same time it is essential to
provide semaphores to protect critical sec‑
tions of code and data structures.

Due to the time-critical nature of embed‑
ded systems software, there are often two
types of memory management available.
Dynamic memory allocation, while being
very flexible, suffers from the fact that it is
not possible to determine exactly how long
the system will take to allocate a block of
memory.The duration depends on the num‑
ber of free blocks remaining on the heap
and whether a defragmentation process
must be run to free up large memory
blocks. Consequently dynamic memory al‑
location is unsuitable when a given task
must be completed within a predetermined

EXE:The Software Developers’ Magazine

Real-TimeEmbedded
Application

POSIX Interface

MicroWorks CoreOS

wind Microkernel

BoardSupport Package

time. For such a task memory partitioning
is more appropriate. Here, memory is di‑
vided into a predefined number of fixed
sized blocks. There is no defragmentation
so the application programmer can guaran‑
tee that memory will be allocated within a
given time.

One final requirement, and perhaps the
most basic of all, is that the RTOSmust sup‑
port the hardware of the embedded system.
If it uses an obscure processor or an un‑
usual chipset then it is highly unlikely that a
suitable RTOS would be found, in which
case the application developers will have to
write one for themselves. Now that we
knowwhat to expect let’s take a closer look
at some realRTOSs.

NucleusPlus
Accelerated Technologies, based in Ala‑
bama,was established in 1990. Itsfirst prod‑
uctwas areal time executive called Nucleus
RTX for the AMD 29000 RISC processor.
Nucleus Plus is the company’s second. It is
available on a diverse range of processors
including the 68HC16 micro controller,
CISC x86 and 68K product families and a
number of RISC processors including
29000, 80960, MIPS,SPARCandARM60.
The architecture takes amicrokernel ap‑

proach allowing users to create new serv‑
ices by combining existing system calls.
The kernel is implemented as aC library
which means that the systems software only
includes portions of the Nucleus Plus RTX
that the application actually uses. Acceler‑
atedTechnologies sees the most significant
feature of the kernel asits ability to perform
preemptive multi-tasking with prioritised
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NewDESOviewXv2lets youportX
toDOS systemsinaslittleasone day.

andWindows programs‐unmodified‐intoX
Clients for usebyanyXworkstation.
DESQview/X allowsX11,MotifandBSDsocket‑

basedapplications tobeportedwith full 32-bit
functionality (completewithvirtualmemory)
whilst retainingthe familiar framework ofMS‑
DOS.And,withnewDESQview/X version2,
everythingbut the networkcard is includedfor full
DOStoXconnectivity.
PhoneQuarterdeck today for more information.

UntilDESQview/Xcame along, these software :
applications hadapotentialmarket of around5
millionusers.Now they haveover 100million
potentialusers,becauseDESQview/XallowsX
software tobeported toDOSin aslittleasaday.

DESQview/X is the definitivepre-emptive
multitaskingPCenvironment offeringlocaland
remoteXClient&XServer capability, together
with concurrent executionofbothDOStext and
MSWindows” programs.AndDESQview/X
boasts the uniqueability toconvert theseDOS

QuarterdeckUK Ltd,WidfordHall,WidfordHallLane,Chelmsford,Essex CM28TDTel: (0245)46 -699Fax:(0245)495 -284
Quarterdeck InternationalLtd,B.LM.House,CroftonTerrace,DunLaoghaireCo.Dublin,Ireland Tel. (353)(1)284-1444 Fax:(353)(1)284-4380
RegisteredusersofInternationalEnglishEditions: for after-sales technical support, voice contact (071)973-0663 Fax: (071)973-0664 9a.m. to12:30a.m.

©1994QuarterdeckOfficeSystems. Trademarks are property of their respectiveowners.
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The best emulation
tools to have behind
your 80x86 project
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Whether you are maintaining an
existing 8086 product or planning a
major new i386CX project, there is
a Hitex in-circuitemulator available.
Al our development systems use
advancedtechniques to solve traditional
8086 en a problems like the

efetch WwW using highly-strung
ndout devices. When combined wih

our SAA HiITOP86 debugger, you can be
assured of a powerful, easy to use
system that will get you to the bottom of
your debugging problems fast.

Contact us now for details of our 8086
family support tools, including our
?-ICE-86 part-exchangescheme.

692066 Fax: (0203) 692131
nce Parkces eva Ee
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The Gateway To The Digital Highway

0891 990 505
To View

0483 725 905
Gigabytes of Shareware to Download from Bulletin Board
All Speeds to V32bis - 8 Data Bits No Parity -VFast soon
Dialup SLIP PPP UUCP. and Telnet - ISDN - Leased Line

Graphical User Interfaces - Offline Readers
Direct Leased Line Connection To Internet - Consultancy

Email - News - WWW- FTP - Archie - Gopher - Wais
Premium Rate or Subscription Service

Che Net is taking the world by storm and and now
~ | Microlandoffers the quickest way to get connected. Coday

| you could navigate the World Wide Web of Hypertext
spanning the globe. All the software you need to get you

_ started may bedownloadedfrom our bulletin board. Just
“ewe| get your modem to call0891 990 505andloginas bbs.

Microlandprovides dialup PPP and SKIP connections

|| latestgraphicaluser interfaces such asMosaic. Wealso
| offer ISDN, leaseline, uncp, unix logins, email, and bbs

_ | a10483 7.25905 orfaxuson025225841.

| which give you direct network access to Internetusing the

| facilities. Jor moreinformationjust callour bulletinboard |

‐‐‐‑
MICROLAND INTERNET

The purpose of the Institution is to assist members to
advance their careers, and to secure public recognition for
the valuable work they do. Members are required to
maintain high professional standards.
Apart from the prestige which Institution membership
bestows, benefits include newsletters and other specialised
publications, plus access to specialists who can assist with a
wide range of educational, technical and business problems.
The Institution of Analysts and Programmers is a non profit‑
making company owned by its members and governed by an
elected Council. Applications for membership are welcome

Tel: 081-567 2118 Fax: 081-567 4379*
THE INSTITUTION OF

ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS
Charles House, 36 Culmington Road

London W13 9NH, England
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scheduling of user tasks. In real time speak,
the kernel is deterministic with low inter‑
rupt latencies. Inter-task communication is
achieved through mailboxes, queues and
pipes. Both fixed-length and malloc-like
memory management are supported.

Nucleus Plus is written in ANSI Cwhich
should ease porting to new processors in
the future. It is distributed royalty-free with
source code included in the price. C compil‑
ers supported include Borland C++ for x86
Real Mode; MetaWare High C and Watcom
C for x86 Protected Mode; Microtec Re‑
search C Compiler for 80960, 68K and
SPARC and BSO Tasking C Compiler for
MIPS. Prices start at $5,400 for the 68K and
x86 Real Mode processor families. A Pro‑
tected Mode BIOS version (PC) is priced at
£7,100. Remote debugging is available
through the Nucleus DBUG+ product
(£1,295) acommand line interface which en‑
ables developers to interrogate the Nucleus
Plus environment including tasks, queues
and events. Additionally, Accelerated Tech‑
nologies offers an interface to the Microtec
Research XRAY debugger for source level
debugging in a windowed environment.
This option is priced at $1,595.
Accelerated Technologies
0101205 6615770
Distributed in UKbyBSO Tasking
(0252 510014)

VxWorks
Wind River Systems has been going since
1983. It is headquartered in Alameda, Cali‑
fornia and went public in 1993. The com‑
pany offers a range of tools for embedded
systems development including VxWorks

Ea |
PROBE* |

Drivers

Figure5 - The pSOSystem environment
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NFS, RPCs

TCP, UDP, IP

FEATURE

IFX
1/O and File Executive

VRTXsa or VRTX32

Figure 4 - Configuration options of VRTX

and MicroWorks RTOSs and development
environments. Both of these are based on
the Wind microkernel. The difference be‑
tween them lies in their respective target
markets. While VxWorks is aimed at devel‑
opment of complex, hugely specialised em‑
bedded systems, MicroWorks targets the
low cost, high volume market. Both prod‑
ucts are available on a wide range of host
and target platforms. CISC processor tar‑
gets include 68K, CPU32 family including
the new 356 embedded DSP and 386/486.
On the Risc side there’s SPARC, i960,
29000, MIPS R3000 and DEC Alpha. Wind
River Systems is in the process of porting to
PowerPC and MIPS R4000. The most popu‑
lar host system is Sun. Other hosts include
popular Unix platforms and the PC running
Windows.

The Wind microkernel offers multi-task‑

|
pREPC* | pX11*
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ing with both preemptive and round robin
scheduling. Context switching is determi‑
nistic. There are four mechanisms by which
tasks can communicate. These are message
queues, POSIX pipes, sockets and shared
memory. Memory management is of the dy‑
namic variety.

The feature that distinguishes Wind
from its competitors is the ability to plug in
subsystems on top of the kernel. The net‑
working subsystem provides complete
Unix-standard networking via Ethernet,
backplane, serial line and custom network
interfaces through system hooks. It offers
TCP/IP with support for sockets, remote lo‑
gins, remote procedure calls, Network File
System (NFS) and FTP clients and servers.
SCSI and POSIX I/O is available as well
MS-DOS and RT-11file systems

Combined with the Wind microkernel is
a complete development environment
which includes cross compilers and remote
source level debuggers for the host system.
On the target system there’s a performance
monitoring facility, an interactive C-inter‑
preter shell and linking loader as well as a
library of over 600 routines. Additional com‑
ponents that can be bolted onto VxWorks
include a client package for Motif, avirtual
memory interface and a multi-processing
package. VxWorks is licenced per project
which means that the cost doesn’t increase
per user.

For the development system a typical
Sun host for 68K costs £16,600. A royalty
must also be paid which ranges from
around £430 for 10 units shipped to £13
when there are 5,000 or more.
WindRiver Systems
0213590981

OS-9
Microware started out 17years ago with a
version of OS/9 for the 6809. This RTOS is
perhaps the most well known of all. Proces‑
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RealTime Selection...

Ashling Microsystems Furst Microtec Research PerihelionDistributedSoftware | ScientificComputers
Butler House Delat House,GarfieldRoad Ringway House The Maltings,Charton Road 3Premier House
19-23Market Street BishopsWaltham Bell Road SheptonMallet BettsWay
Maidenhead Southhampton Basingstoke Somerset London RoadCrawley
Berkshire SL6 8AA S03 1AT RG24 0FB BA4 5QE West Sussex RH102GB
0296 625462 0489 894674 0256 57551 0749 344345 0293 403636

BSO/TaskingUK Great Western Instruments Microware Systems RealTime Products Systech Solutions
16Fernhill Road Redwood House, Bristol Road | Leylands Farm, NobsCrook Unit 8, Holt Court Merlin House
Farnborough Keynsham Colden Common Aston Science Park Lancaster Road
Hants Bristol Winchester Birmingham HighWycombe
GU14 9RX BS18 2BB Hampshire SO21 1TH B74EJ Bucks HP12 3XY
0252 510014 0703 601990 021 333 6955 0494 440916

Diamond Point IntegratedSystems MMD ReflexTechnology Tartan Inc
Unit 9, Northpoint Business Gatehouse, Fretherne Road 3Bennet Court 3BuckinghamPalace Little Langtree, Hill Bottom
Estate Welwyn Garden City Reading BellfieldRoad Whitchurch Hill
EnterpriseClose Herts Berkshire HighWycombe Reading
Rochester AL8 6NS RG20QX Bucks HP13SHW. RG87PU
KentME24LY 0707 331199 0494 465907 0734 843260
0634 722390

Eurosoft IntermetricsMicrosystems PenticaSystems RTS Wind River Systems
4th floor,Hanover House Software Oaklands Park M&GHouse Aston Science Park
136Old Christchurch Road EnterpriseHouse Wokingham HeadRoad, Douglas Aston Triangle
Bournmouth Ocean Village Berks Isleof Man Birmingham
Dorset BH1 1NL Southhampton RG112FE IM15BF B74BJ
0202 297315 HampshireSO14 3XB 0734 792101 0624 623841 021 3590981

0703 334774

sor support today is restricted to the 68K
family which includes the CPU32 proces‑
sors. OS-9 is written in assembler. About
five years ago the company decided to de‑
velop a portable version, aimed at the PC
386/486 and 68K marketplace, which later
became OS-9000. Today, Microware is cur‑
rently porting OS-9000 to the PowerPC.
Given the close relationship between the
two operating systems, it is likely that the
next release of OS-9000 will be known as
OS9.
The kernel is based upon a modular ar‑

chitecture which provides configurability.
Multi-tasking is of the Unix variety using
Unix-style processes and I/O models. The
task scheduler is priority-based and
preemptive.As expected, OS-9 provides sev‑
eral familiar mechanisms for communicat‑
ing between tasks and synchronisation.
These include semaphores, pipes, signals,
events, sharedmemory and alarms.
The Professional Edition of OS-9 pro‑

vides a complete development environment
for 68K systems. It includes an ANSI C
compiler with Plum Hall validation and a
source-level debugger that offers condi‑
tional breakpoints, watchpoints and frame
tracebacks. There is also a Unix-like share‑
able Standard library which can be used
both by OS-9 and OS-9000, PVCS version
control, microEmacs editor and system and
boot debuggers. The compiler itself is able
to generate code that is ROMable, reentrant
and position-independent. The kernel in‑
cludes modules for file management which
can support serial, parallel, disk and tape
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1/0.
Professional OS-9 for a PC host costs

£1000 to £1,700 depending on configuration.
However OS-9 is sold largely asa self‑
hosted target system for VMEbus, M u l
tiBus and other popular architectures. For
ROM-based embedded systems there is In‑
dustrial OS-9 which reduces the overhead
needed for the comprehensive I/O support
of the Professional version. Licensing de‑
pends on the number of units shipped. With
numbers in the order of 1000, the cost is
£29 per unit.With 5000 that sum is reduced
to £12.
Microware
0703 601990

VRTX
Microtec Researchhas beenproviding tools
for embedded systems for two decades. Re‑
cently it merged with Ready Systems, in‑
creasing the products and services for
customers. The family of products include
C/C++ compilers, assemblers, linkers and,
of course, the renowned XRAY debugger.
Two RTOSs are offered by Microtec.
VRTX32 is the latest release of the
VRTX/OS operating = system kernel;
VRTXsa is an upward compatible, scalable
kernel based on VRIX. Target processors
available today include 68k family, 386/486,
29000 and SPARC. Microtec, in line with
other leading providers of embedded sys‑
tems tools has stated it is developing a port
of VRTX for the PowerPC. Unix and PC
hosts are available.

As expected, VRTX provides preemptive,

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

priority-based task scheduling. Inter-task
communications and task synchronisation
facilities including message queues, count‑
ing semaphores, mail boxes and global
event flags. Dynamic memory is allocated
fromfixed sizedpools
VRTXsa is anew architecture based ona

technology which Microtec calls the nano‑
kernel. This provides a way to support mul‑
tiple cooperating APIs on the same
processor, allowing for greater code reuse.
The kernel is a superset of VRTX and adds
support for message broadcasting and pri‑
ority-inheritance mutexes. On the memory
allocation front it supports dynamic heaps.
The development environment for VRTX

is Spectra, which offers post crash analysis
that allows the developer to display the state
of RTOS objects. It does so by switching to
a non-RTOSmode. There is an ‘open’ inter‑
face called ToolBuilder that contains over
70 function calls which can be used to inte‑
grate with additional tools and_utilities.
Host-based emulation of VRTX is available
under Spectra, allowing applications to run
with the same I/O and OSinterfaces asthe
real target. That means exceptions, charac‑
ter I /O, streams and file I/O can be tested
without access to the actual hardware. De‑
bugging facilities are providedbyXRAY and
RTsource, configuration via Xconfig and
Motif-based performance analysis through
Xpert Profiler. A typical development sys‑
tem would comprise the Spectra environ‑
ment for a Sun host targeting VRTX32 on a
68K. The cost of such a set up is in the or‑
der of $10,000 per seat. Run time royalty on
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3 . 5 " EXABYTE

¢ MASTERING
¢ REPLICATION
¢ ARCHIVING
¢ PRE-PRODUCTION TESTS
¢ MOST INPUT FORMATS
¢ 1509660, MAC HFS, ROCKRIDGE
¢ AUDIO / CD-I DISKS
¢ NATIVE FORMATS FOR SUN /

VA X / AKAI / ROLAND
¢ MULTI PLATFORM DISKS
¢ PRICES START FROM £100 (+VAT)

VOYSEY HOUSE BARLEY MOW PASSAGE LONDON W4 4PT
O'sDOWNLOADING SERVICES

TEL: 081-994 5471 FAX: 081-994 4959 BBS: 081-994 9119
CDALI E-MAIL: cdmaster@aldown.algroup.com

K IBWORTH

N e w f r o m J u l y !
C++ Programs now illustrated

with "LOOK!" animations
(see review in June issue)

Public C++ andC tutorials will resume in
September, limited as before to four
participants.
We continue to balance the inclusion of the
latest features with a proper emphasis on
fundamentals.
C++ can be slanted either towards
object-orientation, or to Windows with Borland’s
OWL or Microsoft’s MFC.
C can be ANSI C or an introduction to C++.
Bespoke courses are also available at
competitve prices, having maximum relevance
to your own application.

Le i ces te r L E S O L H
Te l : 0 5 3 3 7 9 2 6 5 3

No-one has better credentials
than F1to train you (and your
development team) in Visual Basic
FoxPro 2.6, Access 2.0, or
MSSQLServer.

Fl are both a Microsoft Solutions
Training & Development provider
and an Authorised Training Centre
for Microsoft database products.

With courses from | to 5 days, we
offer specialist database training to
suit your needs.

EXCLUSIVE5 DAY INTENSIVECOURSE
A single course which trains you
in all elements of Visual Basic ‐ five
days later you can design and develop a
multi-user system from start to finish.

Thousands of satisfied developers
prove the effectiveness of this and all
other F1training courses.

BOOKNOWFORLONDON, BATHORMANCHESTER
All courses are held for small groups
of 4-6, to ensure the highest standards of
personal tuition.

To receive full details of courses from
1-5 days, on or off-site, complete and FAX
this page now to F1on 071-833 0889.

Please send meyour course outlinefor |_|FoxPro
MS SQLServerAccess Visual Basic

Name

Company

Address

Tel
FI Computing Systems, 2Angel Gate, City Road,
London EC1V2PT. Tel: 071-833 1003Fax: 071-833 0889
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PEATURE
the kernel is based on numbers of units
shipped and the type of application. As a
rough guide, for 100 units the cost would
average out at £90; for a 1000 it would go
down to £30.
MicrotecResearch
0256 57551

PSOSystem
Integrated Systems manufactures a RTOS
based on the pSOS+ microkernel which is
available on a number of RISC and CISC
processors. The list includes the entire 68K
family, 68300, 88000, 386/486, i960 and now
the PowerPC. Host platforms supported are
IBM,SPARC andHPUnixboxes.
The microkernel is of the preemptive

multi-taskingvariety. Soit can perform serv‑
ices on demand; schedule, manage and allo‑
cate resources and coordinate
asynchronous activities. Round robin task
scheduling is also available. Facilities for in‑
ter-task communication include variable
length queues, events and asynchronous
signals. For memory management, both
fixed length and dynamic allocation are
available.
The pSOS kernel is at the heart of a

modular architecture known as pSOSsys‑
tem. It can be extended with multi-proces‑
sor support, TCP/IP networking and a

k k k N E W k k K

Heap.h++ - anew, memory management library
to increase the performanceof your C++ and C
applications today!

Heap.h++ is amemory management library that enables C and
C++ programs to runfaster and use less memory, with very little
work from the software developer. Simply link existing
programs to the ready-built library and r u n upto 3 times asfast

remote procedure call library. Integrated
Systems additionally provides a high speed
file system called pHILE+ which can be
used in conjunction with the networking
and remote procedure call modules to build
client NFS services. An ANSI C standard

Bytheir very nature
embedded systems
are everywhere.

runtime library and the XWindows System
are also available.

pSOSystem offers a host development
system for Unix and DOS which includes
optimising C/C++ compilers, simulator for
the target CPU, an operating system simula‑
tor and a source and system-level debugger.
There is also support for XRAY and
pROBE+, a back-end for XRAY which re
sides on the target system.
IntegratedSystems
0223 420999

Adding up the costs
I hope this small selection of kernels dis‑
cussed gives a taste of what’s out there in
real time world. The five covered are high

end kernels devised to be embedded in sys‑
tems for the mass consumer market or for
highly specialised and extremely expensive
application areas such as inside flight simu‑
lators. In the former, the unit cost of the ac‑
tual product becomes a limiting factor.
Hence the runtime royalty is extremely low
such that it adds little overall cost to the fi‑
nal product. In the latter, the immense cost
of the product dwarfs the royalty for the
kernel.
The problem facing many developers

building embedded systems is the immense
cost of the development system itself.While
there is no doubt that the software (and
hardware, emulators for example) is ex‑
tremely complex, can a small outfit of, say,
five developers, justify a bill in the order of
£15K for the development tools it will re‑
quire?
While the practice of writing RTOSs in‑

house is diminishing, suppliers must en‑
courage developers to buy offthe-shelf,
even if it means cutting the prices of the de‑
velopment tools.

The box onpage28 is a specially compiledse‑
lection ofsuppliers who offer real time devel‑
opment tools andoperatingsystems.

Rogue Wave
"the Portable"

C++ Class Libraries
Tools.h++ - the portable foundation class library
available for DOS, Windows 3.X, Windows/NT,
OS/2, MAC, UNIX, and others...

An industry standard library which is a complete toolbox of
over 100 C++ classes. It includes all the fundamental data
structures and functions needed to do virtually any C++
programming task - includes template classes. All classes
support persistence, and the library n o w includes full
internationalisation support and is multi-thread safe.

- immeadiately.

Heap.h++ is available n ow for most UNIX workstations, and if
you place your order before the 1st, July, 1994 you can purchase
at ou r launch price of £699 saving - £150 on your purchase.

K a A K R K K K K K K R K RK RK RK KKKK KKK KKK K KKKK KEE
We have C++ class libraries available for GUI,
Drawing, Charting, Database, Mathematical,
Scientific, Engineering, and Financial applications.

kKakK K K K KRK K K K K K K K K K K K KRK K K K K K K E K

For more information on our C++ class libraries
CALL US NOW!

Hypersoft Europe
NorthernOffice: 0602-376550
Grove House, 13Main Street, Keyworth, Notts., NG12 5AA
Southern Office: 0273-834596
POBox 901, Hassocks,West Sussex, BN6 9ZS
email: hypersoft_euro@cix.compulink.co.uk
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AVOID EMBARRASSMENT!
“A customer found a bug in
our software with a tool

Use BOUNDS-CHECKER™V2.0 For Windows, The Automatic BugFinder!
Whether you're the boss,theQA Manageror the programmer,it’syour responsibilityto ensurethat
your company’s Windows programs are “bug-free” before they get into the hands of customers.
Ifyoure developing underC orC++,producinga “bug-free” Windows product isno longera long
and stressful experience.

Announcing BOUNDS-CHECKER V2.0 For
Windows, the software developer's “safety-net”.
Quickly and easily eliminate the hardest-to-find
Windows errors that can take days - even weeks
to find like:

API Parameter Errors
API Return Value Errors
Data and Heap Corruption
Resource Leakage Problems
Memory Leakage Problems
Processor Faults

BOUNDS-CHECKERworks byt r a n s p a r e n t l yset‑
ting hundredsof breakpointswithinyour program
to monitor its behavior. When a bug isdetected,
BOUNDS-CHECKER immediately stops your pro‑
gram and pops up showing the problem. You
can then inspect your program’s source, vari‑
ables, stackandheap...withBOUNDS-CHECKER’s
powerful display windows.

For those particularly nasty problems, we've intro‑
duced new event logging. This lets you look back in time
to see what led up to the problem. The events which
include messages andAPI calls can be easily filtered with
the click of a button so you can view only the events of
interest.

Unlike other debugging tools, there’s no learning
curve with BOUNDS-CHECKER. Simply select your
program’s namefrom BOUNDS-CHECKER’s menu; all the
rest isautomatic. There isnothingto link-inand no macros
tocompi le intoyour program. All this plusthe functionality
of a h e a p checker, debug kernel, API debugger, and a
post mortemtool intoa single comprehensive automatic
bug finder.

i f  ( i F r a m e  = =  8 )
pPal->palVers ion =

e Procedure: anDisplayFrame (00158H)
' Module: b i tmap.ob j (b i tmap.c l i n e

SELECTPALETTE al.

IRET: LOCALLOCK r e t u r n s : 3ADA
APICALL: CREATEPALETTE(PTR:1087: SADA)
APIRET: CREATEPALETTE r e t u r n s : 0000

BOUNDS-CHECKER Trappinga Parameter Validation Error

New NTProduct!
Don’t be Left Behind...Develop in Windows NTWith
Confidence! Use BOUNDS-CHECKER32/NT, the powerful new
debugging tool specially designed to meet the demands
of developers using the WIN32 environment. Catch WIN32
bugs at their source and shipyour products faster! Exclusive
offer from System Science,
only £195.00 (plus VAT)!
Call 071 833-1022 to order NOW!

BOUNDS-CHECKER V2.0 For Windows. Only £195 +vat
BOUNDS-CHECKER For MS-DOS. £195 +vart

Soft-ICE/Windows - n e w ver 1.5 £295 + v a t
Now debug Win32s and debug through the Universal Thunk layer.

BOUNDS-CHECKER, SOFT-ICE,AND NU-MEGA TECHNOLOGIES are trademarks owned by Nu-Mega Technologies. Inc. All other trademarks are owned by their respective owners.

Call: (071) 833 1022
Fax: (071) 837 6411

3-5 Cynthia Street
London N1 9JF

Sys tem
Science

RISK=NULL
30 DAY

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

24 HOUR BBS
603-595-0386



OBJECTIVE

Talking native ftp
You may use ftp every
day to transfer files, but

do you know how it works?
Laine reckons hedoes...

The FTPclient spends its
time translating the
commands you type into
commands recognised by
the FTP server

32

What really happens when you tell your
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) client to trans‑
fer a file? As with any other publicly con‑
donedTCP/IP protocol, the place to search
for the answer to that question is in the
‘RFCs’ (Request For Comments), a series of
documents available online (by ftp, of
course) which records almost all the devel‑
opments of TCP/IP from the inception of
the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) in the early 1970’s to the present. In
the case of FTP, there are several RFCs
dealing with the protocol, but the most cur‑
rent that I found in my searchof the RFC in‑
dex was RFC 959 - ‘File Transfer Protocol
(FTP)’ available by anonymous ftp from
s r c . d o c . i c . a c . u k i n / compu t ‑
i n g / i n t e r n e t / r f c 9 5 9 . t x t o r o n disk
from EXE. RFC 959 is especially useful be‑
cause it replaces all previous RFCsconcern‑
ing FTP. RFC 959 was first distributed in
1985 and is still valid today. I guess that
qualifies FTPasa ‘stable’ protocol.
Today the mostvisible use of ftp is in the

client programs we use to transfer files
manually back and forth, but the original in‑
tent of the protocol designers had a more
general purpose. They envisioned that ftp
would be used by all TCP/IP-aware soft‑
ware wanting to transfer files and directory
listings, automated as well as manual. The
effect of this vision shows up in the proto‑
col, as we'll see in a minute. So, even
though you only needRFC959 to havea full
specification of FTP, you may want to skim
through the older RFCs so you'll under‑
stand why some things turned out as they
did. All other FTPrelatedRFCs are listed in
RFC959.

Client/server, but twisted
As with all TCP/IP protocols, FTP is based
on aClient/Server model. It’s a bit twisted
around though. Whereas the other proto‑
colswehave discussed on these pages (Tel‑
net - EXEAug 1993,SMTP and POP3 - EXE
Feb 1994) use a single TCP connection to
send both data and commands, FTP uses a
pair of TCP connections, one for control in‑
formation, and one for data. Usually, TCP
port 21 is used for the control connection,
andTCP port 20 is used for data. (TCP, re‑
member, provides a reliable byte streambe‑
tween two processes on (possibly) different
machines). Command and status messages

EXE:The Software Developers’ Magazine

| CDUP <CR-LF>

are sent on the control port, following the
Telnet protocol (in terms of character set,
turning echo on/off, newlines, etc). The
data port usually sends and receives pure
binary data, although it can be placed into
differentmodes for special applications.
The FTP server is always listening on

port 21for a client to open acontrol socket.
Once a socket is opened, the client first

USER <SP> <username> <CR-LF>
PASS<SP> <password> <CR-LF>
ACCT <SP> <account-information> <CR-LF>
CWD <SP><pathname> <CR-LF>

SMNT <SP> <pathname> <CR-LF>

QUIT <CR-LF>
REIN <CR-LF>

PORT <SP> <host-port> <CR-LF>
PASV <CR-LF>
TYPE <SP> <type-code> <CR-LF>
STRU <SP> <structure-code> <CR-LF>
MODE <SP> <mode-code> <CR-LF>
RETR <SP> <pathname> <CR-LF>

STOR <SP> <pathname> <CR-LF>
STOU <CR-LF>
APPE <SP> <pathname> <CR-LF>
ALLO <SP> <decimal-integer> [<SP>R <SP>
<decimal-integer>] <CR-LF>
REST <SP> <marker> <CR-LF>
RNFR <SP> <pathname> <CR-LF>
RNTO<SP> <pathname> <CR-LF>
ABOR <CR-LF>
DELE <SP> <pathname> <CR-LF>
RMD <SP><pathname> <CR-LF>
MKD <SP> <pathname> <CR-LF>
PWD <CR-LF>
LIST [<SP> <pathname>] <CR-LF>
NLST [<SP> <pathname>] <CR-LF>
SITE <SP> <string> <CR-LF>
SYST <CR-LF>
STAT [<SP> <pathname>] <CR-LF>
HELP [<SP> <string>] <CR-LF> |
NOOP <CR-LF>

Figure 1 -List ofFTPcommands (from
RFC959)
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Greenleaf CommLib 5.0
Over 350 public functions and macros, providingpowerful tools for
all aspects of asynchronous communications programming for
Microsoft Windows 3.1and MS-DOS.
N o w we provide even more of the power and features you've asked
for!
Somefeatures of CommLib 5.0:
4 Level 2device-independent C functions for these drivers: MSWindows,

Greenleaf Standard, Fast,Smart, Digiboard,Smart Arnet, Smart Star Gate,
Sparkle, BIOS, Extended BIOS,Polled, MODEM Assist, FOSSIL
NEW! Support for WIN-32 API and 32bit DOS extenders
NEW! Support for Windows NT
XMODEM, YMODEM,ZMODEM, Kermit,ASCII, many options
NEW! Support for Compuserve B+
Unlimited number of ports for ISA,EISA,M C A
Modem controls, keyboard, screen, handshaking and much more!
Supports all popular C and C++ compilers

What's included:
4 Free source code
4 A l l memory models supplied
4 Examples that compile and r u n included for every function
4 Professional documentation
4 Free technical support and access to o u r BBS
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Greenleaf CommLib 5.0

Only £259 excluding delivery
and VAT

No royalties
90-day money back guarantee

F Telephone today for
complete information,
demonstration, or details
of how to order.

0566 86037
FAX 0566 86147
BBS 0566 86925

Citadel Software Ltd
Coombe, Trewen, Launceston,

Cornwall PL15 8QF

GREENIEAFaaaa

Painless Data Compression and Archiving

Introducing Greenleaf ArchiveLib
Extensible through plug-inExperience the power to compress and
compression classesstore data from anywhere, to

anywhere in your C/C++ applications.
Unt i l n o w your development choices
for data compression and archiving in Versatile archiving ‐ files, memory
C or C++ applications (and other objects
languages too!) were severely limited.
Professionals ‐ don’t be stymied any
longer!
ArchiveLib includesa fast, efficient
compression engine and architecture
for addition of other compression
methods.You control source and
destination (file, memory, port, etc.) of
a l l data. Complete control ove r format
of archives.
Many extras for Windows
programmers.
ArchiveLib MajorFeatures: 4 25classes ‐ over 100 functions in C

100% C++ class library plus C interface and oF ;
Supports Microsoft Windows 3.1, What's included
MS-DOS, and Watcom 32-bit extended “4 Free source code
DOS 4 Al l memory models supplied

+ Portable data compression is fastand 4 Examples that compile and r u n ‑
efficient included for every function
Platform and language independence 4 Professional documentation

1 Coded for Win32 - smooth pathto 4 Free technical support and access to
32-bit Windows o u r BBS

Five compression levels ‐ auto or
manual selection

File informationautomatically
included in archive

1 Release and debug library versions
included
Tagged objects flag allocation or
pointer errors
Extensive Windows support includes
compression/archiving progress
meters and message options
Wildcard expander class is also useful
for general purpose application

Greenleaf ArchiveLib
Only £229 excluding delivery

and VAT
No royalties

90-day money back guarantee

© Telephone today for
complete information,
demonstration, or details
of how to order.

0566 86037
FAX 0566 86147
BBS 0566 86925

Citadel Software Ltd
Coombe, Trewen, Launceston,

Cornwall PL15 8QF
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Code Meaning
200 Command okay.
500 Syntax error, command unrecognized.Thismay includeerrors such ascommand line too long.
501 Syntax error in parameters or arguments.
202 Command not implemented,superfluousat this site.
502 Command not implemented.
503 Bad sequence of commands.
211 System status, or system help reply.
212 Directory status.
213 Filestatus.
214 Helpmessage.
215 NAMEsystem type.

Where NAME is anofficialsystem name from the list inthe Assigned Numbers document.
220 Service ready for new user.
221 Service closing control connection. Loggedout if appropriate.
421 Service not available, closing control connection.This may beareply to any command if the service

knows it must shut down.
125 Dataconnection already open; transfer starting.
225 Dataconnection open; notransfer in progress.
425 Can't open data connection.
226 Closing data connection. Requestedfileaction successful (for example, file transfer orfileabort).
426 Connection closed; transfer aborted.
227 Entering PassiveMode (h1,h2,h3,h4,p1,p2).
230 User logged in, proceed.
530 Not logged in.
331 User name okay, need password.
332 Needaccount for login.
532 Needaccount for storingfiles.
150 Filestatus okay; about to open data connection.
250 Requestedfileaction okay, completed.
257 ‘PATHNAME' created.
350 Requestedfile action pendingfurther information.
450 Requestedfileaction not taken. Fileunavailable (eg. filebusy).
550 Requestedaction not taken. File unavailable (eg., file not found, noaccess).
452 Requestedaction not taken. Insufficientstorage space insystem.

Figure2 - Some SpecificResult CodesforFT!P

identifies and authenticates itself via the
control socket (with the USER and PASS
commands), switches to the appropriate di‑
rectory (CWD) and sets appropriate transfer
modes (ASCII, b i n a r y , etc with the TYPE
command). It then sends aPORT command
telling the server which IP address andTCP
port (usually 20) to use when opening its
data connections. Finally, the client starts a
socket listening on port 20and issues either
a STORE (STOR) Or RETRIEVE (RETR)
command to put or geta file to/from the
server. In response to, say, aRETR com‑
mand, the server sends a status message on
the control socket saying ‘I’m sending!’ It
then opens a data socket to the IP and port
given in the PORT command (20), sends
the data on the socket, closes the data
socket, and sends another status message
on the control socket saying ‘I’m done’.
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When all transfers are complete, the client
sends aQUIT to the server and the control
socket is closed.
This may seem overly complicated just

to send a file. Other protocols figure out
ways of marking the end of the data to allow
using one socket for both control and data,
such asa ‘’ by itself on a line in SMTP.
There is some method to FTP’s madness,
however. As well as removing any restric‑
tions on the data being sent across the line,
keeping the data andcontrol separate opens
the door to ‘way cool’ applications that run
on computerA and transfer files from com‑
puter B to computer C. As soon as we've
learned enough FTP commands, I'll show
you how this canbe accomplished.
FTPcommands are always sentfrom the

client to the server. A list of the commands
is shown in Figure 1. Those familiar with
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FTP will notice that these commands don’t
necessarily correspond to the ‘CD’, ‘GET’,
‘puT’, etc you are accustomed to using at
the keyboard. The FTP client spends its
time translating the commands you type,
into commands recognisedby the FTPserv‑
er. If you’re lucky enough to havea client
such asWS_FTP (a glitzy public domain ftp
for WinSock - see below for availability)
you'll be treated with a debug log of all the
commands sent to the server for each of
your requests.

Status Results
Since commands only go from client to
server, results only go in the opposite direc‑
tion. As with other TCP/IP protocols, most
results are sent in two flavours simultane
ously - athree digit numeric result at the be‑
ginning of the line (intended for a program
to interpret), followed by descriptive text
(intended for a human) and a CR-LF.While
the second and third digits provide more
detail about the message, the first is the
most important. A simple-minded state ma‑
chine can decide what action to take next
based solely on this first digit. In Figure 2 I
have listed most of the result codes speci‑
fied in the RFC.

Sometimes it is desirable to have multi‑
ple lines in the descriptive text of a mes‑
sage. Forexample, to tell about the contents
of a directory when the user changes to it,
or to givea list of alternate ftp sites if the lo‑
gin fails because of overly high load. If this
is the case, the three digit code on the first
line will be immediately followed by a “’ in‑
stead of a space. The last line will have the
same three digit code followed by a space.
A client that is only looking for the codes
must still account for the possibility of
multi-linemessages

Note that if a line in the body beginswith
a number, the server will always pad it with
a space at the beginning, so you should be
able simply to look for the next line starting
with a three digit number followed by
space.

Goodbye,don’t cry...
I'l l be back next month to discuss how we
navigate the directory hierarchy, make con‑
nections and transfer data. I ' l l also have a
runningprogramthat demonstrates it all.

LaineStump is asoftware engineer at Morn‑
ingStar Technologies in Columbus, Ohio.
He can bereachedvia email as laine@morn‑
ingstar.com.Any example codementioned in
Laine’s articles can bedownloaded via
anonymousftp fromfip.morningstar.com in
/pub/cpp.
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Need a map in your App...?
Now you have a choice of software tools for customised mapping in Windows:
Map Server™v.2 for developers

* Accepts digital map data in DXF, OS NTF-2, Arc/Info, ._BMP
* Allows full pan, zoom & true map scales
* Allows multiple colour map layers, multiple Windows
* Costs £299 with sample code in C, data & manual

Map Editor™ for Map Server v.2
* Allows creation and revision of map data
* Edits points, lines, polygons and text objects
* Costs £149 with sample code, data & manual

Map Control™v.2 for Visual Basic
* New! V.2 like Map Server 2 but uses properties in VB
* Builds rapid prototype applications with maps, plans &CAD
* Costs £299 with sample code in VB, data & manual ~

Geosoft L t d
Add £5.50 p & p & V A T in UK or £11.00 overseas
Fax or telephone orders with MasterCard, VISA and AMEX.

Mdap Edit
Map Server v.2

Mew Options Window Help
Disle] E E ]

May Edilur

A t l a n t i c

O c e a n

Software tools for mapping in Windows
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Fax: +44 (0) 532 465071

BLEEP ... BLEEP... BLEEP ... BLEEP...
Is this the soundof your PCas it

reboots yet again when you run
your “fully tested”program?Or is it
a  c a s e  o f  e x p l e t i v e s  d e l e t e d
because y o u are under pressure
chasingbugsagainstan impossible
deadline?

Salford’s 32-bit C/C++ and Fortran
compilers have unique compile-time
options that can ensure you write
100% watertight programs by
AUTOMATICALLY pinpointing those
hard-to-find errors.

UsingSalfordC/C++,you can stop
references through unset pointers;
neveraccess unallocatedmemoryand
always allocate/deallocate memory
consistently.

Salford “
Soflsscave

With Salford FTN77 Fortran, you
can locate arithmetic overflows and
array bound errors; home in on the use
of undefined variables and be certain
that you call subroutines and functions
with consistent and correct argument
lists.

Now couple these benefits with the
ability to create not only DOS but also
Windows applications, a choice of
TWO debuggers, FREE run-time
licencing, a library of over 250 DOS
and graphics routines, and you have |
the developer’s dream come true.

Salford C/C++ and FTN77 are
fully compatible with each other and
with our FTN90 Fortran 90 and

PASCAL compi lers, so mixed
language programming is a cinch!

Callor fax us rightn o wa n dfind
out for yourself. Five minutes now
couldp u tyou months ahead.

Ask for aFREEdemo
disk today!

Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
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OBJECTIVE

OCX for the
aspiring alchemist

Earlier this year
Microsoft announced

OCX (or OLE Custom Control)
as the official replacement for
the hugely successful Visual
Basic Custom Control. Using
Bits Per Second’s experience
with its own graphing OCX,
John Marsh illustrates in
detail the practicalities of

creating anOCX

IClassFactory

StandardCompound
SITE Document Interfaces

OBJECT Additional Control
Interfaces

CONTROL DLL
(In-ProcessServer)

Class
Factory

Type Library
Resource

As everyone must surely now be aware, Vis‑
ual Basic has been acolossal success, espe‑
cially in the corporate development
environment. In the course of the last three
years it has transformed the way in which
Windows applications are developed. I sus‑
pect it has been largely responsible for the
final demise of DOS, certainly as a vehicle
for application development.
What VB has really done, though, is cre‑

ate a new world of component-based soft‑
ware development in which objects
(controls, components... call them what you
like) provide the bulk of the core functional‑
ity of applications, while the Basic language
glues them together.
The key ingredient which has enabled

this is the VBX (or Visual Basic Custom
Control). Introduced almost as an after‑
thought in VB 1,the VBX has given compo‑
nent developers, such as ourselves, the
opportunity to package innovative function‑
ality into objects. These objects’ behaviour
can becontrolled very simply through their
properties and can interact with an applica‑
tion through their events. In turn this has
enabled corporate solution providers to
build applications for their users which pre‑
viously would have been too unwieldy, too
expensive or simply not technically possi‑
ble. Component-based software develop‑
ment is now bigbusiness. It’sgrowing daily.

\OleObject

|DataObject

\ViewObject

|PersistStorage

|OleinPlaceObject

\OleInPlaceActiveObject

\OleCache (optional)
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The advantages it offers are numerous:
more choice, better quality, better integra‑
tion, easier custom solutions, reduced train‑
ing and support and less redundant
software on the desktop to namebuta few.
The one fly in Bill Gates’ ointment is that

all this is currently based on the VBX ‑
something which was never intended to be
more than a means of extending Visual Ba‑
sic. So why bother to replace something
when it’s been so successful? Well, there
are a number of reasons, not least of which
is that OCX, courtesy of it being based on
standard OLE 2.0 technology, will be sup‑
ported in many applications and develop‑
ment environments across all of
Microsoft’s 16 and 32-bit operating sys‑
tems. Although Visual C++ was sub
sequently enhanced to support VBXs, the
low-level interaction between aVBX and its
container application is not that clean: the
architecture of the framework requiredwas
not designed to port to 32-bits. Hence no
VBXs for 32-bit Visual C++, nor for Access
or FoxPro.

Some other software vendors have imple‑
mented support for VBXs, notably Borland,
but Microsoft itself decided the correct
thing to do was to get everyone back on
track with the technology it had committed
itself to asthe object model for its future op‑
erating systems: OLE.

(Standard Interface)

\Control

|Dispatch

|PersistStream

(ConnectionPointContainer

\ConnectionPoint

\ConnectionPoint is not necessarily
implementedonthe control and is
notaccessiblevia Queryinterface
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Object Studio
developers the power and flexibility of business objects ‐high-level,
recognisable “super objects” The result:

Object Studio features our popular Smalltalk environment, ENFIN™
Plus the world’s first business object management tool, Synchrony:"

Get an independent white paper on business objects by

calling Easel UK on (0344) 304611. Call now. Like the a

dinosaur, this white paper offer will someday be extinct. United Kingdom

Easel USA: 617-221-2100. Germany: 04101-5401-0. Japan: 03-3355-7195. Also represented in Austria,Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Australia, Brazil, Venezuela.
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OBJECTIVE
The good news for developers is that,

thanks to Visual C++, MFC and some new
and very powerful wizards, an OCX is actu‑
ally easier to develop than aVBX.

FromVBX to OCX
Technically anOCX is what is known asan
in-process OLE server. It is thus applicable
to a much wider range of applications than
just Visual Basic, and is inherently 16- and
32-bit compatible.

Object Linking and Embedding, as its
name suggests, was not originally intended
to support programmable objects. It was de‑
signed to deal with compound documents
and how objects such as_ spreadsheets,
graphs, video, sounds etc could be stored
within them. Butwith the advent ofOLE 2.0
a year ago, it became more oriented to‑
wards controls since it included OLE Auto‑
mation, the word coined to describe the
programmability of objects through proper‑
ties andmethods.

It’s interesting to note, though, that even
with Automation, OLE still couldn’t match
the VBX. Last year we developed an OLE
Automation Server with almost the same
functionality asour graphing VBX, butwith‑
out events or persistence (the saving of
property values). Although it worked okay,
and gave us some valuable experience of
OLE, there was no comparison between it
and the VBX in terms of usefulness or per‑
formance.

In the course of the last year Microsoft
has been busy extending OLE further to
provide the missing features. I suspect it’s
been harder work than anticipated, because
of course it not only had to match the VBX
for functionality and performance, but also
had to create some compelling reason to
persuade us all to convert from the one
technology to the other. Change for
change’s sake is all very well, but there is a
limit!

Easier to develop than aVBX!
If you had to write an OLE server from
scratch you would have a hard time - we
know because we did... There are moun‑
tains of OLE documentation, most of it vir‑
tually unintelligible. Kraig Brockschmidt
wrote a very good book about OLE called
InsideOLE2 which tried to demystify it,but
even he, in almost 1,000pages, didn’t get as
far asOLEAutomation, let alone all the new
control-oriented functionality. He refers to
OLE 2.0 asbeing equivalent to ‘one third of
an operating system’ - certainly that’s true in
terms of the complexity of it all. There are a
lot of really hardconcepts to grasp.
To give you some idea of what I’m talk‑

ing about look at Figure 1which illustrates
the three OLE ‘interfaces’ an OLE control
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Context Sensitive Help OK
C ExternalMakefile

= Project Options

Control: [ C h e n u ]

Activate when visible
2 Show inInsert Object dialog

SubclassWindows control

oOUse¥YBX control as template | Select ¥VBX con t r o l

Control Options

2]

Windows control class:ae

Figure2 - SettingProject and controlproperties

has to support. Each interface has anassoci‑
ated set of functions which must be imple‑
mented in order for a control to function
correctly. And this is before you start devel‑
oping your own functionality.
But if you use the tools Microsoft has

provided in the new OCX CDK, you can cre‑
ate a working OCX in 10minutes without

If you had to write anOLE
server from scratch you
would have a hard time ‑
weknow becausewedid...

understanding anything at all about OLE it‑
self. This is because the guys at Microsoft
have created a Visual C++ class called
CO l e C o n t r o l (more o fwhich later) which
implements all the generic features of an
OCX. It handles the entire OLE side of
things, leaving you to define your proper‑
ties, methods and events and to add your
own functionality.

Off to see thewizard
Let’s now look at the tools to build anOCX.
The first thing you must do is install the
Control Developers’ Kit (CDK). For this to
work you must have previously installed a
copy of Visual C++ 1.5, since the CDK inte‑
grates into the Visual Work Bench (VWB)
environment. After it has been set up, the
most significant addition to the VWB is the
ControlWizard, which gets added to the
Tools menu.

To create anew OCXyou select Control‑
Wizard and choose your project and control
options (seeFigure2). Project options allow
the developer to set such things as context
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sensitive Help, source comments and li‑
cense validation. Options that can be set for
the control itself allow the developer to
specify whether it is activated when visible;
displayed in the Insert Object dialog; invis‑
ible at runtime or bound bya simple frame.
Other options tell ControlWizard that the
control includes an About box or that it is
data aware. Once you’ve chosen your op‑
tions, ControlWizard creates the project for
you by generating anumber of files.

If you’ve already written aVBX andwant
to convert it to an OCX, there’s a control op‑
tion which will create a skeleton OCX from
your VBX. It doesn’t attempt to copy across
any of your code, just the properties and
events. For the sake of simplicity, I’m as‑
suming here that you are creating an OCX
from scratch.

Ready, register and run...
Next you select the Make Ty p e L i b option
from the To o l s menu.This runsa utility to
build your Type Library (TLB) from the
Object Definition Language file (ODL) cre‑
ated by ControlWizard. The Type Library is
the heart of anOLE object. It contains ade‑
scription of the object and can be interro‑
gated by a container application to find out
its capabilities. In the case of an OCX the
Type Library is the equivalent of aVBX’s
model structure and property/event lists. It
lists the OCX’s properties, their types and
IDs, and also the OCX’s methods and
events (seeFigure 5).
You then build the control just as you

would any Visual C++ project by selecting
the B u i l d option i n the P r o j e c t menu.
Note that you don’t have to worry about set‑
ting the correct compiler or linker options:
ControlWizardhasdone all this for you.
When the build has finished, you should
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When it comes to protecting
your software,you need real
solutions ‐ not gadgets. You need
HASP®- theProfessional
SoftwareProtectionSystem.
Quick&Easy to Implement :
Gettingstartedwith HASP isasnap.
Interfacesare available for most
programminglanguagesanda variety
of installationoptions are supplied tomeet
your needs andschedule.
Technology That’s Tough to Beat
ASIC technology, sophisticated software and ran‑
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your products are safer whenprotectedbyHASP.
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EVALUATOR FT

Still wasting time writ ing test scripts?
Or generating scripts, which only work as long asyour software
stays the same?

Or worse sti l l , doing it a l l by hand?

EvaluatorFTspeeds up QAtesting by automatically generating
test scripts - which can be customized later - and replaying them
throughout the regression cycle. Use the Evaluator FTacross
Windows, Windows NT, C***o , OS/2, Moti f and others. It ’s the
perfect solution for testing stand-alone PCs, client-server
applications, networks, minis and mainframes.
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ee (S)
. . i s A f te r Hours
ELVEREX Tel:

Elverex Internat ional L td .
+353 61 338177
+353 61 336607

* Controls testing across multiple workstations.
¢Tests without affecting the software under test.
¢Features icon searching and pattern matching engine.
¢Allows testing of custom controls and non-standard graphics.
¢Synchronizes tests to allow for network/mainframe loading.
* Benchmarks disk access, graphics redraw and more.
¢Generates comprehensive reports.
¢ Captures and tests PCI/O streams.

Elverex U.K. Ltd.
Tel: +44 635 47707
Fax: +44 635 34448

Elverex Systems GmbH
Tel: +49 89 6095567
Fax: +49 89 6084117
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PROTECT YOUR
SOFTWARE

Prevent copying of your software with the Ultimate
Copy Protection System... COPYCONTROL.

User Friendly & Secure
Beats all bit copiers &dissassemblers
Supports networks, backups, disk caches,
Windows, CDROMs, cover disks etc.
No add on hardware or special disk required
Control where, when & how often your
programs are run
Compatible with all IBM PCcompatible
computers.

CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS

0272441230
FAX: 0272 427295

MICROCOSM LT D
17 Cranbrook Road, Bristol BS6 7BL UK
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Affordable, Sophisticated
CASE Tools for Windows

SSADM v4
| @Data Flow Diagrams

@Entity Life Histories
| @Logical Data Structures
| @True Multi-user Capability

: @Full v4 Support av.@ From £495

Yourdon
@Yourdon Data Flow Diagrams
@®Ward-Mellor for Real-Time
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/ /  c h a r t . o d l  :
/ / OLE C u s t o m C o n t r o l p r o j e c t .

/ / T h i s fi l e w i l l b e p r o c e s s e d b y t h e Make Ty p e L i b r a r y
/ / ( m k t y p l i b ) t o o l t o p r o d u c e t h e t y p e l i b r a r y
/ / ( c h a r t . t l b ) t h a t w i l l become a r e s o u r c e i n c h a r t . d l l .

# include < o l e d i s p . h >
# inc lude < o l e t y p e . h >

[ u u i d ( 1 B 0 6 E 9 4 3 - 7 7 0 4 - 1 0 1 B - B C 2 5 - 0 0 8 0 C 8 2 D A 5 1 7 ),
v e r s i o n ( 1 . 0 ) ,
h e l p s t r i n g ( " C h a r t OLE C u s t o m C o n t r o l m o d u l e " ) ]

l i b r a r y C h a r t

{
i m p o r t l i b (STDOLE_TLB) ;
import l ib(STDTYPE_TLB);

/ / P r i m a r y d i s p a t c h i n t e r f a c e f o r C C h a r t C t r l / /

{ [ u u i d ( 1 B 0 6 E 9 4 1 - 7 7 0 4 - 1 0 1 B - B C 2 5 - 0 0 8 0 C 8 2 D A 5 1 7 ),
h e l p s t r i n g ( " D i s p a t c h i n t e r f a c e f o r C h a r t C o n t r o l " ) ]

d i s p i n t e r f a c e _DChart
{

p r o p e r t i e s :

t y p e l i b r a r y s o u r c e f o r

es

{
p r o p e r t i e s :

m e t h o d s :

OBJECTIVE

/ / U s e e x t r e m e c a u t i o n when e d i t i n g t h i s s e c t i o n .
//{{AFX_ODL_METHOD (CChartCtr1l)
//}}AFX_ODL_METHOD
[ i d ( D I S P I D ABOUTBOX)] v o i d A b o u t B o x ( );

/ / E v e n t d i s p a t c h i n t e r f a c e f o r C C h a r t C t r l

[ u u i d ( 1 B 0 6 E 9 4 2 - 7 7 0 4 - 1 0 1 B - B C 2 5 - 0 0 8 0 C 8 2 D A 5 1 7 ),
h e l p s t r i n g ( " E v e n t i n t e r f a c e f o r C h a r t C o n t r o l " ) ]

d i s p i n t e r f a c e DChartEvents

/ / NOTE - C l a s s W i z a r d w i l l m a i n t a i n e v e n t
/ / i n f o r m a t i o n h e r e .
1 ] U s e e x t r e m e c a u t i o n when

e d i t i n g t h i s s e c t i o n .
//{{AEX_ODL_EVENT ( C C h a r t C t r 1 l )

be

[ i d ( 1 ) ] v o i d H i t ( ) ;
//}}AEX_ODL_EVENT

/ / C l a s s i n f o r m a t i o n f o r C C h a r t C t r l
/ / NOTE - C l a s s W i z a r d w i l l m a i n t a i n
/ / p r o p e r t y i n f o r m a t i o n h e r e .
U7, U s e e x t r e m e c a u t i o n when e d i t i n g t h i s
h h s e c t i o n .
//{{AFX_ODL_PROP ( C C h a r t C t r 1 )
[ i d ( 1 ) ] s h o r t C h a r t Ty p e ;
//}}AFX_ODL_PROP

m e t h o d s :

c o c l a s s  C h a r t

{

[ u u i d ( 1 B 0 6 E 9 4 0 - 7 7 0 4 - 1 0 1 B - B C 2 5 - 0 0 8 0 C 8 2 D A 5 1 7 ),
l i c e n s e d , h e l p s t r i n g ( " C h a r t C o n t r o l " ) ]

[ d e f a u l t ] d i s p i n t e r f a c e D C h a r t ;
[ d e f a u l t , s o u r c e ] d i s p i n t e r f a c e _DChartEvents;

he

/ / NOTE - C l a s s W i z a r d w i l l m a i n t a i n m e t h o d
/ /  i n f o r m a t i o n  h e r e .

Figure3 - Type library

register your control in the Windows Regis‑
tration Database. This is because OCXs,
like any other OLE server, must be regis‑
tered before they can be used. Actually,
courtesy o f C O l e C o n t r o l , OCXs are self‑
registering in that they have a standard en‑
try-point which, when called, causes the
OCX to be registered. Some containers,
such as Access, will make this call the first
time they use a control. In our case, by se‑
lecting the Register Control option in the
Tools menu, we get the control to register
itself in readiness for testing. Believe it or
not,we’re ready to start testing without hav‑
ingwrittena line of code!

Rigged for testing
A test container is included in the CDK be‑
cause currently there are not many OCX
container applications available. To run the
test container you select it in the To o l s
menu, then ask it to insert anOLE control.
At this point you will see a list of all the
available OLE controls in the Registration
Database, including the one you have re‑
cently built. Select it, then drop it on the
container’s form.
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You'll see a box with an ellipse drawn in it.
This is because ControlWizard has given
your control some simple default behaviour,
for example drawing an ellipse. Shortly
you'll replace this with your own functional‑

Anoversight on
Microsoft's part is the
Registration Database
which runsa serious risk
of getting totally out of
control.

ity, but this way you can make some imme‑
diate progress. Makea right mouse click on
the border of your control and you'll see a
small menu appear. Select the C h a r t
C o n t r o l O b j e c t (the OCX name we've
chosen here) and then the P r o p e r t i e s
option of the drop-down menu that follows.
You’ll then see your first property page,
whichwill beblank.
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Property what?
Property pages are new to OCXs, VBXs
didn’t have them. They are the OCX’s in‑
built user interface. If it wishes, a container
application can provide an OCX with a user
interface by interrogating the OCX’s Type
Library and displaying a VB-like property
window listing all properties and allowing
them to be changed. But as an alternative,
the container can get the OCX to do this for
itself by invoking its property pages The
container issues the new ‘Propert ies’
verb to the OCX. An OCX can have asmany
property pages as it wishes, each of which
can control any number of properties. A
property page is a form of dialog box which
can be created using AppStudio. The idea is
that they are all the same size and style,
thus creating a uniform appearance. It’s an
open-ended enhancement to the original
property window approach, but avoids the
complete free-for-all of every OCX having its
own proprietary user interface.

Each property page is in fact an OLE ob‑
ject in its own right, the link between prop‑
erty pages and the OCX’s properties is
implemented using OLE Automation. This
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sounds complicated, but once again a wiz‑
ard comes to our assistance aswe'll see in a
moment.

Ones own property
Sofar our control has no properties. To cre‑
ate one you open the RCfile which fires up
AppStudio automatically. Select ClassWiz‑
ard in the Resource menu and you'll see two
new pages - OLE Automation and OLE
Events. Select A d d P r o p e r t y i n the OLE
Automation page. You can then start creat‑
ingyour control’s properties (see Figure 4).
A property’s external name is the one which
the user will see ie the OLE Automation
name.

You can now open the property page dia‑
log and create an edit box. Select ClassWiz‑
ard again, but this time choose the Member
V a r i a b l e s page. A d d V a r i a b l e creates
a member variable and links it to the OLE
Automation name of one of the properties
you've just created.

So what you’ve created is a property for
your OCX and a means of getting/setting it
via a property page. The reason you have to
create a member variable for the property
page and then link it to the OCX property is
that, asmentioned above, the property page
is a separate OLE object and has to commu‑
nicatewith the OCX via Automation.

Serving upevents
The ability for the OLE control to generate
events (and for the OLE container to handle
events) is the key feature added to OLE to
support controls. Events are added in
ClassWizard. This time select A d d E v e n t
i n the OLE E v e n t s page and enter the
name of your event, defining its parameters,
if any. That’s almost all there is to it. To
complete the task, select Add F u n c t i o n

/ /  CChar tCt r l : :CChar tCt r l  -  Const ruc tor
C C h a r t C t r l: «CChartcerl ()
{

I n i t i a l i z e I I D s ( & I I D _ D C h a r t , & I ID_DChar tEven ts );
E n a b l e S i m p l e F r a m e( ) ;

/ / TODO: I n i t i a l i z e y o u r c o n t r o l ’ s i n s t a n c e d a t a
/ /  h e r e .
m_chartType = 0

}
fi CChaxrtCtzti:
CChartCtril: : ~ C C h a r t C t r 1 ( )

{

- ~ C C h a r t C t r l . . ‐ D e s t r u c t o r

MessageMaps | MemberVariables H

Class Name:
chartctlh, chartctl. cpp
Name:

ChartType

External Name:

Implementation:
short m_chartT ype;

( Default Property

Implementation
oOStock

Parameter List:
Name

MFC ClassWizard

CChartCtel +]

= Add Property

[Crottine|] [ s h o r‐‐<
@®Member Variable
© Get/Set Methods

Type

| OLE Events | Class Info

Add Class...

VariablePRT ERS
a Function:
OnChartTypeChanged

Figure4 - UsingClassWizard to addfeatures to an OCX

i n the M e s s a g e Map page and choose the
Windows message which triggers your
event. Finally use E d i t C o d e to write the
few lines necessary to identify and fire your
event (if your event is triggered uncondi‑
tionally from a windows message this will
be one line of code).

Ellipses, but what else?
So now you've got a working OCX with a
property or two and an event, but all it does
is draw an ellipse. C O l e C o n trol helps you
once again by providing a member function
called O n D r a w which hasa pointer to a de‑
vice context as one of its parameters. It’s
here that ControlWizard has put in the two

GDI calls to draw an ellipse (see Figure 5).
All you need to do is replace this with your
own code and you've got a basic OCX up
and running.

Help for help/data/licensing
These are three slightly more advanced top‑
ics, which are once again handled almost
automatically for you. If you check the Con‑
text Sensitive Help option when you create
your control, ControlWizard generates all
the files you need to create a help file for
your control. It even generates the batch file
to run the help compiler.

Data binding (the ability for your control
to attach itself to a data source) is achieved

c o n s t C R e c t & r c I n v a l i d )

/ / TODO: R e p l a c e t h e f o l l o w i n g c o d e w i t h
Teds y o u r own d r a w i n g c o d e .
p d c - > F i l l R e c t (rcBounds,

C B r u s h : : F r o m H a n d l e ( (HBRUSH)
G e t S t o c k O b j e c t(WHITE _BRUSH) ) ) ;

}

p d c - > E l l i p s e (rcBounds) ;

/ / C C h a r t C t r l : :DoPropExchange - P e r s i s t e n c e s u p p o r t
v o i d C C h a r t C t r l : :DoPropExchange ( C P r o p E x c h a n g e * pPX)
{

E x c h a n g e Ve r s i o n ( p P X , MAKELONG(_wVerMinor,

/ / TODO: C l e a n u p y o u r c o n t r o l ’ s i n s t a n c e d a t a h e r e .
}

/ / C C h a r t C t r l : : O n D r a w - D r a w i n g f u n c t i o n
v o i d CChartCtrl1: :OnDraw (

CDC* p d c , c o n s t CRec t& r c B o u n d s ,

Figure5- The OnDraw memberfunction
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_  w Ve r M a j o r ) ) ;
C O l e C o n t r o l : :DoPropExchange (pPX) ;
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FAST Electronic has made life a lot harder for soft‑
ware pirates. Hardlock E-Y-Ewas designed using
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and know-how of Germany’s number one in soft‑
ware protection and the leading edge technology
of a USsemiconductor company to create the
ultimate software protection tool.

The technology programmers have at their
fingertips
Hardlock E-Y-E is based on a custom chip and
combines all the features that aprogrammer
would expect from such a device: secure, algo‑
rithmic query routines and an optional non-vola‑
tile memory for custom configurations.With the
Crypto-Programmer card from FASTyou can pro‑
gram the algorithmic parameters and the memory
within seconds.This unique card guarantees that
no one else can burn Hardlock E-Y-Es with your
codes. Linking Hardlock E-Y-E to your software is
easy: you can either protect your .COM and .EXE
files with the automatic encryption software
HL-Crypt or integrate FAST’s high level language
routines into your source code.

Order your demo unit today. Contact Magnifeye,
235-239Walmer Road, Walmer Studio # 6, W114 EY,
Telephone 0712218024, Fax 071792 3449.

-This ensures

Readily acceptable to your customers
Hardlock E-Y-E allows unlimited backup copies
of the master floppy.The customer gets the device
together with the software and plugs it into the
parallel port between the printer and the PC. Daisy‑
chainability, outstanding reliability and the compact
high tech design guarantee that your customers
will accept Hardlock E-Y-E.

The benefits your management will appreciate
Hardlock E-Y-E can be programmed by the soft‑
ware house
with the
Crypto-Pro‑
grammer card.

optimum deli‑
very schedules
and stock flexi‑
bility. Revenues
will go up as
software piracy
and multiple Hardlock E-Y-E
usage are programmable, algori thmic response
prevented. and memory opt ion - al l inone

MMAGNIF’@

Magnifeye is a subsiduary of Fast Electronic GmbH.
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by checking the D a t a B i n d i n g option
when you create your control and using
ClassWizard to add a property with the
B o u n d P r o p e r t y option checked. You've
then got a property which can be bound to a
field in adatabase. C O l e C o n trol hasa set
of member functions you can use to request
permission to change the property values,
notify that the property values have
changed etc.

Licensing is even simpler. By checking
the L i c e n s e V a l i d a t i o n option when
you create your control, it acquiresa full im‑
plementation of licensing - even a .LIC li‑
cense file. What this means in practice is
that your control will not run at design time
unless its license file is present. When you
sell your control to a developer, you state in
your instructions that he is not permitted to
distribute the license file. Thus any applica‑
tions which he develops and distributes as
EXE’swill run fine, but your control can’t be
used by his users to develop further applica‑
tions without purchasing a full copy from
you. Simple but effective. In fact, the Li‑
cense Validation option provides more than
this. It also implements a runtime licensing
scheme which allows you to determine how
your control is used at run time.

OLE down to Earth
C O l e C o n t r o l i s a large class. A s we’ve
seen, it protects us from all the details and
complexities of OLE, so much so that you
literally needknow nothing about OLE. The
only price you pay is in size -OCX’s are not
small. Even the rudimentary OCX we've
created here is over 120 KB in size. How‑
ever Microsoft is working on this, and an in‑
creasing amount of COleControl ’s
functionality is being implemented in a sup‑

porting DLL (see Figure 6). By the time it
goes final (it was still in beta at the time of
writing this article) the size of anindividual
OCX may well have decreased further.

The chances are that you already have
some functionality in the form of a LIB, a
DLL, aVBX or C++ class library you want to
package in OCX form. If you have a C++
class library you’re in a very good position.
In our case we had our graphing functional‑
ity available in all of these forms. We were
able to take full advantage of our CGraph
class library throughout our code.

The C O l e C o n trol class i sbased o nthe
MFC cWnd class a s i s our own C G r a p h
class. When you build an OCX using the
CDK you create anew class (in the example
CChar tCt l ) based o n C O l e C o n t r o l .
Thus your class hierarchy is asfollows:

C O l e C o n t r o l

CWnd

To produce our own graphing OCX we
modified our CGraph class to derive from
C O l e C o n t r o l rather than CWnd, and
modified C G r a p h c t l t o derive from
CGraph. Hence our class hierarchy was:

C G r a p h c t l

CGraph

C O l e C o n t r o l

sCWnd

Control Container

a fa

Standard OLE 2.0
InterfacesContainer

Control

Figure 6 - OLE Control architecture
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Client Site

Additional Control
Interfacesl

Control runtime DLL

Standard OLE
2.0 DLLs
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By doing this our OCX immediately ac‑
quired all the member variables of our
C G r a p h class. B y adding this t o the frame‑
work already created by ControlWizard and
ClassWizard, and the property pages we
created using AppStudio we had a fully
functional OCX.

E’ryonewill bedoing it
Looking back at the sheer amount of effort
needed to build VBXs, at Bits Per Second
we believe Microsoft has made an excellent
job of the OCX CDK. And it’s all thanks to
C++ and the Foundation Classes. It makes
me wonder what could have been done with
VBX’s had the same approach been
adopted.

There is of course a down side. The pur‑
ist developer is going to feel a little uncom‑
fortable since he’s not going to understand
the underlying technology, or, if he insists
on doing so, he won't be creating any OCX’s
for a good while yet. He'll be too busy wad‑
ing through the documentation. An over‑
sight on Microsoft’s part is the Registration
Database which runsa serious risk of get‑
ting totally out of control. With so many
items being put in it, it won’t be longbefore
it’s full of rubbish! Microsoft will surely
have to come up with better management
utilities so it can be regularly tidied up.

In the long term there is also a more
gloomy prospect for the commercial OCX
developer. The ease at which OCXs can be
built will create more competition. Every‑
one is going to jump on the OCX band‑
wagon. As component-based software
development becomes the norm, one must
ask why there should be more than one
spreadsheet; text-editing; graph component
and so on, from which all future applications
are built?With increasingstandardisation of
components, built using the same CDK, dis‑
playing same property pages etc, the dis‑
tinction between competitive products will
become less and less.This has already hap‑
pened to a large extent in the application
world. The scope for it to happen with com‑
ponents is even greater. But you can’t stop
progress, rather it’s a question of being
more imaginative and innovative. My mes‑
sage is: get busy right now and be the first
to provide your functionality in OCX form!

co

John Marsh isfounder and Chairman ofBits
Per SecondLtd. For 10years BitsPer Sec‑
ond has been helpingdevelopers enhance
their applications in the most visualfashion,
byproviding them with a range ofgraphing
libraries and toolsfor DOS, Windows and
Windows NT. BitsPer Second is based in
Brighton,Englandandcan becontacted on
0273 727119.
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LOOKING AHEAD

Play it again, Sam
Here’s lookin’ at ya

kiddo: it's David Ross oy
on programming clichés.

C’mon punk make myday,
take mywife - please...

There’s only one thing worse than fixing
someone else’s code, and that’s fixing your
own: you've only got yourself to blame. Six
months ago, the hieroglyphics dancing be‑
fore you on screen were a cunningly effi‑
cient way of implementing something or
other. Of course, you’d never forget those
little tricks that made it that bit faster, those
assumptions which don’t quite seem to hold
anymore. But if you’d known you were go‑
ing to have to add features six months down
the line you’d have carefully commented the
code.Wouldn’t you?

Most programming involves reading
source code. Whether the aim is to modify
it, or just understandhow it works, the task
is error prone and time consuming. Let’s
face it, it’s just downright irritating. Even
comments don’t always help: after all, they
state the original programmer’s intentions
which is not necessarily the same thing as
what the code actually does. The comments
are also frequently out of date. How much
better it would be if program comprehen‑
sionwas automated...
Some degree of automatic programcom‑

prehension is possible: the subject of pro‑
gram recognition is an active research area.
This research is in part motivated by the
need to maintain legacy systems, some of
which were written years ago and contain
millions of lines of code. Even small im‑
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provements in productivity can result in
substantial savings.

In the beginning there was...
Sohow exactly is this being attempted?The
aim of current prototypes is to speed pro‑
gram comprehension by abstracting the ac‑
tual code and describing it in terms of
‘programming clichés’: concepts which con‑
cisely describe the code in terms under‑
stood by all programmers, sorting and
searchingbeingclassic examples.

Clearly, it’s not possible simply to com‑
pare the program text with a specific exam‑
ple of a cliché; there are just too many ways
to express an abstraction. To handle this
problem a number of interesting techniques
have been developed, though there is only
room here to discuss two of the more suc‑
cessful approaches.

But how can this be?
So how do we go about recognising pro‑
gram fragments? I tend to favour lookingat
the overall code and spotting key features
which may suggest what the program is do‑
ing: this is where good layout becomes par‑
ticularly helpful. I then test my
understanding through more detailed analy‑
sis, either with amanual codewalk-through,
or with the use of a debugger.
The first part of this process bares some

striking similarities to one automated ap‑
proach, ie the search for program ‘beacons’
to provide evidence for the presence of par‑
ticular abstractions. These beacons are rela‑
tively simple program fragments closely
associated with particular clichés. For in‑
stance, the exchange of program variables
might provide support for the existence of a
sort routine. Normally, such beacons will
not be sufficient in themselves to confirm
the presence of a particular abstraction,
though a number of beacons may provide
strong support. Indeed a single beaconmay
provide partial support for a number of d i f
ferent clichés, and, like a detective collect‑
ing clues, it is only when a number of
beacons associated with a particular cliché
are found that the system can assume the
cliché is present in the code.

PAT-a-cake
The ProgramAnalysis Tool (PAT) is an ex‑
ample of such a system [1]. Programs are
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rewritten as a set of language-independent
beacons,anumber ofwhichmay trigger the
recognition of basic clichés. A hierarchy is
then created, as the recognition of these
may in turn trigger the recognition of more
abstract clichés. PAT takes account of the
beacons’ order, where appropriate, and so
an accumulation cliché is only identified if
the initialisation of the accumulator occurs
before any loop controlled increment. Un‑
fortunately, beacons can only suggest the
presence of a cliché; there is no guarantee
that the programactually implements it.

Gowith the flow
Examination of control and data flow
through a program provides a more rigor‑
ous analysis and forms the basis of another
program recognition technique [2]. In prin‑
ciple this approach derives a flow graph ab‑
straction of the programwhich is similar to
a flow chart. However, whilst flow charts
emphasise the control flow througha pro‑
gram, flow graphs also detail the data flow
with additional arcs. The change in pro‑
gram representation, from a textual form to
a flow graph, gets rid of several sources of
program variation, eg identifier names and
some statement ordering details, where the
statement ordering is arbitrary.

Figure2 -Derivation ofa simple
abstraction
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Programming clichés can then be recog‑
nised when sub-graphs representing those
clichés are found in the program’s flow
graph. This is basically a parsing process,
though instead of parsing linear strings the
system has to parse a two dimensional
graph. Look, for example at the simple
grammar shown in Figure 1. This shows a
small number of simple production rules (or
rewrite rules), which determine how a
higher-level abstraction can be derived from
a number of lower-level features. The pro‑
ductions are shown in terms of small graphs
nodes beingprogram operations, arcs being
data flow between the nodes. Any uncon‑

Wecould never accept a
grammar which allowed a
program to beinterpreted
by the compiler in more
than oneway

nected arcs on either side of a production
rule are numbered so that the arcs can be
mapped across the production (there must
be a one to one mapping) and also to take
account of the relationship between the sub‑
graph being parsed and its environment ie
the nodes it is connected to.

Terminally yours
Nodes labelled with lowercase letters are
terminal symbols ie they may occur in the
target language. Whereas those nodes la‑
belledwith uppercase letters are non-termi‑
nals which do not have an_ actual
representation in the language, but instead
encode concepts of the language. These
principles are directly analogous to tradi‑
tional languages, eg switch is a terminal
symbol in C, whereas statement is anon-ter‑
minal (switch possibly being used to derive
an instance of statement). The production
rule for A states that it is found when the
non-terminals B and C, and the terminal
symbol a can be found in the flow graph
connected by arcs asrequiredby the rule.

Figure 2 shows how the production rules
in Figure 1 can be applied to derive an ab‑
straction for a particular flow graph. This
process is shown as the derivation tree in
Figure 3,which highlights how the recogni‑
tion of one concept (non-terminal) may then
leadon to the recognitionof another.

Reality draws in
This example has clearly been simplified by
the fact that the production rules are
unique; there is only one way to express
each non-terminal symbol. In any real sys‑
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tem this would not be the case, since that
would mean any abstraction could be imple‑
mented in only one way: the whole point of
program recognition is that abstractions,
such as sort, may have numerous imple‑
mentations. Also, the grammar shown on
Figure 1 contains no ambiguities, - ie there
is a one-to-one mapping from the terminal
symbols onto non-terminal symbols. In
practice this simplification rarely holds,
leadingto several possible interpretations of
a particular flow graph. With a program‑
ming language we could never accept a
grammar-which allowed aprogram to be in‑
terpreted by the compiler in more than one
way. It is only acceptable in program recog‑
nition because the actual program operation
may have many possible interpretations.
For example, the addition of 10% to the
price could be due to sales tax, a price in‑
crease, or a charge for postage.

To assist in the recognition of clichés
simple transforms may be applied to the
flow graphs. This will allow the program
fragments in Figure 4 to bematched.
The flow graphs for the program frag‑

ments on Figure 4 are shown in Figure 5
though for simplicity only the data flow rele‑
vant to the value of y at the end of the frag‑
ments is shown. The first node in the
graphs represents the value of x immedi‑
ately prior to the code fragments shown.

Kingof the Castle
All program recognition systems, including
the two discussed in this article, make use
of a hierarchy of abstractions, where low‑
level plans are used to construct progres‑
sively higher-level abstractions. This
reduces the size of the knowledge-base
since it allows a large degree of information
sharing. Asa trivial example, once the sys‑
tem is programmed to recognise a number
of different methods of doubling a number,
for example

d o u b l e ( r )
= r + er; d o u b l e ( r ) = 2 * x

it can use any of the alternatives to recog‑
nise a calculation of circumference automat‑
ically, for example
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c i r c u m f e r e n c e ( r )
= d o u b l e ( r ) * p i .

The underlying assumption behind pro‑
gram recognition is that programs share
common clichés, an assumption supported
by the research: a clear-cut case of re-in‑

venting the wheel I’m afraid. The systems
described here are able to recognise many
programming abstractions, particularly sort,
search, indexing/hashing, mathematical
functions (eg factorial). Another system can
even recognise the presence of a symbol ta‑
ble. While these functions are common,
which is partly why the systems are pro‑

LOOKING AHEAD
grammed to search for them, there will
clearly be significant portions of any pro‑
gramwhich cannot be recognised.

Tomorrow is another day
Program recognition is still in its infancy.
Though a number of interesting prototypes
have been demonstrated, they are limited
by the language constructs they can handle,
and the number of abstractions which may
be found. However, progress in this area
could yield significant benefits, not least of
which would be the ability to fix that-oh-so‑
clever piece of programmingyou wrote last
year... maybe not today, maybe not tomor‑
row... but soon and for the rest of our lives ‑
hurrah! Ld

[ 1 ] HarandiM.T. & N i n gJ.Q. (1990),
"Knowledge-BasedProgramAnalysis." IEEE
Software, Vol. 7,No. 1, 74-81.

( i f ( n > 0) [ 2 ]RichC.& WillsL.M. (1990), "Recognizing
x t++ ; aProgram’sDesign:AGraph-ParsingAp‑

ots y = x ; proach."IEEESoftware, Vol. 7,No. 1, 82-89.

David is an independent computerprogram‑
merand consultant specialising in Windows.
In an earlier lifeheprogrammed in Prolog
but now uses VisualBasic and C++. He can
bereachedon 100112.652@compuserve.com.
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COMMENT

Howdoesa blindasperson use a S a i n

computer? Jules thinks about
the nature of restricted
computer interfaces.

May/lem!
ld like you, if you would, to switch off your
computer’s monitor. Not the whole com‑
puter, just the monitor. Now, having done
that, I’'d like you to imagine that someone
has taken a piece of sandpaper, and rubbed
all the letters off the keys onyour keyboard.
I wonder, how long would it take you to
write aletter on such amachine?
That’s what it’s like, trying to use a com‑

puterwhen you're blind.Theworld is avery
hardplace to live in,when you're blind, and
computers, for all their ease of use, don’t
seem to makeit any easier.
Of course, one can adapt machines for

visual handicaps. For people whose eye‑
sight is not very good, there are special
video cards which pan around the virtual
screen, enlarging this part or that. It's not
ideal, because things can happen outside
the window, which would be perfectly vis‑
ible on a normal screen, but are not noticed
by the magnifying screen. For the pro‑
foundly blind, there have been speech syn‑
thesisers which will read what is on the
screen, and whichwill speak each key as it
is pressed. Again, it’s hardly ideal: can you
imagine trying to write a program that way?
But it’s something.
Today, things are not so straightforward.

We haveGUIs, Motif, System 7 andparticu‑
larlyWindows. Since practically all the soft‑
ware which is sold today runs onWindows,
the blind are effectively excluded from us‑
ing computers unless some kind of adapta‑
tion can be found. Adaptation is, of course,
beingdone.
The RNIB has a programme to adapt

Windows for blind users. Since much of
Windows is graphical and text appears all
over the screen instead of in the linear
structure that DOS used, speech synthesis‑
ers cannot solve the problemeffectively. At‑
tempts have been made to build tactile
screens, using little hammers which move
up and down to represent intensity. Text
can appear as Braille;graphics as lines. Of
course, where each pixel is a littlemechani‑
cal rod, the screens are very low resolution,
small, expensive and unreliable. Although
the focus mechanism in Windows can be
used to move the ’viewport’, the user still
has to fish around in large areas to find
boundaries. It’sstill notvery satisfactory.

At the expense of seeming heartless,
blind computer users are not a very large
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market. Since society alienates disabled
people routinely, they don’t represent a
high priority for developers either. But,
their problems are worthy of consideration,
because they represent the thin end of a
rather largewedge. As computers are mov‑
ing increasingly towards multimedia, pro‑
grams are usingmore andmore of people’s
sensory bandwidthto communicate, the cul‑
ture of programming design is demanding
more and more of the user’s attentionwhen
he operates the software. Unlike natural in‑
terfaces, where individual events are sig‑
nalled by several different channels (you
hear something at the same time asyou see
it) computer dialogs are simple and or‑
thogonal. Missingone sense can completely
confound the interface.

Everyone knows, for example, the prob‑
lem of trying to use Windows ona train.
Evenwhen wordprocessing, the absence of
an effective mouse is aserious drawback.
What of the personwith poormotor control,
who would be unable to use a mouse on a
desk effectively? Ona train, with lots of
background noise, it’s often difficult to hear
auditory cues, so error-signifying bongs get
lost. The same problem is faced by the deaf.
Finally, consider using a navigation program
in acar. It’s illegal to place a CRT in acar
where the driver can see it, sowith his hands
on the steering wheel and his eyes on the
road, the driver is notonly blindbut also par‑
alysedasfar asthe programis concerned.

Programmers must be very arrogant
people - they seem to demand that your en‑
tire attention is directed at their software.
Virtual reality, immersive environments, are
the same idea stretched still further. But,
the fact is that sharing one’s attention be‑
tween a computer and another task is the
normal way in which software is used. To
regard a missing channel asa disability, or
even to disregard it altogether, is to my
mind wholly unacceptable. It is exactly in
these sparse, non-immersive interactions
that computers have their most important
roles to play.

It would give few designers any prob‑
lems to invent an ideal interface for each of
my examples. The navigation system could
use speech output and grunt detection; the
wordprocessor could use outlines to mini‑
mise cursor keystrokes, and so on. But my
point is that these solutions are all specific
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to the task, and don’t generalise easily. No
amount of skill in designing for these specific
sparse environments will solve the general
problems: those which are represented by
disabilities. If computers really are to liberate
the disabled thenweneedageneral solution.
And we have one. It’s called objects. I’ve

been very critical of technologies like OLE
and CORBA because they are solutions
looking for problems, and because they in‑
troduce gratuitous complexity. But a com‑
prehensive object system, designed into the
operating system, and providing extensive
user-controlled crossover between channels
could solve the problem easily. Research
programmes have shown the usability of
Earcons embedded in sonic landscapes, of
spatial but not graphical workspaces, and of
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proactive interfaces. It is possible to build a
voice-operated computer with no screen or
keyboard, which is just as effective as any‑
thing available now and will happily share
files with other machines which have no
sound capability at all. Not only could these
interfaces be made to cooperate, but they
could do so inside a single machine, shuf‑
fling information from one channel to an‑
other. Realtime speech to almost-text, sothe
profoundly deaf could hear what was being
said around them, is possible today.
The disabled have been saying for years

that their disabilities are not the problem,
but that peoples attitudes are. It’s quite
true, and those attitudes are getting worse.
On the other hand, it’s not reasonable to ex‑
pect a programmer to assume his users will
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COMMENT

be disabled without knowing the nature of
that disability. So, it shouldn’t be the pro‑
grammer’s problem. It should be the oper‑
ating system’s problem.All the programmer
should need to do is make the information
available to the system.

Trying to makea specific solution for the
blind, in isolation of the rest of the industry,
is expensive and, ultimately, futile. Finding
ageneral solutionwill benefit not just all the
disabled (a very much larger market), but
also those of us who want to use our data
while driving, climbing a ladder, sitting on a
train, or while answering the telephone. In
short, it benefits everyone.
Jules’ keyboard has lost its legends, his moni‑
tor is blank... but hecan becontactedon
0707644185, or on cix asjules.
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Apple, get you r
act together!

Paul Smith takes an LR
unprecedented step KZA

and suggests that those
ever-so-trendy Apple folk

should stop for amoment and
takea leaf out of the Microsoft
gospel of software developer

support.

Why is it that the
Microsoft/Intel platform is
so muchmore
successful than the
Apple/Motorola one?

52

I amwriting this columna little late, asmy
wife and I have recently returned from a
week’s holiday in which we tried to forget
about work, computers, and technology in
general. We succeeded, but that only made
it harder to get started again on our respec‑
tive returns to work. I’vemanaged to get in
gear, at last, and this month the Mac col‑
umn discusses what developers really need
from a developer programme. I'll start with
acall for questions...

Notesand queries
Fromnow on, I’d like to encourage readers
of this column to send in comments and
questions about how to get started on Apple
development, and the technical side of de‑
velopment of software or hardware for Ap‑
ple platforms such as Macintosh,
PowerMacintosh and Newton. I can’t prom‑
ise to answer all questions, but hopefully I'll
beable to work one or two amonth into the
column. If you’ve anything particularly con‑
troversial to say, we'll try to print a reply
from Apple. Send your comments and ques‑
tions by electronic mail to
Raskexe@cta lk .exnet .com, or by post.
email or fax care of the EXEoffice.

Programmeupdate...
The June column contributed to some ongo‑
ing soul searching, in the developer com‑
munity at large and atApple UK, about what
developers actually need from a developer
programme. In my opinion, developers
need timely access to information about
technological matters and a lot more. It’s
the ‘lot more’ that seems to have slipped
through the cracks in the last reorganisa‑
tion of the developer programme. The sub‑
ject should be receiving more attention
from Apple by the time you read this. As
well as technical information, developers
need to be kept closely in touch with mar‑
keting information (software and hardware
product availability, pricing, launch plans,
and soon). Above all they needregular con‑
tact withApple staff.

For my company, probably the main rea‑
son for being a Partner member of the de‑
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veloper programmewas to get better access
to Apple UK’s product marketing, product
management and sales people. We wanted
to promote a two-way exchange of informa‑
tion sothat, on the one hand,we could syn‑
chronise our plans with Apple’s marketing
efforts, and on the other, we could inform
Apple staff about our products and services
(whichwould help sell Apple products) and
communicate our point of view.

Apple’s failings
For a long time I have suspected that there
are a few people at Apple UK who believe
that developers are merely taking advan‑
tage, riding on Apple’s coat-tails and sap‑
ping resources. This kind of view has, I am
sure, influencedApple’s developer relations
over the years. I think the problem may be
one of management and education, rather
than of resources.
A recent US newsletter for Apple devel‑

opers quoted a survey which pointed out
that the total USmarket for shrink-wrapped
horizontal applications software is in the or‑
der of $5billion per annum.The market for
customised solutions, however, was shown
to be around $50 billion per annum. That’s
10times asbig.

My own experience as developer and
consultant suggests the disparity is equally
true in Europe. This enormous market for
customised solutions needs the support of
many developers if Apple is to conquer it
successfully. To make this happen the de‑
velopers need to be actively in partnership
with Apple.

One Apple person commented that I’m
expecting more from Apple than Windows
developers get from Microsoft. In some re‑
spects, I’m not: the cost of joining the
equivalent Microsoft programmes is (to de‑
velopers) somewhat lower. Microsoft seems
to make an effort to ensure developers get
value for money.
There is a UK developer conference for

Microsoft developers, whereas Apple devel‑
opers must go to San Jose (which is more
fun than Bournemouth, but very expen‑
sive). I do think Apple should makea big‑
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ger effort than Microsoft to attract and keep
its developers. Sometimes we can afford to
ignore the failings of Microsoft simply be‑
cause of the immensemarket it can offer us.
This begs the question: why is it that the

Microsoft/Intel platform is somuch more
successful than the Apple/Motorola plat‑
form? Much has been written on the sub‑
ject, but I have my own theories about a
contributory cause: Apple management’s
pervasive short-term thinking, and ahunger
for quick fixes to problems. Superior tech‑
nology isn’t enough.

Snipped before blossom
Let’s look briefly at one example: the Soft‑
ware Dispatch CD distribution system for
software. Only one Software Dispatch CD
was released in the UK: called the Essen‑
tials CD. It didn’t contain a brilliant selec‑
tion of software; new ones for Graphics and
Publishing and for Education. It’s not par‑
ticularly surprising that it wasn’t successful.
But the second Essentials CD, looked likely
to be muchbetter. Most new businesses re‑
quire two to three years to prove them‑
selves: Sometimes it seems likeanewApple
business idea has to bewildly successful in
its first six months or it gets canned. Every‑
thing I have learned in my 15years in busi‑
ness says the real world doesn’t work that
way. This kindof event horizon is too short.
The same short-termist approach can be

seen in some of Apple’s software projects.
What has happened, too often, is that a first
version of something is shipped, then the
development team is wrapped up and
moved on to other things, instead of build‑
ing better second and third versions of the
product. This is the case with AppleScript,
which is a very good scripting language,but
isn’t on the same planet (for custom applica‑
tions development) as Visual Basic. After
the development of AppleScript version 1.1,
the engineering team was mostly reallo‑
cated to OpenDoc development. Now com‑
pare this with Microsoft's approach. Which
is to build the first attempt and get it out on
the market but keep on trying, for three or
four major versions over asmany years, un‑
til it is really right.

Blamethe bean counters
I suspect the problem may be to do with
how success and failure are measured at
Apple. Management techniques that meas‑
ure only direct profit and loss will reward
short-termist views at the expense of the
long-term, sustained growth. PerhapsApple
internal reviews concentrate too much on
easily calculated quarterly financial per‑
formance, ignoring the long term benefits
of steady and consistent investment in rela‑
tionships with third parties? That seems
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likely with Apple’s developer programmes,
which for too long have calculated the cost
of supporting developers,without givingAp‑
ple’s bean counters a mechanism to meas‑
ure the long term benefits of implementing
a fair, consistent, comprehensive and sup‑
portive programme. The whole company

| suspect the problem
may beto dowith how
success and failure are
measured at Apple.
Management techniques
that measure only direct
profit and losswill reward
short-termist views at the
expense of the long-term.

needs to be educated to the fact that being
in partnership with a broad spectrum of de‑
velopers really does help sell Apple prod‑
ucts. It will build a foundation on which
Apple’s success in three to five years time
will depend. I know Apple can do it: the
company has reinvented itself more than
once before. This would be a comparitively
small shift in emphasis compared to some
of the other ongoing transitions.

Develop-o-Ware
While it’s pretty mucha lost cause getting
developer support out of Apple, those wish‑
ing to write for the Mac have pursued other
avenues successfully. An essential source of
information to many is the Internet, with
newsgroups such as comp .sys .mac .d i ‑
g e s t and comp.sys.mac.programmer
and FTP servers such asthe Info-Mac serv‑
er at Stanford University. However, not
every developer has access to these sources
of information. And no developer has
enough time to download and sort through
everything that mightbeof interest.

So it is welcome that CD anthologies of
information and software gathered from
the Internet are now available. One of the
first of these CDs was the Info Mac series,
from Pacific HiTech Inc in Salt Lake City,
Utah. The fourth Info Mac CD is now
available. Like its predecessors (issued
about twice a year) it contains a massive
collection of shareware and freeware soft‑
ware downloaded from the Info-Mac FTP
server, ranging from useful applications,
INITs, demos, graphics, sounds, Quick‑
Time movies and HyperCard stacks, to an‑
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thologiesof Internetperiodicals.
Pacific HiTech has also launched CDs

containing anthologies of HyperCard stacks
and of Macintosh games. But of particular
interest to the readersof this columnwillbe
the two CDs that contain sample source
code and programming language tools. De‑
velopers always need more sample source
code (why invent something from first prin‑
ciples if there is aworking code fragment to
learn from?) so these CDs should prove in‑
valuable. One is published by Pacific
HiTechand the other, theApprentice CD, is
published by the Celestin Company of Port
Townsend, Washington. The Apprentice
CD holdssome450MB of source code, use‑
ful libraries, and even complete program‑
ming languages such as Icon (whichI wrote
about in EXE a couple of years ago), C,
Oberon, andmore.Some of the source code
examples area little spotty. You are not go‑
ing to find an example for absolutely every‑
thing you'll ever need to do and the disk
organisation and the user interface for the
browser that indexes the contents of the CD
is very poor. But for the price I can’t argue:
it’s excellentvalue.

I got my Pacific HiTech and Celestin
CDs from Network Analysis Ltd of Coven‑
try, contactable by phone on (0203) 419996
o r b y email a t s a l e s@n e t w o r k - a n a l y ‑
s i s . l t d . c o . u k . The price o f each C D
is (at the time ofwriting) areasonable£25.

Coming soon...
To wrap up this month’s column: a word
about Object Master,which is an integrated
browser/editor for object-oriented program‑
ming. Object Masterworkswith anexternal
compilation system, suchasMPW/ToolSer‑
ver, or Symantec C/C+, and in my opinion
it beats the pants off environments like the
Symantec one.

Since I started using Object Master a
couple ofmonths ago my programmingpro‑
ductivity has significantly improved, which
is sogratifying that I want to share the rea‑
son with you. I will describe Object Master
in a forthcoming edition of EXE. But, for
next month I'll be reviewing the new Sy‑
mantec C++ 7.0 compiler.

&

PaulG Smith is a software developer and
softwareprojectmanagement consultant spe‑
cialising in Apple andWindows develop‑
ment. His company recentlyshipped
ScriptWizard, thefirst debugger and inte‑
gratedscripting toolforAppleScript. He can
becontacted byemail at
paul@ctalk.exnet.com , or ( i fyou prefer) by
phoneat 0727844232. To submit questions
andcomments please email them to
askexe@ctalk.exnet.com .
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Anarchy in
parameter land

When is a reference LR
not a reference? When RZ

it's a... Ohdear. Time to ask
Francis Glassborow.

When passing information
stored in anarray we
appear to have nochoice:
wehave to passa pointer.

56

A few weeks ago I was browsing through
the programming books in my local branch
of Blackwell’s Bookshop when I noticed
someone struggling to make sense of the
large selection of books on C++. Being the
kind of person I am, I barged in and en‑
quired if I could help. The result was that
we got talking about differences between C
and C++. My ‘victim’ was a professional C
programmer dabbling in C++. He com‑
mented on the problem of reference pa‑
rameters making it difficult for the
programmer to know if the called function
might changea value.

This seems to be a common fear with C
programmers moving to C++. Most books
seem to brush the problem aside. I have
even seen an author claim that you should
pass objects by reference and values by
value. Fine if you know what it means but
for most that injunction leaves the average
programmer confused - when is something
an ‘object’ and whenis it a ‘value’?

Putting that awkward question to one
side and focusing on the main issue, func‑
tions need parameters for two reasons.
First, they need information to use. Second,
they need locations where information can
be changed.

C’s easy peasey
Many C programmers are very vague about
the facilities available in ISO Cto support in‑
formation passing. I am therefore going to
start by writing about information passing
in C.

Fundamentally we have two distinct
problems to deal with; economy in use of re‑

sources and security of data. The question
of economy hardly enters into the matter
for built-in types in C . Sothere is little dif‑
ference in the space taken by a pointer and
a value, although using a pointer might in‑
cur overheads for dereferencing. When it
comes to information stored in an array, C
appears to give us no choice. The only time
that we need to consider economy is when
managing information stored in a s t r u c t ‑
we can either pass by value or usea pointer.
Our choice will be determined by consid‑
erations of space and time. When passing
by value space will have to be found for the
value and it will have to be copied into that
space. Usinga pointer will probably require
less storage and save in copying time, but
will incur a cost every time the pointer has
to be dereferenced (possibly some code
space aswell asexecution time).

We havea very simple decision for built‑
in types. If we just want the value for inter‑
nal use by the function we use a value
parameter. If we need to change the origi‑
nal, for example when writing a swap func‑
tion, we use pointers.

For many programmers that is where
the decision finishes but even here we
should consider possible problems with
maintenance. If we believe that it would be a
fault to change the value even ona local ba‑
sis then we should use a c o n s t qualifier in
declaring the parameter.

Once anarray, alwaysa ptr
When passing information stored in an ar‑
ray we appear to have no choice: we have to
pass a pointer. The mechanisms of array

v o i d f n ( i n t e L p ,

{

i n t l o c a l a r r a y [ 1 0 ] ;
i p = l o c a l a r r a y ;
a r r a y = l o c a l a r r a y ;

Figure 1 - Changing where a pointerpoints
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i n t * c o n s t a r r a y )

/ *  v a l i d  * /
/ * i n v a l i d code * /
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handling in C means that the local syntax
will be consistent betweena local array and
remote array handled with a pointer. But
there are choices that programmers should
consider. The first is that if you genuinely
want remote arrays to be like localones you
must use a c o n s t pointer. In Figure 1, for
example, because ip is not declared c o n s t
you can change where it points to. Some‑
thing you cannot dowith the identifier for a ‑
true array. Robust code will always protect
parameters handling arrays by making
them * c o n s t .
The second issue which is also too often

ignored by otherwise competent program‑
mers is that of making arrays explicitly read
only. Make sure that your pointer is point‑
ing to c o n s t data unless you want to allow
the data to be changed.

Note how useful c o n s t is, but also note
howcareful you have to beto place it the ap‑
propriate side of the ‘*’.
Information stored in a s t r u c t can be

passed by value in C, though efficiency
would normally suggest using a pointer.
Everything I have said about pointers to ar‑
rays also applies if you use pointers to han‑
dle a s t r u c t . In Figure 2, for example,
there is an added complication in that the
syntax of handling information in a s t r u c t
through a pointer is different from the syn‑
tax when usinga value - you have to deref‑
erence the pointer explicitly every time you
use it.

Confusion of reference
To manage information passing effectively
in C++ you must understand the signifi‑
cance of reference parameters. Whatever
the original reasons for introducing refer‑
ences into C++ they now serve two different
purposes. First they allow us to use an ob‑
ject by different identifiers. Second, they al‑
low us to hide the pointers used by C. Not
recognising these two distinct uses is the

s t r u c t R e c o r d {
/ * d e c l a r a t i o n o f d a t a fi e l d s
lh
}

v o i d P r i n t R e c o r d ( c o n s t R e ‑
cord . * 3 ) . 4
/ * c o d e t o d i s p l a y a r e c o r d * /
}

But

v o i d ReadRecord ( R e c o r d * r ) {
/ * c o d e t o r e a d i n a r e c o r d * /
}

secte e e
Figure2 -Must dereference thepointer
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cause of muchof the confusion in the minds
of inexperienced C++ programmers.

Looking at values rather than objects,
you have two methods of passing values.
There is, of course, the original C pass-by‑
value and the new C++ pass by c o n s t refer‑
ence. Note that c o n s t in there: too many
authors and trainers fail to emphasise it.
From the call location, passing by value or
by c o n s t reference is deliberately transpar‑
ent. You cannot tell which is happening
from inspecting the calling code, nor do
you have to, because the call cannot change

To manage information
passing effectively in C++
you must understand the
significanceof reference
parameters.

the original from which the value has been
derived: always assuming you do not in‑
sanely cast away the c o n s t in the body of
the function. The writer of the called func‑
tion can change the declaration back and
forth between value and c o n s t reference.
The only effect will be on the efficiency of
the code.

I know this is something of an over sim‑
plification but it makes the point that pro‑
grammers should not worry about knowing
if values may be accidentally changed. The
astute amongst you will realise that a value
parameter can be changed locally while a
c o n s t reference parameter cannot. If you
want to change the value of a parameter lo‑
cally within a function you will need to pass
by value. It is no good passing by reference
because the changes will not be local,but to
the original object.

When data must bechanged
Now we must face the problem of tackling
mutable information ie the function can
change the original. In a true object-ori‑
ented context you will pass by reference be‑
cause you will want to pass the object
around not just use a copy. If you are not
concerned with an object, either because
you are dealing with something that is se‑
mantically value based or because you are
not using C++ for OOP, you may feel un‑
happy with using a reference because you
feel that the calling code should take ex‑
plicit steps to obtain an address. In other
words if you want the possibility of change
explicitly visible at the call site you cannot
use a reference parameter.
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In these circumstances, use the C method
and pass a pointer. Of course you do not
want to dereference repeatedly the pointer
within the function, but C++ has an answer,
a local reference variable initialised to the
dereferenced pointer. For example:

v o i d f u n c (sometype * s p ){
sometype & s= * s p ;
/ / t h e r e s t o f t h e f u n c t i o n
}

Another instance where you should pass in‑
formation via apointer is when the informa‑
tion location is going to be stored in a
structure for later use. Agood example is
building a linked list. You can use refer‑
ences because C++ actually implements ref‑
erences as hidden pointers, but doing so
hides possibly important detail from the
programmer and can result in accidentally
writing anunintended copy constructor.

Having to use the address operator when
calling a function with a pointer parameter
will remind you that this storage is subject
either to alteration or to being kept for later
use.

Trust? Nokidding...
In both C and C++ use c o n s t in parameter
declarations to provide robust code that is
safe for both the user and maintainer of the
function. Traditional C programmers have
great problems with c o n s t but ‘trust the
programmer’ can be overdone when the re‑
sults are counter-intuitive. For example, lit‑
eral strings in C are not read-only. If they
were they could not be passed to many
Standard Library functions because they
take c h a r * not c o n s t c h a r * . Even
better would be c o n s t pointers but many
implementations change the values of
pointer parameters.

In C++ think carefully about the advan‑
tages and disadvantages of both reference
and pointer parameters. Choose the one
that is appropriate to the context. To me,
this is a far more important consideration
than many of the layout and naming conven‑
tions that many spend somuch time advo‑
cating. And finally, be very careful in C++ if
you explicitly cast a parameter in the body
of a function, the results may work locally
but will probably have unexpected results
elsewhere.

Subscriptions: individual£12, student£6,
corporate £75, Overload & C++ SIG£15
(+membership). Forfurther information
aboutACCUwrite to Francis Glassborow,
64SouthfieldRoad, Oxford, OX4 1PA, ring
0865 246490or emailfrancis@robinton.de‑
mon.co.uk.
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OPEN SYSTEMS

You wanna know
my password...

Having taken to hash,
Clipper and

challenge/response, Peter
Collinson talks Unix password

security.

Passing plain text
passwords over the net
is a bad idea.

08

One of the earliest articles that I wrote for
EXE extolled the virtues of choosing your
login password carefully (EXE October
1990). I guess that one of the most fre‑
quently asked questions of Unix system ad‑
ministrators is ‘can you tell me my
password, please.’ People are often sur‑
prised when they are told ‘no’. Of course,
the stock answer is ‘the password is en‑
crypted and all I can do is change it’.

Noencryption. Eh?
Strictly speaking, the Unix password
mechanism doesn’t use encryption. The
technique that it uses is more properly
called a secure hash encoding. The program
that stores your password puts the text
through a function that translates the pass‑
word into a number of characters (13 on my
machine) that are stored in the password
file. The key thing for security is that you
cannot take these characters and derive the
original password.

When you tell the system your password
on login, the password string that you sup‑
ply is passed through the function again and
the result compared with the text that is
stored. If the text matches, you are author‑
isedand login proceeds.

This technique has been okay for a num‑
ber of years. As processors have got faster,
it has become ever more possible to crack
passwords by exhaustive techniques, pass‑
ing choices for the password through the al‑
gorithm and testing the result. My original
article pointed out that people who did this
got a very high hit rate - around 25% of the
passwords on a machine was average. Fi‑
nally, someone implementeda brute force
password cracker running on a very fast
parallel machine. They could test all combi‑
nations of six upper and lower case letters
in about one minute.

All this has resulted in password files be‑
coming atarget for hackers. If they can get
your password file, then they can apply
brute force and guesswork to crack your
password. The response to this from the in‑
dustry has been to implement shadow pass‑
word files. It was realised that all the
programs that need access to the user’s
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hashed password are run as the super user.
So it is possible to move the password from
/ e t c / p a s s w d into a more secure file that
only root can read.The attention of hackers
has turned elsewhere. That elsewhere is
possibly the Internet.

Don’t look. Here’s mynew pwd
If your machine is connected to a network
and you do remote logins, then passwords
are being passed over the wire in plain text
all the time. Every time that you login, the
program on the host asks you for a pass‑
word and the answering text is passed in
plain text to the remote host. In the early
days of ethernet at the University of Kent,
we refused to put PCs on the same ethernet
segment as Unix workstations. We were
worried about the ability for anyone to run
programs on a PC that inspected every
packet that flew by. The consequences of
some local hacker capturing a super-user
password was uppermost in our minds.
Unix workstations tend to demand super‑
user privilege when a user process wants to
have packet level access to the network.

Maybe you are not worried about people
on your local network capturing passwords.
Last year, someone compromised a router
in California. They broke into the router
and captured passwords as they went by. I
only know of this because I was asked to
change my password for some machines on
the other side of the router. My reaction
was, ‘is setting a new password safe? Are
they watching for me to run the password
program, giving them two chances to get
my password?’ Apparently not, holes had
been plugged.

Passing plain text passwords over the net
is abad idea. Can we encrypt all the packets?
Hardware encryption is becominga reality,
although people are worried about the speed
implications. Even Sun’s supposedly secure
RPC only encrypts the headers of the packets
for this reason, leavingyour password still fly‑
ing over the network in plain text. Another
problem here is key dissemination. If I want
to encrypt my packets for sending to Califor‑
nia,how do I make sure that the receiver has
the key needed for decryption?
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Politically correct
Well, public key encryption offers some pos‑
sibilities here. Public key encryption sup‑
plies you with two mathematically related
keys. One is public and given out freely, one
is private and kept very secret. It allows me
to encrypt something with a combination of
your public key and my private one, while
you decrypt it with a combination of your
private key and my public one. The algo‑
rithms are slow, so most systems that em‑
ploy public key encryption use it to send a
session key and employ a ‘normal’ encryp‑
tion/decryption algorithm to send the data.
We seem to be in the early stages of investi‑
gating this field. Currently, it’s too slow for
real time use.
The USgovernment is puttinga lot of ef‑

fort into the development of the ‘Clipper’
chip designed primarily for realtime phone
use. There is considerable controversy over
this development largely because of the no‑
tion of ‘key escrow’. This idea is rather like
storing a spare key to your house with a
neighbour. A special ‘law enforcement key’
for each chip will be split and stored with
two agencies. A court order will be required
to get hold of the key and hence break the
code. The ‘official’ reason is that it will help
in the fight against the ‘drug barons’. It’s
fair to say that many Americans are very un‑
happy about all this. They are far more con‑
vinced of the ability of their government to
do dark dirty deeds than weseem to be.

So at the moment, encryption of data
travelling over the net is nota likely pros‑
pect. The main conclusion therefore, is that
we need to stop sendingpasswords over the
network asplain text. We need some other
methodof authentication.

One time passwords
We are trying to stop people passively
catching our passwords as they go by. One
secure method of encryption is to use a
‘one-time’ password. Usually, the user is
provided with a hand-held unit which will
calculate the password so that it can be
typed into the machine. One way of doing
this is for the hand-held unit to contain an
internal clock, a secret key of some sort,
and adisplay. The display shows some func‑
tion of the current time and the key, chang‑
ing every minute. The output of the display
is never repeated.

When the user tries to login, he types
the current value from the hand unit as a
password. The host uses the current time
and its copy of the user’s password to gener‑
ate what the current onetime password
should be. If the computed value matches
the one entered by the user, then he is per‑
mitted to login. Cheswick and Bellovin, the
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authors of Firewalls and Internet Security
point out that clock skew between the host
and the hand-held device is a problemwith
this scheme and suggest that the host
needs to compute several values for possi‑
ble passwords to allow for this. This in‑
toduces another problem: the password
could be replayed by a hacker during the
clock skew interval. To guard against this,
the host needs to cache all passwords re‑
ceived during its lifetime and not permit
their reuse.

Cryptographic
mathematicians call
this problem ‘hard’
rather than ‘impossible’.

A different scheme uses a challenge and
a response. The host types something at the
user who is logging in and the user re
sponds. The ‘something’ is different every
time. The user has to compute the response
in some way. This can be also be done with
a hand-held unit, although the unit now
needs akeypad.The user types the numeric
challenge into the unit and the unit returns
a number that is the response. The re
sponse is typed into the machine. This is
the method used by people in Bell Labs,
where Cheswick and Bellovinwork.

I have looked at their little hand-help
units for some time and wondered how I
could implement such a scheme for myself.
I wanted something where the response
could be generated onmy portable PCthat I
tend to take with mewhenI leave the prem‑
ises.This ‘something’ appears to have been
achieved in S/KEY.

Who’s challenging who?
S/KEY is a publicly available implementa‑
tion of a challenge/response login scheme.
It was created by Phil Karn,who at the time
worked for Bellcore in NewJersey. Bellcore
is the research arm of the several separate
phone companies that were set up when
AT&T was split. Later Phil found that there
was a paper proposing the same scheme by
Leslie Lamport, although it’s believed that
Lamport did not build anything. Phil Karn
left Bellcore and some other people added
to the basic scheme: Neil Haller did some
PCclients, Mark Segal worked on Mac Cli‑
ents and John Walden worked on the Unix
end.
S/KEY works by using a secure hash

function. The host emits a challenge and
the user returns aone-time password that is
a 64-bit number. Typing this into the ma‑
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chine is made easier by translating the num‑
ber into aseries of shortwords taken from a
dictionary.
The one-time password is derived in a

clever, yet simple, way. First, the user gives
a secret string to the initialisation program.
The string acts as their password, it’s as‑
sumed that this is done froma directly con‑
nected terminal. The string is passed
through the hash function, say 99 times.
Eachpass through the function yields anew
value. The first one-time password that is
used is the 99th iteration through the func‑
tion, the second is the 98th and soon.
The host validation code has the 99th

password stored ina file, and asks for the
98th. The 98th value is entered and is
stored, it’s passed through the hash func‑
tion once and this generates the 99th ver‑
sion that was carefully tucked away ina file.
If these values match, then the user is al‑
lowed in. The 98th password is written to
the password file. On the next login, the
userwill be asked for the 97th password.

Noticehow this doesn’t need to store the
secret string, just the last password in the
sequence that was used. Only the user
knows their own string. Since the hash
function only ‘goes one way’ from the
mathematical viewpoint, if an intruder gets
hold of the encoded version then it’s use‑
less. There is no way to derive the 97th
password from the 98th, unless you are pre‑
pared to try all 18,446,744,073,709,551,616
possible one-time passwords. Cryptographic
mathematicians call this problem ‘hard’
rather than ‘impossible’.

Thru the digestive tract
So, the initialisation phase of key generation
asks for a secret string, adds a randomseed
to it and passes through the secure hash
function several times. The hash function
that is used is MD4. This was designed by
RonaldRivestof RSADataSecurity Inc.The
game in the cryptographic algorithms world
is to put your code up for public scrutiny
and get others to attempt to break it. This
has not been done for MD4, so it is ‘be
lieved to be secure’. Even so, Rivest has
madea newer algorithm, called MD5which
he created because he felt that MD4 was
not sufficiently complex. As I write, a ver‑
sion of S/KEY using MD5 has been made
available. I amusing the MD4version.

MD4 and MD5 are ‘Message Digest’ al‑
gorithms. They were designed to take anar‑
bitrary message of an indefinite number of
bits and compute a 128-bit value that is the
‘cryptographic checksum’ (sometimes
called the ‘digest’) of the message. This is
used to prove data integrity. MD4 is fast: a
necessary feature when you are cycling val‑
uesthough it anumber of times.
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The S/KEY authors wanted to deal with

a 64bit password, which they reckoned
would be sufficient for security. They
needed to generate an algorithm that took
64 bits in and spurned out 64, not 128 bits.
So they took the output from the MD4 algo‑
rithmand ‘folded’ pairs of bytes using anex‑
clusive-or operation, making a64-bit value.

In practice...
Before I can use the S/KEY system, I must
initialise the sequence of S/KEY passwords.
This is done by the k e y i n i t program.

%  k e y i n i t
R e m i n d e r - O n l y u s e t h i s m e t h o d

i f y o u a r e d i r e c t l y
c o n n e c t e d .

I f y o u a r e u s i n g t e l n e t o r d i a l ‑
i n e x i t w i t h no passwo rd a n d

u s e k e y i n i t - s .
E n t e r s e c r e t password :
A g a i n s e c r e t password :

ID pe s / k e y is 99 cr00179
BODE L I A R WALK F I N K SO HUE

I have folded the lines for printingpurposes.
It first asks me to add a secret password for
S/KEY use, and I enter a phrase. The
phrase needs to obey all the normal rules of
setting a password and should be a mini‑
m u m of 10characters. It then prints the first
sequence number/seed pair and tells me
the value of the password that is stored.
This is expressed as a number of words de‑
rived from a dictionary.

I logout and go away. Next time I login
to the machine, I do the normalthing of giv‑
ingmy login name:

l o g i n :  p c

then, rather then being given the familiar
P a s s w o r dprompt, I get something like:

s / k e y 98 cr00179
Password :

S/KEY is asking me for the 98th password
of mine and also tells me the seed:
cr00179. I now turn to my portable, which
happens to run MS-DOS, and fire up the
key program.

A: k e y 98 cr00179
E n t e r password :
L A I D CAKE RAFT JANE LANE FEND
A96C 4F2E 504A A4FE

The password that I give this program is
my S/KEY secret password that I used to
initialise things on the host earlier. The
words that are output are typed into the
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Unix machine and awayI go.
Eventually, I will run out of my 99 pass‑

words and need to reset things. If I am on a
secure (directly connected) terminal, I can
just rerun k e y i n i t . I f I a m not, then a
method is needed to reset the seed without
requiring have my realpasswordtravel over
the network. The -s parameter to k e y ‑
i n i t achieves this:

%  k e y i n i t  - s
U p d a t i n g p c :
O l d k e y : c r 0 0 1 7 9
R e m i n d e r y o u n e e d t h e 6 E n g l i s h

w o r d s f r o m t h e k e y command.
E n t e r sequence c o u n t f r o m

1  t o  1 0 0 0 0 :  9 9
E n t e r new k e y

[ d e f a u l t c r 0 0 1 7 0 0 ] :
s / k e y 99 cr001700
s / k e y a c c e s s password :

S O I L BUSH DANK O I L H A S T O O K
ID pe s / k e y is 99 cr001700
S O I L BUSH DANK O I L HAS T O O K

Again I have wrapped lines for printing
purposes. The text in italics is typed by me.
The program asks me how many passwords
I would like to generate so I choose 99. It
then wants a new key andI accept the de‑
fault one. I am then given a challenge for
the new key that I type into my laptop.

What happensif I want to login from afar
and don’t have my portable machine with
me? Well, if I am at a conference and there
is a computer available, I can use Internet
FTPto pull a relevant binary of the k e y pro‑
gram from the server at Bellcore. FTP sites
carefully make these available for you.

Alternatively, you can make the k e y pro‑
gram print anumber of keys for you:

k e y -n 5 98 cr001700
E n t e r s e c r e t p a s s w o r d :

9 4 : LOAF LOOT CASH HOOD FA C T S K I M
9 5 : AVER YE GLOB SALE A I D A KOCH
96: C O O K O K AY N A I R LEEK ARCH
HELM
9 7 : TOUR RAID ONES TUBA B E L L CURL
9 8 : AWK LAW GRUB I T S KNOT S L I M

You do need to know the current sequence
number and seed to make this happen. You
also need to take great care of the paper
that you print this on.

Safe from DOS
If you use an MS-DOS terminal emulator to
talk to your host, then there are several
tools that make logging ina little more auto‑
matic. The system comes with some MS‑
DOSTSR programs. You choose one which
then sits in the background waiting for a
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hot key to be hit. When that happens, the
screen is scanned for the S/KEY prompt
and the sequence number and seed found.
A window is popped up to ask for S/KEY’s
secret phrase. The code computes the cor‑
rect response and sends it to the host by in‑
serting characters at the current cursor
position. The user is prompted to send the
necessary ‘return’.

I said there were a number of TSR’s to
choose from. The choice depends on the
terminal emulator that you are using. The
TERMKEY TSR uses the timer interrupt
and loads the system’s keyboard buffer with
the one-time password and the return. The
TKEY TSR uses the keyboard interrupt to
insert the necessary characters. Some emu‑
lators cannot use the timer interrupt. Fi‑
nally, the POPKEY TSR can be used if
neither of these work. It displays the
needed onetime password in a separate
window. From there it can be typed or per‑
haps cut-and-pasted into the input data
stream. There’s a version of this type of
semi-automatic login program for the
Macintosh too.

Where to go
There are three programs that you need to
alter if you go overboard on this system.
Sources for the three are available at the ar‑
chive site, t h u m p e r. b e l l c o r e . c o m .
They are l o g i n , the normal login program;
s u , the program that changes from one
user to another and f t p d , the file transfer
daemon. You will also need to install k e y ‑
i n i t and the k e y program. At the archive
site you will find contributed sources from a
couple of alternative sites, which mostly ap‑
pear to give youa slightly different user in‑
terface to the system. I believe that you will
need to tailor the code that is available to fit
in with the usage policies atyour site.

Finally
Well, I hope that I’ve given you something
to think about when considering Unix login
security. In Firewalls and Internet Security,
Cheswick and Bellovin tell us that there are
a continuous number of attacks and probes
for their site. If you are getting onto the In‑
ternet, then you need to start thinking about
these issues and set up policies to handle
them.

Peter Collinson is afreelance consultant spe‑
cialising in Unix. He can bereachedelec‑
tronically a sp c @ h i l l s i d e . c o . u k o r you
can look at his WWW server
h t t p : / / w w w.hillside.co.uk.
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OPEN SYSTEMS

A Recipe for goo
Par t  I I
Building on last month’s

‘Hello World’, Niall
Mansifieldpops inapopup to

makea utility heowns upto
using himself.

Figure 1 - Awidget tree controls the layout
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In this article we’re going to build a Mot i f
based menu system. Even though it’s a
small and simple program, it’s also very use‑
ful. At our site we usea variant of it every
day for lots of simple tasks: system admin
jobs like duplicating floppy disks, giving
commands to the tape system, etc. In fact
it’s great for any job which needs to be done
often, where typing the command is long or
tedious, or just to give non-computer spe‑
cialists access to useful facilities without
having to worry about low-level Unix com‑
mands.

The menu program is an extension of
the program we developed in the previous
article.That hadasingle pushbutton. Every
time it was pressed it called a function we
wrote ourselves. To expand this to handle
multiple buttons we have to introduce some
new Motif concepts. Most importantly, be‑
cause we have more than one user-interface
object in the program, we need some way to
control how they are laid out. In effect, we
need a box to put all the objects into. For
this, Motif has the concept of a ‘container’
or manager widget, which handles the lay‑
out of its children. Schematically, we are
building a widget tree as illustrated in Fig‑
ure 1.

The only part of this that isn’t obvious is
the application shell widget. As we men‑
tioned in the last article, this is the applica‑
tion’s main window: everything else is
contained within it. The shell widget can
only handle exactly one child. That’s why
we have to use a manager widget if we are
to have multiple buttons. The easiest man‑
ager or container to use is the MotifRowCo‑
lumn widget. As its name suggests, it can
lay out its children in rows, in columns, or
both, ie in an array. You specify by means of
resources what the layout policy is to be.
Now let’s write the simplest program possi‑
ble.The listing is in Figure 2.

This is just like our program from last
month, except we create aRowColumnwid‑
get r o c o l as the (only) child of the top
level shell m y t o p , and then create two chil‑
dren, p b 1 and pb2 as children of r o c o l .
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# i n c l u d e <Xm/PushB.h>
# inc lude <Xm/RowColumn.h>
# inc lude < s t d i o . h >
M a i n ( a r g e , a r g v )

i n t “ a r g e ;

c h a r  * * a r g v ;

W i d g e t m y t o p , r o c o l ,
p b l ,
p b 2 ;

W i d g e t X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e ( );
X t A p p C o n t e x t myappc;
m y t o p  =

X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e

(
& m y a p p c ,  " M e n u p r o g " ,
N U L L , 0 , & a r g e , a r g v ,

NULL, N U L L , 0

)e
r o c o l = XmCreateRowColumn

m y t o p ,  " m y b o x " ,

N U L L ,  0
i

X t M a n a g e C h i l d ( r o c o l );
p b 1 = XmCrea tePushBu t ton

r o c o l , " b u t o n e " ,

N U L L ,  0
Ve

X t M a n a g e C h i l d ( p b 1 );
pb2 = XmCrea tePushBu t ton

(
r o c o l ,

" b u t t w o " , N U L L , 0

iW,
X t M a n a g e C h i l d(pb2) ;

Figure 2 - Program toproduce
RowColumn widget with two push buttons
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Figure3 - Outputfromprogram
in Figure 2

Figure4 - Cosmetic resource tweaks im‑
proveappearancesomewhat

Figure6 - Whenyou forget to
XtMangageChild()...
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When you compile and run this program, it
generates the window of Figure 3. A nice
feature is that even though you didn’t say
what layout to use, the RowColumn widget
defaultedto something sensible ie columnar
layout.

Motif is like MicrosoftWindows
Though small, this program illustrates a
number of ways in which Motif resembles
MicrosoftWindows. Butjust before looking
at that, first, improvethe appearance of your
program by creating a resource file, called
Menuprog in your home directory. Note
that you call it ’Menuprog’ because that is
the application class name of your program,
a sdefined i n the x t A p p I n i t i a l i z e line.
It is usedto locate resource settings for this
program.

! R e s o u r c e s f o r o u r s m a l l menu p r o g r a m

* b u t o n e . l a b e l S t r i n g : t o p
* b u t o n e .backg round : g r e e n

* b u t t w o . l a b e l S t r i n g :  b o t t o m
* b u t t w o . b a c k g r o u n d : p i n k

* f o n t L i s t : * T i m e s * - r - * - 1 8 0 - *
* h i g h l i g h t C o l o r :  y e l l o w
* h i g h l i g h t T h i c k n e s s :  5

Now when you run the menu program,
you get something altogether more colour‑
ful asshown in Figure4.

What you’ve done here, apart from the
obvious, is set to yellow the highlightregion
which Motifuses to mark the ‘active’widget
in the application (or aswe in the trade say,
the one which ‘has the focus’). In practical
terms, the button highlighted is the one
which will be activated when you press the
spacebar. Go on, try it! The last line of the
resource file made the highlight region
wider than usual (five pixels wide) so you
can see it more easily.

Now press the up-arrow and down-arrow
(or left- and right-arrow) cursor keys. You
see that the highlight regionmoves to a di f
ferent button, and that it is always the high‑
lightedbuttonthat the space-bar activates.

While you're at it, try the controls in the
top borderof the window. Aswith OS/2, the
dot iconifies (minimises) the window, the
square maximises it, and the left box gives
you a pop-up menu as shown in Figure 5.
You can also invoke these with more or less
the usualMS-Windows keys (Alt-F4,etc). If
you have aphobiafor mice,even the control
menu is available from the keyboard using
Shift-Escape, andEscapeto dismiss it.

Some deliberate mistakes
Even though this program is tiny, when
writing it from scratch (as opposed to copy‑
ing it verbatim from me) there’s still lots of
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scope for errors. First, remember that any
time you introduce a new Motifwidget type
intoyour program,you must includethe ap‑
propriate header file (Xm/RowColumn.h
here). If you forget this, you will usually get
warnings such as ‘illegal combination of
pointer and integer...’

Second, each time you create a widget,
remember t o call x t M a n a g e C h i l d ( ) for
it, otherwise it just won’t appear. For exam‑
ple, if you comment out the linewhere r o ‑
c o l is managed and recompile, when you
run the program no errors are printed, but
the screen output will look very much like
that in Figure6.

Third, if you forgot to create the r o c o l
widget but still specified it as the parent of

Motif has the concept of a
‘container’ or manager‑
widget, which handles
the layout of its children.

push buttons, you’d probably get a core
dump when you ran the program.This type
of error is very easy to make when you are
modifying an existing program and adding
newwidgets into it.

Finally, if you create your resource file
with the wrong name, such as if you called
it ‘menu’ insteadof ‘Menuprog’ in the exam‑
ple here, the resources settings would not
be picked up. The program runs, but
doesn’t havethe appearance you want.

A RealMenu Program
Now you have done enough groundwork to
be able to build a useful menu program. It
will operate by reading in lines from the
standard input. The first word on each line
is the labelfor a button.The rest represents
a command to be executed by a shell, using
the standard Unix system call system ( 2 ) .

For example, as a quick way to set the X
screen background,which we often needto
do when taking screendumps, we use the
menu inputfile listedin Figure7.

The ‘grid’ pattern is one we created our‑
selves using the standard X program b i t ‑
map; when this is used as a root window
background (see Figure 8) it makes it easy
to check the size and position of windows.
The ‘blank’ line blanks the screen, by caus‑
ingthe screen saver to kick in after one sec‑
ond of no screen activity. Wait two seconds,
then set the screen saver activation period
back to normal.

Toprocessafile like this wewill need to
create one button per menu line and regis‑
ter acallback for the button to make it exe‑
cute the system call with the appropriate
argument. We'll also add in a few cosmetic
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#include <Xm/Label.h>
# inc lude  <Xm/Separa to r.h>
# inc lude <Xm/PushB.h>
# inc lude <Xm/RowColumn.h>
#include < s t d i o . h >

#define MAXLINE_LENGTH 1000
#define MAX_N BUTTONS 50

do_shell_command(w, s)
W i d g e t  w ;
S t r i n g  s ;

s y s t e m ( s );

qu i t_cb(w)
W i d g e t  w ;

e x i t  ( 0 ) ;

m a i n ( a r g c e , a r g v )
i n t a r g c ;
c h a r * * a r g v ;

W i d g e t m y t o p , r o c o l , l a b ,
s e p l , sep2, q b u t ;

W i d g e t X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
X t A p p C o n t e x t myappc;
c h a r b u f [MAX_LINE_LENGTH] ;
W i d g e t b u t t o n s [MAX_N_BUTTONS] ;
s h o r t n_buttons = 0;

my top = X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e (
& m y a p p c ,

" M e n u p r o g " ,
N U L L ,  0 ,
& a r g c ,  a r g v ,
N U L L ,
N U L L ,0 );

r o c o l = XmCreateRowColumn(
m y t o p ,
" m y b o x " ,
NULL , 0 ) ;

X t M a n a g e C h i l d ( r o c o l );
l a b = XmCreateLabel(

r o c o l ,
" p r o g l a b e l " ,

NULL, 0 ) ;
X t M a n a g e C h i l d(lab) ;
s e p l = X m C r e a t e S e p a r a t o r(

r o c o l ,
" t o p s e p " ,
NULL, 0 ) ;

X t M a n a g e C h i l d ( s e p 1 );
w h i l e ( g e t s ( b u f ) ! = NULL)

{
c h a r

t h i s _ l a ‑
b e l [MAX_LINE_LENGTH] ;

c h a r *this_cmd;
s h o r t  i  =  0 ;

s t r e p y ( t h i s _ l a b e l , b u f ) ;
w h i l e ( ! i s s p a c e

( t h i s _ l a b e l [ i ] ) )
i + + ; / * fi r s t w o r d * /

/ * t e r m i n a t e t h e l a b e l * /
t h i s _ l a b e l [ i ] = ‘ \ 0 ’ ;
/* v e s t of l i n e is command */
t h i s cmd = b u f + i + 1 ;

bu t tons [n_bu t tons ]  =
XmCreatePushBut ton ( r o c o l ,

th is_ label , N U L L ,
0 ) ;

X tAddCal lback(
buttons[n_buttons],
X m N a c t i v a t e C a l l b a c k ,
do_shell_command,
s t r s a v e ( t h i s cmd) ) ;

n_buttons++;
}
X t M a n a g e C h i l d r e n ( b u t t o n s ,

n _ b u t t o n s );
sep2 = XmCreateSepara to r ( roco l ,

" b o t s e p " , N U L L , 0 ) ;
X t M a n a g e C h i l d ( s e p 2 );
q b u t = X m C r e a t e P u s h B u t t o n ( r o c o l ,

" Q u i t " , N U L L , 0 ) ;
XtAddCallback (qbut,

X m N a c t i v a t e C a l l b a c k ,
qu i t _cb , N U L L );

X t M a n a g e C h i l d (qbut) ;
X t R e a l i z e W i d g e t (mytop) ;
XtAppMainLoop (myappc) ;

Figure 9 - Doingsomething useful with a popup menu

features, such as a label, separator bars
above and below, the buttons anda ‘quit’
button. The code is given in Figure 9. Fig‑
ure 10is the result.

First,we’ve included the header files for
the new widget types (Separator and Label)
that we are now using. Then we have the
single callback function do_shell_com‑
m a n d ( ) which will b e used b y each menu
button. All it has to do is invoke s y s t e m ()
on its string argument.This argument is the
c l i e n t d a t a information passed to the
callback function when the Toolkit invokes
it. The value o f this c l i e n t d a t a i s what‑
ever we specify when we register the call‑
back in the first place. That’s followed by
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the callback function that wewill use for the
quit button.

In the main routine we create and man‑
age a label widget and a separator widget.
(By now you will have guessed that widgets
are arranged in the RowColumn container
in the order in which they are added.) Then
we read in each line, chop off the first word
of it for use as this push button widget’s
name, leaving the rest as the shell com‑
mand to be executed. Then we create the
button as one in an array of buttons, and
register its callback function, specifying the
shell command string a sthe c l i e n t d a t a
to be used when this button’s callback is in‑
voked. When all the buttons are created, we
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use X t M a n a g e C h i l d r e n t o tell r o c o l
about all its children, and away we go. (We
could have used a n X t M a n a g e C h i l d
within the loop for each separate button, but
where you have multiple widgets like here,
X tManageCh i ld ren is more efficient.).
Finally, we create the bottom separator and
create the quit button and register its call‑
back.

We now need to extend the resources
file to handle the new components we’ve in‑
cluded in the program:

The application’s resource
file is almost as important
a part of the program as
the binary executable

! R e s o u r c e s f o r o u r s m a l l menu p r o g r a m
* f o n t L i s t: * T i m e s * ‐ r ‐ * - 1 8 0 - *
*highlightColor: y e l l o w
* h i g h l i g h t T h i c k n e s s :  5

*  . X m P u s h B u t t o n . b a c k g r o u n d :
l i g h t b l u e

* , Q u i t . b a c k g r o u n d : r e d
* Q u i t . f o n t L i s t : * H e l v * ‐ o ‐ * - 1 8 0 - *

* . X m S e p a r a t o r . f o r e g r o u n d : w h i t e
*  . t o p s e p . s e p a r a t o r Ty p e :

SINGLE_DASHED_LINE
*  , b o t s e p . s e p a r a t o r Ty p e :

DOUBLE_LINE

The changes are fairly obvious, but you are
beginning to see that the application’s re‑
source file is almost as important a part of
the program asthe binary executable.You'll
find that this will apply with virtually every
X program, whether commercial or public
domain or home grown.

There are two tricky points in the C
code. First, when we specified the c l i ‑

Figure 8 - Thegrid background
helps to align andsize windows
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w h i t e x s e t r o o t - s o l i d w h i t e
b l u e x s e t r o o t - s o l i d l i g h t b l u e

( b l a n k )

g r a y x s e t r o o t - b i t m a p /usr /X11R5/ inc lude/X11/b i tmaps/gray3
m i t x s e t r o o t - b i t m a p /usr/X11R5/include/X11/bitmaps/mensetmanus

g r i d x s e t r o o t - b i t m a p $HOME / e t c / g r i d
x s e t s 1 ; s l e e p 2 ; x s e t s o n

e n t d a t a i n the X t A d d C a l l b a c k ( ) w e
madea copy of the string and pass a pointer
to the copy s t r save ( th i s_cmd) rather
than using ‘this_cmd’ itself. The reason is
that you really are just passingapointer and
the string is not copied internally. If you
didn’t copy the string explicitly yourself,
each button would be using the same
pointer and therefore the same (probably
wrong) value for its command string. Sec‑
ond, the way we split the line into words
isn’t very rigorous (what happens when the
link starts with a space, or is blank, or just a
single word?). But that’s not Motifprogram‑
ming soyou can fix it yourself.

Where to go from here
Experiment with this program. What hap‑
pens when you resize the window, when
you make it short and wide, or tall and
wide? Look at the RowColumn resources

XmNpacking, XmNnumColumns,
XmN i s A l i g n e d and XmNen t r y A l i g n ‑
ment . If you include the line

* t r a v e r s a l O n : FALSE

in your resource file, what effect does it
have on using the cursor arrow keys, or on
using the space-bar to activate abutton?
In the next article we'll make this pro‑

gram more sophisticated in a number of
ways. We'll use a proper pull-down menu
bar, so you can group several menus into
one program. We'll add ’dialogs’, for asking
the user to confirm important actions, and
(if there’s room) we'll allow graphic icons
on the buttons, not just text.

NiallMansfieldisManagingDirectorof
UserInterfaceTechnologies Ltd, email: ni‑
all@uit.co.uk.
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you'll speak fluent OLE, DDE, CORBA and OpenDoc. Then when you’ve digested all that delicious information enjoy a buffet

lunch courtesy of Novell. Oh but do mind the TupperWare...
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There is no betterway to discoverAppWare, to find out why it’s notjust anotherAPI and to learn its importance for you asa software
developer of world beatingapplications. Sowhy not join us at NovellUK HQ,LondonRoad,Bracknell,Berks onWednesday 7thSeptember

for amorningof technical seminars and live demonstrations ofAppWare andhowto harness it.

Asa subscriber to EXEyou only have to pay£50 to attend.What? You don’t subscribe... Nevermind, the full cost of the seminar is still only
£85. Moreover, this price includes a free one year subscription to EXEmagazine: youwin bothways! Socome along on the 7th of September.

Weare certain you will find it bothusefuland informative.

Remember, you r competitors may also be reading this ad. Don’t let them get ahead of you.
Learn aboutAppWare on 7th September before they do...
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Muscling in to
Client/Server

As everyone jumps on
the Client Server gravy el
train, Pan Pantziarka gets on
board with the current market

leader: PowerSoft’s
PowerBuilder

There can be little doubt that the current
bandwagon in computing is Client/Server.
Not a day goes by without new products be‑
ing announced, and existing products being
geared up to it. If you think this sounds like
an exaggeration: look at the figures. The in‑
vestment in the market is phenomenal, with
all major hardware and software vendors
jockeying for position at present.

Which is probably how we've arrived at
the situation where anything that can run
on a network is sold as a Client/Server
product. However, whilst the marketing
guys would be more than happy to have us
believe that we’ve finally found the ideal so‑
lution, more and more people are coming to
the conclusion that Client/Server is not
quite the cost effective miracle that has
been claimed: that it can actually be a very
expensive way to go. Partly this has been
because effective Client/Server products re‑
quire the right set of tools to develop them,
which is where PowerBuilder, produced by
the PowerSoft Corp in the States, comes in.
Having just reported record revenue for the
first quarter of this year, up 300% on the
same period last year, PowerSoft is already
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reaping the benefits of offering genuine Cli‑
ent/Server development tools to a market
that is crying out for them: which is presum‑
ably why they’re shifting somany units.

PowerWhat?
According to the blurb, PowerBuilder 3.0 is
a Desktop Client Server DevelopmentTool.
In English this means that it is a set of tools
for the designing of the client side, the front
end, that runs on your PC, of applications
which access data stored in relational data‑
base servers somewhere ‘out there’. These
can be on the same PC, on anetwork server
or safely locked up on a mainframe some‑
where down the line. PowerBuilder is for
building the forms and tools which allow
the user to connect to, and use, the data that
sits in a third party database. This isn’t MS
Access or Paradox for Windows, the data‑
base server or engine is not really part of
the package. Conveniently PowerSoft does
supply a server for use when doing develop‑
ment, the Watcom SQL Server comes with
the package and providesa fully featured
SQL database management system to be
used when developing applications.

PowerBuilder also includes other ele
ments such as a Menu Painter for designing
drop down menus.There are also tools for in‑
terfacing directly to your target database for
admin tasks.As with any decent development
environment, a debugger is included to help
with testing and fixing problems.

Dream Data
PowerBuilderprovides you with aDataWin‑
dow which is the interface to your database,
and as such is probably the most important
element of any application you create. Data
can be retrieved and stored using this form
by generating interactively the SQL to be
submitted to the database server, so it has
to be an extremely flexible mechanism and
easy for the end-user to negotiate. Power‑
Builder scores well here; the DataWindow
objects are easy to configure and adapt to
suit requirements. In fact the reports
painter and the data window are exactly the
same, apart from the fact that the reports
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The Database Programmers Retreat
CAVISUAL OBJECTSTRAINING STARTINGSEPTEMBER

Hands on VOTraining
VO Overview Seminar
Preparing for VO

By special arrangement with Computer Associates, DataBase Programmers’ Retreat is authorised to offer
hands-on training and seminars usinga pre-release version of CA-Visual Objects. CA-Visual Objects, basedon
Clipper, is aWindows hosted application development system which combines object-oriented programming,
client server and graphical user interfaces. Come and experience for yourself the power of what will surely
become the standard forWindows database application development.

HandsOnVOIntensive - 3Days | Preparing for VO- 2Days
We'll guide you through the integrated development This class also gives you handsonVO experience,but the
environment, compiler, repository, screen painter,menu emphasis here is on preparingyour existingapplications forVO
designer and class browser.We'll show you how to build a andWindows.You'll learnabout object orientedandevent
generic MDIapplicationwhich you'll then customise to process driven programming,designingWindows user interfaces,and
your own database tables.We'll look at creating your own MDIapplications.You'll import someexistingClipper code to
classes, at strong typing and function prototypes, and at the data VO, learnhow to optimise it,andhowto enhance it to take
server editor.You'll learnhow to port existing code to VO, how advantage ofWindows.We'll also showyou howto create
to optimise it, and how to enhance it to take advantage of Windows database applications fromscratch,usingVO’s screen
Windows menus and controls.We'll showyouwhat’s different andmenupainters.
about programmingwindows, and the techniques youmust
learn to write event driven code.

VOOverview Seminars - 1 Day
In this seminar we'll take you onaguided tour of VO.We'll explain theVO approach toWindows development, the tools, the lan‑

guage and the environment.We'll showyouwhat’s involved in movingexisting Clipper code toWindows andVO, andhowto create
Windows applications fromscratch. If you’re consideringVO, or VisualBasic ,Foxor PowerBuilder,this seminar’s for you.

About DataBase Programmers’Retreat

is very reasonable, and we’ve got some of the best real a l ein Britain. We only teach programmers andwe
specialise in database programming (Clipper andVisual Basic)Al l our instructors are active developers with
years of both development and teaching experience. We keep our class sizes small (max. 6 students), and
each studentworks on his or her own 486 basedPC.

Call us now on (0452) 814 303 for full course details and bookings
The Barn, New Street, Painswick, Gloucestershire GL6 6UN Fax: (0452) 813 918
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are read only and cannot write back to the
database.

Obviously there is ahigh degree of itera‑
tion involved,with changes asthe data win‑
dows are previewed, edited and previewed
again. An application can be run at any
point,which makes for avery interactive de‑
velopment cycle. This is not without its
problems though, and the dreaded GPF
reared its ugly head on a number of occa‑
sions (though not in any way repeatable),
but overall PowerBuilder is quite stable.

Once you’ve honed your application so
that it includes multiple data windows, drop
down menus, bar charts and all the other
goodies that PowerBuilder contains the end
result will be a single .EXE file. This is cre‑
ated in much the same way that Visual Ba‑
sic creates a .EXE file from the forms and
codes that make up the application. Select‑
ing the option from the main menu pack‑
ages up your objects, scripts, icons and so
on into a single .EXE file. PowerBuilder en‑
ables you to distribute this with the Data‑
base Deployment kit, supplied on
registration: without having to pay for run‑
time licenses.

PowerReady,PowerSteady...
To get things started: click on the Power‑
Builder icon. This opens the desktop and
displays the PowerPanel, (see Figure 1)
which is the interface to the various mod‑
ules that make up the development environ‑
ment. By the way, you'll get used to the
word ‘Power’ prefixing everything: Power‑
Soft, PowerBuilder, PowerPanel, PowerBar
until you feel positively megalomanic. Be‑
fore launching into any of the nitty gritty it’s
worth clicking on the applications icon and
havingagood look around the sample appli‑

cation supplied by PowerSoft, (see Figure
2). This is in fact a collection of mini-applica‑
tions each of which illustrates a particular
capability of the product. For each of the list
of categories on the left hand side, such as
DDE, graphs or MDI, there is a choice of
applications showing a different aspect of it.
The right hand column isa scrollable text
box which gives details of the highlighted
application. ;

Buttons, buttonseverywhere...
The range of sample applications gives
some hint of the capabilities of PowerBuil‑
der, from the CPU timing function to the
graphing functions, the DDEto Excelexam‑
ples. But before overexciting yourself with
the range of possibilities the first logical
step is to dive in and start producing your
own applications. If you’re starting from
scratch your initial step should be to define
and design the database, which is achieved
via the Database Painter (invoked from the
database icon on the button bar). Power‑
Builder features a number of ‘painters’ - the
application painter, the data window painter
and so on. These are really self contained
forms designers for the different parts of an
application. Each painter includes its own
button bar, though it has to be said that
many of these are over-configured, and have
more buttons than can be displayed on a
standard VGA screen. The button bars can
be configured to add and remove buttons,
and the button bars can be positioned on
any edge of the screen or made floating, but
it’s annoying that you have to do that imme‑
diately.
The c r e a t e t a b l e option fromwithin

the database painter is a fairly standard ta‑
ble design form: columns are named, data

PowerBuilder 3.0 Sample Applications

Applications:
Cancel Retrieval
Conditional Bitmaps
Customer Inquiry
Database Connection

Shows how to cancel
DataWindow retrievalwhile
the retrieval is in progress.
Also displays number of rows
retrieved as they are retrieved.

DataVVindow Functions

Menu and Toolbar
Miscellaneous
Multiple Document Interface
User Objects

Change Database _|

Digital Clock

Pl DataWindow Query Mode
PX DataWindow Syntax App.

Fl Employee Information

To run anapplication,
‘double-click its name,
above.

Window Name:
[w.cancel_retrieval

& New samples and
version features
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Figure2- The sample application supplied byPowerSoft
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types and widths assigned, keys selected
etc (see Figure 3). Beinga true client/serv‑
er system the table itself is not created di‑
rectly by PowerBuilder. Instead, the form is
used to generate the SQL statements re‑
quired to define the database. When ready
the SQL can either be submitted to the data‑
base server or logged away for later use,
documentation or whatever. This process is
not limited to the Watcom SQL supplied
with PowerBuilder: tables can be created
for any of the databases supported, includ‑
ingMS Access andwith ODBC support just
about anything else too.

Fiddlewith pibble
The next stage in building an application is
to use the application painter to build an ap‑
plication object. The application painter first
prompts for a path and file name to create a
.PBL (PB Library or ‘pibble’) file. Each ap‑
plication is assigned an icon, which is a
standard .ICO file, a few of these are sup‑
plied with the product but any of the tril‑
lions which inhabit your hard disk can be
used. Once selected the iconwill be used in‑
side the PowerPanel for your application,
and it'll be compiled into the .EXEfile which
can be created once your application is com‑
plete.

Predictably the next step, having created
the database and the application object, is to
add some windows. The window painter
workspace features another bar with more
buttons than Cadbury’s,which is hardly sur‑
prising given that there are 21 controls to
chose from. It’s the usual interfacewhen de‑
signing a window: click to select a control,
click on the window to plonk it down, dou‑
ble-click to set the properties. As shown be‑
low, one of the controls is a ‘user control’: a
handy little mechanism for adding custom
controls including Visual Basic .VBX files.
The user object class also includes an ‘ex‑
ternal user object’ which allows custom con‑
trols embedded in DLL files to be
incorporated into your application.

Talking Power
In addition to specifying controls and their
properties, the window painter is also used
to associate scripts and events to your ob‑
jects. Inevitably the programming language
has been named PowerScript, and like Vis‑
ual Basic, is used to program for different
events. With a separate 170 page manual,
PowerScript is a simple but, dare I say it,
powerful language founded on Basic. This
has been deliberately kept at a high level
because the purpose of PowerBuilder is to
create complex Client/Server applications,
not to program at the C source level of Win‑
dows. The development environment as a
whole creates the applications. The pro‑
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16milliondowncounter
providesmeteringability
orlimitednumberof
executionsfor
demonstrationpurposes.

Encryptioncapabilityallows
securedatastorageor message
transmission/authentication.

AvailableasanASCHdevice
allowing transparent serial
communicationsup to38400baud
withfullopensystemscompatibility

orasaPCparallelportunit.

When isa donglen o ta dongle?
When it ’sa DESkey.

Telephone 0823352357
Fax0823352358

There’sneverbeenadongle likeDESkey.
In thepast the reputationof the
hardwarekeymayhavebeentarnished
by inexperiencedmanufacturers
bringingunreliableandtroublesome
products to themarket.DataEncryption
SystemsDESkeyrangeis the productof
more than20years experience in the
designandmanufactureof security
modules.
DESkeysare atotally newgeneration
ofproduct.Infalliblein useand,when
usedin conjunctionwithDESlock,the
most easy to implementsecurity
packageavailable.
Andunlikeanydongleyoumighthave
usedbeforeyouwon't evenknow it’s
there.
Transparent in use,DESkeyplugs into
anyparallel/serialport,or internalslot.
This allows the developer to configure,
meteror totally securesoftwareagainst
piracyormis-useusingthemostflexible
andsecure hardwarekeyavailable.
There areawide rangeavailablewith
anextensive arrayof features to meet
the requirementsof differentusers:

> CIRCLE NO. 645

@DK12 ‐ ourmostpopularhigh-speed
low-costdonglewhich, usedalongside
DESlock,ischildsplay to implement.
@DK2-immenselysecure and
versatile, amongother thingsDK2
features secure remotefield
programmability.
@DK96‐ everythingyouneedfor total
softwareprotection,createdspecifically
for thedemands of OpenSystems.
AllDESkeysarebasedaroundthevery
latestApplicationSpecificIntegrated
Circuitandmicroprocessor-based
technology andcanbetailoredto meet
your exact requirements.Wecaneven
supplyyouwithcustomisedpackaging
andbadgeengineering.
DESkeyandDESlockare just partof a
rangeofunrivalledsecurityproducts
fromDataEncryptionSystems, theUK’s
leadingsoftware protectionspecialists.
If youwould liketofind ou tmoreabout
DESlockandDESkey,or would likea
demonstrationkit,pleasecall Member of
us on 0823352357or faxus on
0823 352358. Promoting the legal

use of software
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gramming of the interface is carried out
visually so that the PowerScript language
need only provide code for the database in‑
teractions required.

When I’mPaintingWindows...
The window painter does not interface di‑
rectly to the database, as this is the task of
the DataWindow objects. These are defined
separately: you have to switch back from
the window painter to the PowerBar and se‑
lect a different icon. It’s one of those things
that probably makes a lot of sense after
you've used it for six months, but why you
can’t actually create the data windows from
inside the main application window is not
clear at present. Although they are entirely
separate objects, the fact remains that you
stillwant themboth insidethemainwindow.

Having referred to the manual and
clicked through all the menus you can now
go ahead and create your data window, or
re-use an existing one. The data window
level is where you get to look at all the ta‑
bles in the database defined earlier. The
process is fairly straightforward: select the
tables and columns, decide ona sort order
and then OK it. This is then turned into a
DataWindow object, which resemblesa re‑
port design in MS Access, with bands for
header, detail, summary and footer. At this
stage the DataWindow can be previewed. If
there’s data in the table it will be displayed
on the screen.

Fools rush...
I'd like to state for the record that the first
point of call for mew users has to be the Get‑
ting Started manual, the first of the distinc‑

tive lilac coloured manuals from the box.
This not only includesa section on the very
unobtrusive installation process, it contains
a detailed tutorial which I strongly suggest
you work through. If you’ve never used
PowerBuilder before then the instructions
in the manual have to be echoed: if you’re
going to get anything out of this then you
have to invest the effort. PowerBuilder is not
likeVisual Basic, nor even like MicrosoftAc‑
cess or Borland’s Paradox, this is not a sim‑
ple point and click exercise. Buildingmission
critical Client Server systems can be a com‑
plexaffair,which is why development costs in
this area are sohigh.PowerBuilderdoes ease
that task but still requires a level of skill
aboveMSAccess etal.

PowerBackache
Given the kind of task to be tackled it’s no
great surprise that PowerBuilder is one of
those hernia inducingpackages that are fast
populating the world. The supplied box is
only slightly smaller than the full Microsoft
Office package in terms of size and weight,
so for those techies who need the exercise
some Softwarobics using the two boxes
might be handy. However, where the MS
Office box contains upwards of 35diskettes,
the PowerBuilder box only contains half a
dozen, the rest of the space is taken up by
the comprehensive documentation. Starting
with a 234 paged Getting Started manual,
the set also includes a heavy weight User's
Guide, a Function Reference and smaller
manuals on Watcom SQL, the PowerScript
Language, Report Functions, Objects and
Controls and a number of smaller booklets
on ODBC, connecting to databases and
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building styles and actions.
With somuch documentation the quality

becomes an issue: having thousands of
pages of incomprehensible or badly de
signed text is no better than having no text
at all. Each of the PowerSoft manuals starts
with a road map detailing where the infor‑
mation is, organised by topic rather than by
manual. Even by topic, such as ‘Using Pow‑
erBuilder’, the road map is organised hier‑
archically allowing you to home in on the
book you are lookingfor.
As always the online help is there to back

up the paper stuff. The PowerBuilder Tips
and Techniques icon included in the Power‑
Builder group during installation is one use‑
ful source of online documentation,providing
analphabetical listingof commonproblemar‑
eas and topics. The context sensitive help
called from the PowerBuilder desktop is gen‑
erally very good, and comes in two flavours
‘GettingStarted’ or Technical Help’.These in
turn can be enhanced by the use of ‘User
Help’,which is includedonone of the buttons
on the help screens. This is a-mechanism in‑
cluded by PowerSoft for users, (or rather de‑
velopers), to add their own help screens to
the existing online help, creating an inte
gratedonlinehelp system.

Build the body beautiful
In a review this size it is not possible to
cover everything in adequate detail, but
there are some points that I’d like to empha‑
sise. The first is that this is acomplex prod‑
uct. Each of the different ‘painters’ abounds
with buttons and options. It can be confus‑
ing sometimes to be presented with so
many choices, especially as it is not always
clear what needs to be set and what can be
safely left to default. The aim is to offer the
highest degree of flexibility but this seems
to have been achieved by losing some ele‑
ments of simplicity. The design itself is not
always clear cut, witness for example the to‑
ing and fro-ing between windows painter
and data windows design.This separation of
function only makes sense after you have
mastered the intricacies of the PowerBuil‑
der way ofworking.
These aren’t major criticisms: after all

you wouldn’t trust Client/Server applica‑
tions development to the gifted amateur.
Applications that are mission critical de
mand the highest professionalism, but it
does appear that things could be stream‑
lined. PowerBuilder is, however, without
doubt a tool worth mastering, so clear that
book shelf space and be prepared for some
effort! ae

PowerBuilderDesktop costs £175from Grey
Matter (Tel: 0364 654100). PanPantziarka
canbereachedon CIXasPan.
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Half the cost
NOT

4 , half the dongle
Softlok IIKeys,developed bySoftlok International,
havebeendesigned to beaneffectiveyet lowcost
solution tosoftware piracy. Designedand

a manufactured in the UKfor software developers
= 4 worldwide, Softlok IIcontains all the flexibility you

will needto protect your software.
o e s a i l

Softlok Il unitsare sophisticated keyscontaining
oS 240 bytesof secure nonvolatile memory.An8

bytepasswordprovides read/writeprotection. Both
4 thememory area andpasswordcan bechanged

ey usingthe supplied routines from your application.
; Asaprogrammingadaptor is not required,they

canalsobealtered in the field.

Our low cost starter packcontains everythingyou
needtoget youquickly upandrunningwith
routinesprovidedonthedisk formostDOSand
Windows compilers.Wecan usually shipSoftiokll
Keysfor nextdaydelivery sothat you canget your
softwareonthemarketjust asquick.

- Allppricesexclude VAT and delivery
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Message 1na wire
Paul Richardson pulls
out an IP, speaks to a Ka‐_‐‐‐.
name server and unravels the
mysteries of that Internetwork

horse, electronic mail.

For many people email is already a way of
life. I predict, it will become so for the rest
of us. Whether it be a means for communi‑
cating within an organisation or further
afield, email has proved itself to be a fast
and efficient form of communication. I have
nodoubt thatwithin adecade fromnowemail
will be more widely used than fax and will
also steal asmall amount ofvoice traffic.

Destinationeverywhere
How can I be so sure? Well let’s compare
the pros and cons of email and fax (I amas‑
suming the presence of a network in both
cases). For a start, email messages can be
routed to and from the desktop. Faxes can
be sent from the desktop, but a reliable
means of directing incoming faxes to the ap‑
propriate computer has not yet been found.
That is unless you have a Direct-Dial-In ca‑
pable fax server. Secondly, an email mes‑
sage will arrive at a computer in the same
format as when it left. So a file written in,
say, Microsoft Word will arrive after email‑
ing as aMSWord document: no retyping is
necessary should the recipient wish to edit
the file. Faxes, however, arrive only as bit‑
maps. Also, for the financially challenged a
considerable saving in telecommunications
costs is potentially available, since email can
be transmitted quicker than afax, even over
a dial-up connection. Of course, email is the
underpinning technology in most of the new
workflow products, whereby documents
and forms are passed around an organisa‑
tion in a predetermined manner with an ac‑
tion to be performed at each stop. This
month I’m going to dig below the tranquil
surface of Internet email and investigate its
inner workings. To do the topic justice, I
must first cover some of the fundamental as‑
pects of the Internet that are common to all
its services, such asaddressing and routing.

Node know how
Every node on the Internet has anassigned
unique number, known as its IP (Internet

15 - 31

Class
A

net host

Class
B

Class
C

net host

110 net host

Figure 1 - IP addresses
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Protocol) address. I use the word ‘node’ ad‑
visedly, because items such as routers and
network printers are also assigned IP ad‑
dresses. In addition, a node with multiple
network connections, such as one ethernet
card anda dial-up PPP (Point to Point Proto‑
col) connection will have an IP address as‑
signed for each connection.

The Domain NameSystem
is the glue that binds the
Internet together

It is important not to confuse the IP ad‑
dress with a physical address such as those
associated with ethernet cards: IP ad‑
dresses are logical addresses. An IP ad‑
dress is a 32-bit quantity which is split into
two parts, a network field anda host field.
The network field identifies a physical net‑
work, the host field identifies anode on that
network.
IP addresses have an additional flexibil‑

ity in that there are three possible splits be‑
tween the network and host fields. These
different splits are referred to asclasses A,
B and C, identified by the top three bits as
shown in Figure 1. Hence, there are poten‑
tially 128 class A networks, 16384 class B
networks and 27! class Cnetworks. Class A
networks can consist of up to 2” hosts,
class B up to 65536 and class C up to 256
(although a couple of addresses are re‑
served for identifying ‘this host’ and broad‑
casting). The host field itself can be split
into network and host fields using a tech‑
nique known as subnetting. This allows for
even greater flexibility in allocating the lim‑
itednumber of available IP numbers.

IP addresses are usually represented in a
form knowasa ‘dotted quad’ or ‘dotted deci‑
mal’ whereby each group of bytes is repre‑
sented as a decimal number and separated
by afull stop. Thus the class B address:
10011110 10011000 00011101
00001100
is represented as:
1 58 . 1 5 2 . , 2 9 : . . 1 2

Now it’s pretty darn obvious that we can’t
just grab the first block of addresses that
takes our fancy; it has to be centrally admin‑
istered. The organisation that administers
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the allocation of IP addresses is the Net‑
work Information Centre in the USA. How‑
ever local representatives have been
appointed to ease the burden. In the UK, re‑
quests for IP address allocation should be
made to JIPS, the organisation that adminis‑
tersJANET, the academic network.

Whose domain is it anyway?
While the dotted quad may be easier to re‑
member than an ethernet address, when it
comes to indicating where you want your
email sent, it still isn’t a model of user‑
friendliness. Fortunately, Internet networks
and hosts can be identified by symbolic
names. By combining the network and host
names, we have a name which can be used
to identify uniquely a host on the Internet.
This name is known as the Fully Qualified
Domain Name (FQDN). An FQDN takes
the form:
h o s t . d oma i n
where domain itself is representedby:
d oma i n . [ { d o m a i n . } ]

So, using my own host’s FQDN: m o ‑
t i v . d em o n . c o . u k . , a s a nexample, mo ‑
tiv i s the host name and demon . co . u k . i s
the domain name. The final dot is usually
omitted. These names are not case-sensi‑
tive, though people often use case for em‑
phasis.
The rightmost component of an FQDN

(uk. in the example above) is knownasthe
top-level domain. These are the only part of
a domain that are prescribed, the rest can
be applied for outside of the USA. You will
find that the majority of domains have the
ISO 2-letter country code as a top-level do‑
main.Within the USA, people prefer to use
top-level domains that indicate the type of
organisation, such as .com, .gov and .edu.
The naming system is designed to be ad‑
ministered hierarchically. This means that
the tasks of assigning names and mapping
names to IP numbers can be devolved and
handledmore locally. It is this latter issue of
mapping names to IP addresses that we
shall investigatemore closely.

A name for all occasions
The Domain Name System (DNS) is the
glue that binds the Internet together. It is a
distributed database of information for each
domain on the Internet, that can be queried
from any host. It is used primarily to con‑
vert host and domain names to IP ad‑
dresses, but it also stores other information
relating to hosts and domains.
Eachhost on the Internet is usually con‑

figured to use a particular DNS server,
more usually known as a nameserver. DNS
queries usually happen transparently to the
user. For instance when you supply FTP
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LSource Destination | Addresses | Instructions | Notes
America Online Internet user@domain user@domain
AT&T Mail Internet user@domain internet!domaintuser
BITNET Internet user@domain user%domain@gateway 1
CIX Internet user@domain | user@domain
CompuServe Internet user@domain >INTERNET:user@domain ‘
FidoNet Internet user@domain | user@domainON1:1/31
GNSGold 400 Internet user@host | /DD.RFC-822=user(a)host/ 2

_O=uknet/PRMD=uk.ac/
| ADMD=gold 400/C=GB/

Internet America AUser | auser@aol.com 3
Online |

Internet | AppleLink user | user@applelink.apple.com
Internet AT&T Mail user user@attmail.com

|
Internet BITNET user@site |_user%site.bitnet@gateway 1
Internet BIX user | user@bix.com
Internet CIX user | user@cix.compulink.co.uk
Internet CompuServe | 71234,567 71234.567@CompuServe.com
Internet CompuServe | organization: user@department.organization. 4

department:user compuserve.com
i

Internet FidoNet john smith at 1:2/3.4 john.smith@p4.f3.n2.z1fidonet.org

Internet GNSGold 400 | (G:John, 1:Q, S:Smith, john.g.smith@org_unit.org.prmd.
OU: org_unit,O:org, gold-400.gb
PRMD:prmd)

Internet IBM user@vmnode.tertiary_ | user@vmnode.tertiary_domain.
domain ibm.com

Internet MCIMail John Smith (123-4567) | 1234567@mcimail.comor §
| JSmith@mcimail.com

Internet SprintMail John Smith To: ‘JohnSmith (EMS)'EMS:
<user@domain > ‘INTERNET’Mbx:‘user@domain’~

SprintMail Internet user@domain (C:USA,A:TELEMAIL,P:INTERNET | 2
,"RFC-822": <user(a)domain >)
DEL ree

Notes:
1)where ‘gateway’ is agateway host that is onboth the Internetand BITNET. Some examples of gateways are
cunyvm.cuny.edu and mitvma.mit.edu
2)for special characters, use@=(a),%=(p), !=(b),"=(q)
3) all lower-case, remove spaces
4)This syntax is for usewith members oforganisationswhich haveaprivate CompuServe mail area. ‘department’
may not always bepresent.
5) Have to use numerical version if user name is not unique

Figure2 - Guide to mailingbetween networks

with a host name, the first thing it will do is
query the nameserver for the correspond‑
ing IP address.
As already mentioned, DNS supplies ad‑

ditional information, the most important of
which, for this article, is the MX record.MX
records indicate where to send mail that is
destined for a particular domain. There can
be more than one MX record associated
with each domain with different preference
values. This is important because if the
usualmail routing host is unavailable, anal‑
ternative can be used. A DNS query for the
MX record will be performed by each com‑
puter that receives amail message and the
message passed on using the Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP) to the suggested
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hostuntil the mailfinally gets through.

The Last Gasp
It’s still kind of ahalf-truthto say that SMTP
is used to transfer the mailall the way to the
destination host. In actual fact a variety of
protocols are used to bridge the last hop de‑
pending on the computing environment sur‑
rounding the destination. These protocols
are:
@ SMTP
@PostOffice Protocol (POP)
@ NetworkFileSystem (NFS)
@ InteractiveMailAccess Protocol (IMAP)
The major distinguishing factor between
SMTP and the others is that it is a ‘push’
protocol. By which I mean that the host
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with the mailwill attempt to send it without
being asked to, hence the destination host
must be listening all the time for an SMTP
message. By comparison, the other ‘pull’
protocols act in aClient/Server manner, re‑
lying on the destination host to request any
newmail to be sent.
This makes using SMTP for the final hop

a good choice if the destination host is run‑
ning a good multi-tasking operating system
that is capable of runningabackgroundproc‑
ess that simply listens for SMTPmessages.

It is because the majority of machines do
not run such an operating system that the
Post Office Protocol was developed; the lat‑
est version of which is POP3. To facilitate
shifting the burden of responsibility to the
destination host, the POP protocol was im‑
plemented such that the server can handle
many simultaneous requests to retrieve
mail. Also, aminimum of intelligence is re‑
quired on the part of the client. POP oper‑
ates over aTCP/IP connection usingASCII
messages.

Figure 3 contains an example POP3 ses‑
sion. A more detailed description is given in
Laine Stump’s article starting on page 34 of
this issue.

NFS is a protocol for mounting remote
file systems across a network, so some of
you may have been surprised that I named
NFS asa last hop mail protocol. However it
can be used to mount the directory struc‑
ture remotely such that it holds the incom‑
ingmail messages. This is a technique that
is often usedwithin an organisation that has
a network of workstations. It requires that
user names are. unique throughout the or‑
ganisation, but does significantly reduce the
amount of administration required to set up
andmaintain amail system.
Finally, IMAP is gaining in popularity. It

is intended to be used in the same situ‑
ations as POP, but it actually has much
greater flexibility. It is also more suited to
slower transmission media and will support
shared mailboxes that can be used as the
basis of anews service.

DEVELOPERS’ CORNER

server: < w a i t i n g f o r TCP/IP c o n n e c t i o n >

client: <open a c o n n e c t i o n t o server>
server: FOR POR S G L V E E Feady fi s e v w a w a ssho
client: USER b o d

server: +OK pas swo r d r e q u i r e d f o r b o d

| client: PASS f r e d a

server: +OK m a i l d r o p h a s 3 mes sage s ( 9 4 2 1 o c t e t s )

client: L I S T

server: +OK

server: 223020
server: Ze OL
server: 3 3200

server:
client: RETR 1
server: <The mes sage h e a d e r s ( o n e l i n e p e r l i n e ) >

server:
server: <The mes sage b o d y ( o n e l i n e p e r l i n e ) >

server:
client: QUIT

server: +OK POP s e r v e r s i g n i n g o f f |
client: < r e l e a s e TCP/IP c o n n e c t i o n >

| Server: < r e l e a s e TCP/IP connec t i o n>

Figure3 - ExamplePOP3session

The sound of MIME
Two of the major limitations of standard In‑
ternet mail (and news for that matter) are
that they can only use 7-bit characters in the

There is a lot of concern
regarding the security of
Internetmail, and rightly so

header and body of a message and there is
no convention for defining the structure of
the body.
The consequences of the first limitation

are that binary information cannot be sent

Content Type | Description
application For filesthat correspond to particular applications.
audio Fordigitised sound.
image Denotesa still-image.
message Either for forwarding mail, sending messages that have

been split or referencinga file not included in the
message.

multipart The message contains several parts, each partwill be
described bya further content type.

text For text messages, although some basic formatting is
allowed. Also foreign character sets can beused.

video Combinedmovie and soundtrack clips.

Figure4- MIMEcontent types
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as is and that foreign character sets cannot
be used. Solving the second problemwould
allow the recipient mail application to know
how the mail content should be presented
to the user, eg as a video clip or a spread‑
sheet.
The Internet community has hada solu‑

tion for the problem of sending binary for
quite some time now: it involves using a
scheme for coding binary data asa text file.
The two utilities that manage the encoding
and decoding are called, respectively
uuencode and uudecode . The u v e n ‑
c o d e program also provides a mechanism
for splitting and reassembling long binary
files into chunks that are more amenable to
the Internetmail infrastructure.

However, the emerging standard for
dealing with both of the current shortcom‑
ings is known as Multi-purpose Internet
Mai l Extensions or, more usually, MIME.
This standard definesameans of identifying
the content of the body of a mail message
(as opposed to the header lines) so that it
can be exploited by a MIME-capable mail
application.
MIME is designed to bebackwards com‑

patible with the current scheme in that a
MIME message can be sent over the cur‑
rent Internet infrastructure because binary
data is still coded as 7-bit characters.
MIME is often associated with the concept
of multimedia mail but this is misleading as
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the content of aMIME message could be
any sort of data. I suspect that the associa‑
tion has come about becauseMIME-compli‑
ant mailers know how to edit and view/play
many of the message types and that in‑
cludes firing-up graphics viewers, movie
viewers and sound players. Indeed for a
MIME-compliantmailer the association of a
message type to ‘viewer’ is defined by a ca‑
pabilities file that takes a form similar to the
configuration of a World Wide Web
browser asdiscussed in lastmonth’s article.
A MIME message identifies the type of

message by the use of a new header line,
C o n t e n t - T y p e . Several different content
types may be used in the one message.
They are listed along with a brief descrip‑
tion in Figure 4. These basic types are fur‑
ther refined by subtypes and MIME also
allows for user-definedtypes.

Amatter of privacy
There is a lot of concern regarding the secu‑
rity of Internet mail, and rightly so. The
ownership and management of all of the
components (ie backbone hosts and tele‑
communications media) of the Internet is
spread wide and a mail message may pass
through the ‘hands’ of many different organ‑
isations: apotentially disconcerting thought.

DEVELOPERS’ CORNER
However an organisation concerned

about the security of its mail messages
while en route through the Internet can

| have nodoubt that within
adecade from now email
will bemorewidely used
than fax

take measures to keep out prying eyes.
These measures are twofold: to impleme‑
ment end-to-end encryption of the message
body.And to take steps to improve the secu‑
rity of access to the computers that actually‑
connect to the Internet.
The latter measure is vital as there is no

point in sending and receiving encrypted
mail if a snooper can log in to the destina‑
tion machine and read the decrypted mes‑

COPY PROTECTIO
ie

@ DOs;WINDOWS & OS/2PROGRAMS _
acluding 32 Bit & DOS Extenders

Tel:

438° O&
22A, Bartleet Road, Washford Industrial Estate, Redditch, Worcestershire, B98 ODG. England.

0527-510 105 Fax: 0527 OTA 229

using a private key. Public OLE keys are
made available through key servers which
operate through mail addresses, the most
convenient one for this country being p g p ‑
pub l i c - k e y s@demon . c o . u k . Try send‑
ing mail to this address with a subject of
h e l p for more information.

Gateways to other worlds
Finally, there are a number of gateways be‑
tween the Internet and other sizeable net‑
works or BBSs, which will pass mail
between the two. Instructions for mailing
between the Internet and some of the other
important networks are given in Figure 2.
The instructions are expressed in terms of
the components of the destination address
or ‘addressee’.

I would like to give credit to Scott Yanoff
who compiled much of this information.
The full text of Scott’s Inter-Network Mail
Guide can be retrieved by F IP from
csd4.csd.uwm.edu, the file is /pub/ in ‑
ternetwork-mail-guide. a

PaulRichardson is a Director ofMotiv Sys‑
tems Ltd, a consultancy specialising in Open
Systems, interoperability and the Internet.
He can becontactedon 0223 576318 or by
email at PaulR@Motiv.demon.co.uk.
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COMMENT

Letters
We welcome short P&

letters on any subject G4
that is relevant to software

development. Please write to:
The Editor, EXE Magazine, St

Giles House, 50 Poland Street,
London W1V 4AX or email

cliffs@dotexe.deomon.co.uk.
Unless your letter is marked
‘Not for publication’, it will be

considered for inclusion in this
section.

Soapbox flannelwon’t wash

Dear EXE,
Soapbox (June 1994) would have been
funny if it weren’t so laughable. Oh, I don’t
say that the stupid behaviour described
doesn’t exist, but I can’t imagine what
makes the author think these idiocies are
the exclusive preserve of those who call
themselves software engineers. You could
substitute the name programmer for soft‑
ware engineer throughout the article and it
wouldn’t be any less accurate (or perhaps I
should say inaccurate). Stupidity is a char‑
acteristic of the individual: it does not de
pend on the term they use for their
profession. Let’s face it, the distinction be‑
tween programmer and software engineer
is often quite arbitary, anyway. Listing a few
popular examples of stupid behaviour may
make amusing reading, but it doesn’t prove
a thing.

Take two examples; ‘Always be polite to
customers...but don’t listen to what they
say’ and ‘Non-technical managers should be
held in contempt and referred to as bean‑
counters’. If the author has never heard a
‘programmer’ express either attitude, then
his experience must be sadly limited. He
also seems never to have seen any ‘pro‑
grammers’ CVs. Software engineers have
little to teach them in regard to creative
writing.

The article perpetuates the myth that
porgramming is the ‘process and everthing
else is a waste and a hinderance. Program‑
ming is one part of the process of building
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software systems. Tasks such as setting
standards (and keeping them!), thorough
analysis and design before coding, docu‑
mentation and testing are every bit as im‑
portant as coding. The failure to realise this
is why the software industry continues to
produce more disasters than successes,
while it is a rare event for a bridge to fall
down.

Tan Cargill, CEng, MIEE
Software Engineer

VC++, hell no!

Dear EXE,
In the June issue, you reported an attack by
the Butler Group on Microsoft development
tools. Butler was highly critical of Visual Ba‑
sic and Access. I also feel critical of Visual
C++ and the Microsoft Foundation Classes,
which I have had to abandon after several
monthswork.

Apart from being forced into the bad
practice of using macros in C++, I found the
class library and the concepts behind it an
absolute penance. In seven months work I
failed to produce anything beyond sketchy
prototypes. The last project took four days
to producea single screen of display. I esti‑
mate that I was achieving eight lines of code
aday.

The much vaunted Wizards are really
not much help. App Wizard generates the
skeleton of a program and help system. But
to do this only really takes a set of standard
files with edits to some class names. A
batch file to achieve the same result would
take 10minutes to write. The coding stand‑
ards it generates will not be acceptable in
many organisations. Class Wizard starts
you off, but you don’t have to change much
before you break it, after which you are on
your own.

On my projects, the MFC was only a
marginal improvement on straight C. It is
totally optimised to generate a general desk
top application such as Paintbrush.I find it
to be more of a program generator than a
useful class library. Like a program gener‑
ator, if you deviate an inch from its target it
becomes worse than useless.

One problem is the way a document is
used. Most of the MFC classes are derived
from either adocument or aview. These are
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so tightly bound that aview cannot properly
be used without a document. But the only
way to create a document is via the com‑
mon file dialog. If you are writing, say, an
accounting program, this is the last thing
you want. It prevents you from using most
of the MFC classes in this type of applica‑
tion. I did manage to create a document
without calling the file dialog, but it took me
the best part of a week, painfully stepping
line by line through the source of the MFC.
I had to modify two undocumented classes.

This philosophy seems to pervade the
MFC. Whatever you need to do, Microsoft
has found a way to stop you. The simplest
task takes hours. It is as if the channel tun‑
nel rail link went straight to the 14thfloor of
Canary Wharf. Great if that’s where you
want to go, but if you don’t you are well and
truly onyour own.

I have now switched to the zApp class li‑
brary, largely because of a review in EXE in
June 1993. It is a positive joy to use. zApp
may not generate 10 skeleton files for you
but the ‘Hello World’ program takes 29 lines
of code, including braces. The library
works.

We will all be hurt if Microsoft succeeds
in driving out the competion.This magazine
can do a great service in encouraging other
suppliers of development tools. At the same
time you should continue to criticise, I felt
that Cliff Saran’s comment last month slam‑
ming ‘software that is bloated and hungry
for disk space’ was particularly apt. All I
want is a C++ compiler and access to Win‑
dows. Visual C++ comes with a rotten edi‑
tor, amodest debugger anda class library
that I’ve been forced to junk. For this I lose
over 60MB of disc space. There has to be a
better way.

John McMillan
McMillan Computing Services

Letter of the Month

The writer of the best letter of the
month, as judged by the Editor, will re‑
ceive a£30 bookvoucher, courtesy of PC
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INTEGRAVDB
The Visual DatabaseBuilderforMicrosoft
Visual Basic, Visual C++ andBorland C++

Developers will find that they score dramatic productivity gains in building
snappy, complete, and visually appealing Windows database solutions.
Integra VDB offers an event-driven application development paradigm
based on high level reusable objects, a low level function call interface for
additional flexibility, and access to multiple database management systems
through ODBC for Microsoft’s Visual Basic, Visual C++ or Borland’s
Visual C++.
Integra VDB consists of Database Objects (Custom Controls), a Visual Data Manager, Database
Functions, ODBC compliant SQL engine and optional ODBC drivers to other databases. Database
application templates with sources are also provided to help developers jump-start the application
development process.

INTEGRAVDB FEATURES
DatabaseArchitecture Controls Visual Controls
Help organise the structure of adatabase application, Display information andallow database actions.
generate forms automatically, and allow interactive binding ™Database Operation, Grid (readonly), Check
of visual objects to database columns. box, Combo Box,Frame,List Box,Radio
= Application, Data Source, Query, and FormDefintion Button and Text Controls.
Controls. ™GridControl, Fully editable; optimised data

a FormBuilder Control. Autmatic generation of simple or access; cell level control; set attributes like
master detail forms that contain appropriate visual colour, bitmaps, fonts, headers, grid lines on/off,
objects and operations to be performed on your database. etc.

E e e = Mask Edit Control. Automatic data validation.
Display powerful queries interactively
= UseQuery by Example and addTriggers High-LevelDatabaseFunctions
= UseDrag/Drop features; RelationshipEditor; Expression A set of functions to build applications in Mixed
Bu i l de r. o rManualMode.

DatabaseSupport.
SQL andnon-SQLdatabases supported through the ODBC FreeBuilt-In Integra SQL Engine.
interface. Basedonthe ANSI SQL 92standard and
w dBASE IV; Paradox 3.5: ODBC-compliant.
= DB2;DECRdb; SQL/400; Oracle; Sybase/Microsoft
SQL Servers; Informix; Ingres;WATCOM SQL: Visual Data Manager.

mFree drivers for Microsoft FoxPro,Access andBtrieve: mCreate/drop tables and indexes; Alter and
™Other datab rted: Browse tables; RunVisual Query Builder;

s i l i ca e t o i l e abla ees Execute SQL command files; Set date
Database Class Libraries formats; Import/export data; Create databases;
A set of C++ classes for database operations to build Create schemas; Create/drop views.
applications in Mixedor ManualMode.

Attention: Users of Borland’s
Visual. Control Pack which QBS
includes the Integra VBX
Controls can now upgrade to the Se eee
full Integra VDB package for only vel 240-01 boronWA4PHUK
£325 (normal p r i c e £399) e e a c e a r - c a e r r e treet ack
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BOOKS

Book Review
The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog, 2nd Edition Reviewed byEdward Kenworthy

Having recently acquired an embarrass‑
ingly fast modem, I’ve finally got around to
subscribing to CIX
w o r t h y @ c i x . c o m p u l i n k . c o . u k  i f
you're interested). The Internet is some‑
thing you can’t possibly have avoided hear‑
ing about, whether through the BBC’s
much sanitised The Net or as part of some
electioneering politicians’ scare-mongering
about the spread of pornography.

Having bought my ticket for cyberspace
I spent several days looking through the
vast lists of conferences available, until I no‑
ticed one in particular: USENET. This ap‑
parently, is a gateway into the Internet
newsgroups. The next thing I knew I was up
to my neck in WWW, ftp, gopher, WAIS, tel‑
net and god knows what else. I neededhelp,
and where better to ask for itthan on the net
itself? The consensus of the replies I re‑
ceived was that The Whole Internet by Ed
Krol was the best guide around, so off I
went and bought a copy, for real money !

The Whole Internet is very much a be‑
ginners guide to the Internet, which is just
as well, because that’s exactly what I am.
The first few chapters introduce the net, it’s
history, the rules about commercial usage
and so on, as well as what is and isn’t al‑

( e k e n ‑

lowed on the net - and why. This for me was
probably the most generally useful part of
the book asit gave an important insight into
a whole new community - one which I
hoped to becomea part of. In much the
same way that it’s probably a good idea to
read up on Japanese culture before going to
Japan, it’s a good idea to know something
about the Internet’s culture before joining
in. You don’t want to upset people and be
‘flamed’ (sworn at) for saying the wrong
thing in the wrong place.

After this introduction to the net’s cul‑
ture and how to avoid committing some aw‑
ful faux-pas, Krol introduces some of the
tools that allow you to actually use the net.
He shows how to ‘ftp’ to access those gi‑
gabytes of data. Well, giga is probably sev‑
eral orders of magnitude too small, but you
get the idea. How to find that file, or even
those files, on green monkey disease using
‘gopher’ to ‘go-for it’ (I know, I know) and
how to use the World Wide Web (otherwise
known as WWW or W3) to navigate pages
of hypertext information to find the particu‑
lar paper you want. Krol covers all of the
tools for accessing the net that you could
possibly ever need - which is a real god‑
send. And asthe book was written over the

ACROSSPRIZECROSSWORD
i 1. Organise the pass, but not ontime (7)

5. Density of 17down in achannel (7)

0. |/Ounitsat the end ofthe line (9)
as

. Plotatwo-bit start in the machine (9)

land (7)

. Brown malegoing off the edge (7)

. Sounding huge, but may jar (5)

. _Aristocratic transport mechanisms at the
end of the ball (9)

. Anentity’s is inafield (9)

. The first semi makes chunks of data... (5)

. _..and longsets ofcharacters (7)

. Verses devilish for upsetting people (7)

SOLUTION TOJULY’S CROSSWORD: ACROSS: 1. READING 5. ENQUIRE
9. BOOLEAN 10.COOLEST 11.TOTAL 12. REDUNDANT 13.CODASYL
14. READERS 16, TYPESET 19.ALBUMEN 22. BOOTSTRAP 24. GERMS
25. LOOKUPS 26. NOISOME 27. RESIDERS DOWN: 1. ROBOTIC 2. ABORTED
3. IDEALISTS4. GENERAL 5. ENCODER 6. QUORN 7. ITERATE8. ESTATES
15.AMBIGUITY 16.TABULAR 17.PHOTONS 18.THRUSTS 19.APPENDS
21. NASCENT 23. SOUND
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9. Chunk ofwood and achip: digital basis (5)

. Aking and successor have burning desire (5)
3. Chooses the chosen few somehow initially (7)

15. Busy programmers onhills round French is‑

. Smart programming, strucutured neatly (7)

net you can be sure that Krol is a practitio‑
ner and knowswhat he’s talking about.

Krol also provides information on how to
get connected to the net aswell assome ba‑
sic trouble shooting. The concluding sec‑
tion is a quick start catalogue to ftp sites,
divided by subject - which are very useful as
a starting point in any search. Green mon‑
key disease not listed - well how about try‑
ing one of the biology or medical sites and
going on from there ?

‘The Whole Internet User’s Guide and
Catalog’ is one of the most well written, in‑
formative and easy to read technical books
I’ve read or reviewed in a long time and, if
you have any interest in the Internet at all,
then I can’t sing this book’s praises loud
enough.

Verdict: Highly Recommended

Ed Krol
O'Reilly & Associates Inc.
1-56592-063-5

There often were eighty (7)
9, friend: you know it makes sense (9)
Ubiquitous UScode (5)
‘Pest ranwild and catches the bug (7)
Hill intended, | hear, to beagony (7)
Onscreen action (9)
Sentinels that fly towarn us(5)
So, | scan the chaotic gaming like pine (9)
Centre ofacondition (9)

. Always keen onthe environment like pine (9)

. Indications of data transfers (7)

. Glitches inthe gorge?

. Objects of asearch (7)

. Somehow witha tic, Tess checks the chip (5,2)

. Makeamends at the church centre, | hear (5)

._ Amin to returna fool (5)
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DISK LABEL PRINTING
Customise your labels by adding your company logo or colour

Other Services
MANUALS FULL ARTWORK/ORIGINATION
WIRE-O-BINDING TABBING SHRINK WRAPPING
DATA CONVERSION OVERPRINTED DISK SLEEVES

RING BINDERS/SLIPCASES PLAINOR PRINTED

e r ee e ea
Supplied on A4 sheets - Permanentadhesive

Inclusive of delivery - VAT excluded

Ridgeway Press, 13Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks RG8 7JW
Tel: 0734 845331 Fax: 0734 845186 ‑
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File Edit Search Run Options Window

Write industrial strength business applications for the
industry standard operating environment, Windows 3.1!
Applications which are intelligent, robust. Applications
which release the full 32-bit power of your computers.

And with LPA-PROLOG, write them the easy way:

True 32-bit stacks, heaps, programs & data
Directly programmable dialogs, menus &windows
High level access to the GUI and operating system
Two-way data exchange through DLLs and DDE

Not to mention the integrated source level debugger,
multi-file program editor, project files, incremental and
optimising compilers, and full Prolog predicate library.

lz The industrial strength business
ZU PROLOG applications development kit!
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Practical &
Professional
Computing ...
Programmingwith Class

APractical Introduction to Object-Oriented
Programmingwith C++
N.A.B. GRAY, University ofWollongong,Australia
Can you convince afuture employer that your C++ andObject-Oriented
experience is up to scratch? If not, help is athandwith this practical tutorial
which has been designed for course use or self study.With aclear perspective on
what aOOprogrammer needs to know, this book covers why OOprogramming
isbeingadopted, howOOlanguages, classes,ADTs, inheritance and reusework,
aswell asabrief overview ofanalysis, design and implementation issues.

0471-94350-9 July 1994 640pp £25.00 Paperback
0471-94358-4 July 1994 £15.00 Disk

Power Graphics UsingTurbo C++
2nd Edition
LORENHEINY
Usingthe many features of the latest version ofBorland’sTurbo C++ tocreate
rofessionalgraphics for almost any DOSapplication, this book has been
thoroughly revisedand updated. Includinglarge, fully tested anduseful
programs, aswell astips, notes and descriptions of BGI functions, 3-D graphics
generation, text and text rotation, printing techniques, animation, solid modelling,
virtual reality andgraphics file formats.

0471-30929-X April 1994 464pp £24.95 Paperback

The Visual C++ Construction Kit
KEITHBUGGandJACKTACKETT
Aimed at theWindows applications developer who lacks Visual C++ programming
experience, this book/disk set provides practical, step-by-step instructions for
creatingWindows applications usingVisual C++’sVisualWorkbench and
Microsoft FoundationClasses. Includingcreatingwindows and dialog boxes,
installingmenus and tool bars,managing inputand output.A3.5” disk is included
with the book andcontains source code indexedasaWindows Helpfile.

0471-00961-X June 1994 352pp £34.95 Paperback/Disk Set

» C for Corporate Programmers
ANo-nonsenseGuide for ExperiencedBusiness Programmers
JIM INGLIS,Birbeck College, University of London,UK
IF you earnyour livingin acommercial data-processing or MIS team; IF you
routinely usean‘unfashionable’ programming languagesuch asCobolor RPG;
AND IF you want toaddC toyour portfolio of skills,THEN this book iswritten
specifically for you. The author concentrates ontrying to provide you quickly
with aworking knowledge ofCin terms whichwill berelevant in areal-life
commercial applications environment.

0471-93965-X March 1994 284pp £22.50 Paperback

DevelopingCLanguage Portable
System Call Libraries

MATTA.WEISFELD
One ofC'smost important attributes is portability.Aproperly written Cprogram
can becompiled andexecuted onalmost any operating system. But there are
some system dependent commands that hinder complete portability.This book
explains these system commands and describes how they differ oneach platform.
It also presents code libraries that actually makeall system commands portable
across the compilers and operating systems covered, includingDOS,multiple
UNIXplatformsandVMS.

0471-60694-4 March 1994 542pp £32.95 Paperback/Disk Set

AVAILABLE FROMALL GOOD BOOKSHOPSORDIRECT
FROMTHE PUBLISHER

Pleasetick the booksyouwould like,fill in your name and address,
cut this advert out and send it with your cheque madepayable to
‘JohnWiley & Sons Ltd.’, BaffinsLane,Chichester,West Sussex
PO19 1UD,marked for the attentionofMelissaCox/PRGNOW.07/94.
For credit card orders ring (0243) 770123 or fax (0243) 527944.
Please add£2.00 p&p - orders for two or more books p&p is FREE!
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Be skillful. Be very skillful
Les Peck explains why ee
7 oe iit's well worth investing > s - a g

hard cash and your valuable
time ingood training...

‘Contracting’ is a marketing activity. To stay in
business, a contractor has to sell his product;
be it software, training, writing or consulting.
But for the best results, it should be some
thing that is in demand.

Agreed, there always seems to beamarket for
the older languages- like Cobol or Fortran - but
the future liesin keepingup to date.

Right now, the big demand is for Visual Ba‑
sic. For what it’s worth, the agency require‑
ments for VB people have increasedby around
1000%sinceApril. In fact, VB has grown sofast
that it now has its own user group and its own
magazine. Other products also in demand in‑
clude Access, Clipper and anything to do with
dBASE. Soanyonewho is thinking of upmarket‑
ingtheir skills shouldwork along these lines.

But how?Well of course, there’s always for‑

mal training. Any number of schools and simi‑
lar organisations advertising regularly in the
trade press can teach you what you want to
learn. But this can be a problem. When in
work, there isn’t any time - andwhen the work
dries up, it’s hard to justify the £1000/week or
more unless there’s something coming that
will cover the investment. However, if you de‑
cide to use the training school approach, you
can bet your mor tgage that as soon you've
paid your deposit, a contract will arrive to fill
that time slot.

But there are other ways to learnaproduct.
For example, all you need for VB development
is some knowledge of Access, SQL anda little
imagination In other words, most of the mod‑
em GUI packages have grown out of some‑
thing else. If you can handle one, it shouldn’t
take you too mucheffort to learn another.

Anyone with Access skills can upgrade to
VB. First buy it, then, and most importantly,
remember to use it. The same holds good for
any other package. If you go for ‘DIY’, there is
plenty of help available. Anumber of compa‑
nies have produced a wide range of training

R E T U R NT O

material on video. As an example, Softvision
will sell you a reasonably-priced VB trainer ‑
and most of the other suppliers are just as
good with their material. Tapes, of course,
mean training flexibility. For contractors, they
allow the self-teach learning curve to fit the
time available.

Sowhere can you get hold of all this infor‑
mation. Hold on a sec...You’ve got it in your
paws this very moment. EXE and other com‑
puter press carry awealth of software informa‑
tion. Often I can simply find what I’m looking
for by reading the adverts. Otherwise, most of
the major distributors have some kind of Help
Desk. Call ’emupand ask for their advice.

Yes it’s true: good training costs money.
But it’s cash well spent. If you want your serv‑
ices to be competitive you have to be in a posi‑
tion to offer what the market needs. Teaching
yourself the ins and outs of new products is a
sure way to keep ahead in this ever-changing
world of software development. If you think of
every pound on ‘training’ asanother thousand
in the bank, it won’t be half ashard to sign the
cheque. i. |

IRELAND
The demand for graduates wi th UNIX, MS-WINDOWS and
ORACLE development skills has outstripped supply.

If you have between 1- 4years experience of C/C++ or
VISUAL BASIC under either MSWINDOWS or UNIX,
we can get you the career move you want. Contract or
permanent positions, excellent packages available.

Pleasewrite or telephone in strictest confidence with
career details to:

Philip Brady,
COMPUTERPLACEMENT
36College Green, Dubl in2, Ireland.
Tel (010353) 1 677 2026
Fax (010353) 1 679 6010.
EMailPhilip@CPL.IE.

COMPUTER
Pook a CC EM E MT
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SOFTWARE
ENGINEERS

TESA METROLOGY LIMITED is part of an international
group specialising in the manufacture of high technology
industrial quality control equipment.
We urgently need to expand out UK software team who are

PROJ.LDR ORACLE 6/7, FORMS3/4, WINDOWS Phonefor Salary engaged in the development of leading edge PC based
SEN, AP M/F COBOL, DIALOG,GUI, Client Server Dev. £26k software systems. Current projects include:
AP UNIX, C,PASCAL (GradorJunior) £13k @NEWWINDOWS BASED GUI PROGRAMMING

TECHNIQUES FOR INDUSTRIALEQUIPMENT.ANALYST ANY PLATFORM, INSURANCEKNOWLEDGE _‐£22k
@ INTUITIVEPROGRAMMINGAIDSTECH. MGR ORACLE 6, FORMS3, SQL, PL/SQL £22k+
@ NETWORKEDQUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
@ STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

OCLCOBOL, IDMS,TPMS (4 jobs) 3 mths ° ee ee ee
VISUAL C++ ACCESS, orany RDBMS 3mths @ AUTOMATIC MACHINECONTROL

AS/400, COBOL, APPC (nice tohave) dl Ideally, applicants must be of good honours degree standard,
C,ESQL, POWERBUILDER 6mths but consideration wil l be given to candidates showing a keen
SYNON/2 -ALL AREAS OFUSA (10 jobs) 6mths interest in systems related to computing, particularly at the

low level. Innovative thinking, self motivation and a good
deal of common sense are also pre-requisites. Other relevant

Sendyourc.v to:- skill should include a comprehensive understanding of ‘C’,
assemblers, systems architecture and interfacing techniques.

The Agency Partnership Lid Write, e n c l o s i n gafullCVto:
The Software Manager

B&MHouse,21a HighSt., LeightonBuzzard,Beds, LU7 7DN TESA METROLOGY LIMITED
Halesfield 8, TELFORD, Shropshire TF7 4QN

A N D PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PROFESS IONALS

SALARIES NEGOT IABLE
P L U S GENEROUS BENEFITS

We area thriving communications company a n d are seeking a
n um b e r o f h i g h ca l i b r e d e g r e e s t a n d a r d e n g i n e e r s . T h e
vacancies have arisen due to rap id expans ion and the g r o w i n g
demands on the p r e s en t leading e d g e deve lopment team. Our
cus tomer base cons is t s of well Known multinational OEMs, and
t o p r a n k i n g UK PLC 's . M a j o r n e w p r o j e c t s , t o b r i n g n e w
products to marke t , are be ing planned.

E x p e r i e n c e d cand i da t e s a r e n e e d e d w i t h o n e o r m o r e
o f t h e f o l l o w i n g sk i l l s :

' C ' a n d a s s e m b l e r
L A N B r i d g i n g / R o u t i n g
I SDN , X-25, P P P
L AN P r o t o c o l s ( T C P / I P, S N M P, I PX )
W i n d ow s en v i r o nmen t

I f you are in te res ted in j o i n i n g a wor ld leader fo rward you r CV wi th
requ i red salary to:

G U S M c N A UGH TO N
KNX Limited

K Ni Hol l ingwood House
Wes t Chevin Road
Otley, West Yorkshire
LS21 3HA England
Phone: +44 (0) 943 467007
Fax: +44 (0) 943 466253
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West Yo r k s h i r e
a n d t h e N o r t h
Programmers, Analyst Programmers,

Software Engineers,
Support (Novell, Unix),

also Computer Field Service Engineers.

FOR YOUR NEXTCAREER MOVE
AROUNDWEST YORKSHIRE

Telephone Vincent Atherton on Leeds
(0532) 504560 or write to:

AIREDALE RECRUITMENT
Realtex House, Micklefield Lane, Rawdon,

Leeds, LS19 6AX

Opportunities for Developers and Trainers with the
Object Orientated specialists in Software
Development and Training - up to £32K

Visual C++, OODA/P
Min 12months C++/Windows SDK Progexp

Visual Basic & Client/Server RDBMS exp. aplus
Visual Basic/AccessA/P

At least 12months of VB/Access preferably in a
Client/Server financial environment using SQL Server.

NT and/or C++ knowledge an advantage.
OOAD,Windows Trainer

An interesting and varied opportunity for aTrainer with
anextensive Object Orientated Background. Exp. of C++

& Windows development is essential.
For more information about these jobs please call us

direct and speak to David Pickering or forward your CV
(in strictest confidence).
‐N oAgencies Please ‑

Britannia House, 1-11Glenthorne Road
LondonW6 OLF

ie Tel: 081563 7003 Fax: 081748 4250

To advertise, call
Mare Green on 071 287 5000 x3144

t he soft corporation
Specialists in Software Development Staff Recruitment

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS- SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
Various ClienvEnd Users, Software Vendors and Software Houses dedicated to strategic
implementation of leading edge technology and integration of applications across different
hardware and operating systems platforms require candidates todegree levelwith ascientific /
technical development bias and 1-3 years’ experience. There are two main options:
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT: Continued use of UNIX, VMS, MS-DOS, C, Windows (SDK,
NT or X-Windows and Toolkits), Networking and Communications with companies offering
technology basedcareersand management responsibility.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT: Using technical basedskills already developed, but offering
opportunities to apply analysis and design skills rather than ramain “a technical guru" in
various environments including finance. Please call to discuss your particular career, growth
andpotential.
£12,000 - £25,000 +benefits. REF SC/01/EXE
LONDON/ HOMECOUNTIESWINDOWS SDK / NTDEVELOPMENTS
Senior DevelopmentEngineers Analyst/Programmers
To £30,000 +benefits To £27,000 +benefits
Strong programming skills inCor C++ and Windows 3 are prerequisites for these positions.
Experience in some of the following areas is also required: MS- DOS 5.0, MSWindows 3.1;
Windows SDK: MSC 7.0; Visual Basic 2.0, Visual C++ and Microsoft NT. Also desirable
Windows VxDor networkingskills.

REFSC/02/EXE

UNIX / VMS / MSWINDOWS ALL LEVELS
A degree in computer or natural science, 2 years solid C programming experience and a
sound understandingof UNIX, VMS or MS-DOSare required to work on large scale programs
with user interaction. You will need an intelligent problem solving approach to work and bea
quick learner to programmesoftware in an X-Windows,Windows SDK or NTenvironment, port
software to different systems and liaisewith customers to drive through product improvements.
Excellentcareer opportunities for the right candidates.
£16 - £28,000 REFSC/03/EXE
C/C++ / VISUAL BASIC / UNIX / MS-DOS DEVELOPERS
Software House and End Users in Finance, Banking, Manufacturing, Commercial, Scientific
and Govemment application environments require excellent C skills. Both Windows
development skills W/3, SDK, NT, X - Windows and Visual Basic or strong C, C++ solid
operating systems and good application knowledge are again much in demand. Software
development experience is the key, and being able to deliver high performance, high quality,
well specified software in competitive time scales. Opportunities vary from small to large
software companies involved in expert systems, GUls, Image Processing, GIS, EIS,
Communications, Networking and Object Orientated Databases. Graduates through to senior
software engineers / team leaders are required. Please call to discuss.
£14,000 - £35,000 REFSC/04/EXE
INGRES/ ORACLE / SYBASE ALL LEVELS
Additional experience of: SQL, Forms, C and other 3GL languages are also of interest. We
currently have client companies including Management Consultancies, Systems Houses,
Systems Vendors, Bank and Finance clients looking for candidates with: RelationalDatabase
Design, Database tuning, Systems Administration, DBAs, Pre/Post Sales and solid
programmingknowledge and expertise. Pleasecall todiscuss your particularrequirements.
£18,000 - £40,000 + benefits REF SC/O5/EXE
INGRES/ VMS/C 1 - 3YEARS £25 - 30K +Bonus
Excellent opportunities for Graduates with 1 - 3 years’ experience to join a Banking
Organisation. Training will be given in the Derivatives / Financial Instruments market.
Motivated self - starterswho want to take onresponsibility inaprogressive organisationwhere
skills are rewardedonmerit.OTHER PLATFORMS/DATABASECONSIDERED.

C/O6/EXE

UNIX / MS- DOS / VMS/ CAND C++ ANALYST PROGRAMMER
Excellent opportunities exist for bright graduates with one year + experience. Personal
background requires a solid understanding of the project life cycle and a commitment to high
quality coding. you will be trained in all aspects of Investment Banking, relational databases,
4GL's andObject OrientatedDesign.Agoodopportunity for asecondcareermove.
£17 - £25K + Banking Benefits REFSC/07/EXE
WINDOWS 3.1/X-WINDOWSBANKING ALL LEVELS
3city clients requirewindows skills at any level. Other relevant skills are SQL server, Transact
SQL, UNIX, VMS or MS-DOS, C, C++, Open Client (DB and Net library) Open interface and
APT. Exposure to analysis, developing user interfaces and rapid development techniques. Full
training in Middle Office / Production and Front Office Systems including: Financial and
Management Accounting, Treasury, Equity, Fixed IncomeandDerivatives.
£20 - £25K + Banking Benefits REF SC/O8/EXE
OOD / OOP,C,C++,VISUAL C++ ALL LEVELS
Asthe market for Object Orientated \skills gathers pacewehavea number of clients designing
systems in diverse application areas including: Multi-media, DTP, Telephary, LANs,
Electronic publishing, On-line Information Feeds, Finance and Banking in both a UNIX
and DOSenvironment.
Positions available very from traditional Programmer / Software Engineer and Analyst /
Programmers to Designers/ Senior Software Engineers in the overall strategic direction for
end-user organisations
£17 - £35,000 + Benefits REFSC/O9/EXE

VISUAL BASICSKILLSMUCH INDEMAND - PLEASECALLTODISCUSS

t h e so f t corporat ion
10 Pakeman Street, London N7 6QN
Tel: 071-609 5501 Fax: 071-700 5787
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JOB JOB JOB
C++/MS-WINDOWS SDK/’C’/MULTIMEDIA C++ /MS WINDOWS |c a s  S S  S S
LOCATION SALARY LOCATION SALARY LOCATION SALARY
CAMBS. £18-24K | West London To £20K | Berks. To £28K

Dynamic Software Engineers are required | An expanding developer of Multimedia A leading and rapidly expanding
by this fast-growing Multimedia titles, our client is looking for two developer / manufacturer of laser
company. Suitable candidates should Analyst Programmers The main criteria scanning systems is looking for three
offer experience of programming in is aminimum of 12months’ SDK and Software Engineers with strong C++
Borland or Visual C++ under MS ‘C’ experience. If applicants have also skills. Candidates must have in excess of
Windows. Experience with Multimedia developed querv tools to access any of 12months’ C++ experience (gained on a
systems, whilst an advantage, is not the leading PC database engines or have significant project), backed up by a good
essential. More importantly, candidates any Multimedia/CD-ROM exposure then knowledge of MS-Windows
should bebright, enthusiastic individuals this would be of added interest. programming. Any CAD / C A M or 3D
who enjoy learning new skills. Working Successful candidates will be involved in Visualisation experience would be
in asmall development team, the whole project life cycles and will be advantageous, but is not essential.
successful candidates will be liaising with | using the latest development tools. Challenging development projects and
other departments, sogood interpersonal highly competitive salary packages are on
skills are essential. offer.

REF:EXE 19 REF:EXE 21 REF:EXE 23

JOB JOB JOB
VISUAL BASIC/ORACLE ‘C ’ / UNIX / GUI C++ PROGRAMMERS

LOCATION SALARY LOCATION SALARY LOCATION
City To £32K Surrey To £18-26K Herts. To £30K
Our client, a leading City based financial Havingjust moved to impressive new These vacancies will appeal to dynamic,
institution, is about to undertake the offices, our client is seeking five Analyst young software engineers who enjoy
development of GUI front ends to their Programmers to work on the working in aproduct development
existing systems. The ideal candidates for | development of their networking and environment using the latest Windows
these positions will have strong ‘C’ / communications products. Candidates technology. Our client, an expanding
UNIX and Oracle skills, coupled with should have a minimum of 2 years ‘C’ company, is currently developing its next
recent programming experience in Visual and UNIX design and development generation of terminal emulation products
Basic. Successful candidates will have experience and, preferably, have some and is therefore seeking high calibre
the opportunity to work on avariety of familiarity with XView, Motif and/or X. Developers.
projects ranging from Equity to Our client is committed to offering their Suitable applicants should have excellent
Accounting Systems, while enjoying an staff excellent opportunities for career MS Windows / SDK experience along
excellent team orientated working development and, therefore, candidates with afluency in ‘C’ or, preferably,
environment. demonstrating management potential will Visual C++ / MFC. Excellent salaries are

beconsidered for future team leading on offer for talented individuals who
positions. enjoy a challenging development

REE:EXE 20 REF:EXE 22 environment. REF:EXE 24(

CONTRACT VACANCIES - UK WIDE
Sybase SQL Server Windows NT Visual C++

City 6months City Developer 6 months City Developer 3months
Oracle 6 / Forms* 3 Windows NT /’C’ Visual C++

Surrey Programmer 6 months Middx. Programmer 6 months W.London Programmer 3 months
System Tester MS-Windows / S D K/ ‘C’ VB/C/SQL

London 6 months W.London Programmers x3 3 months S.London Analyst Programmers 6 months
INGRESABF MS-Windows/ Btrieve Borland C++ / Multi-Media

City DBA 3months Herts Programmer 3months S.London Soft. Eng. 3 months
GUPTA/ ‘ C ’ MS-Windows / Banking C++ / Multi-Media

City Consultant 6months City Consultant 6 months London Developer 3 months
Embedded/Real Time Systems Device Driver /Windows Visual Basic v3

Herts Developers 3months Surrey Soft. Eng. 3months City Programmer 6 months
OS/2 /PM Windows Testing Visual Basic & C++

City Programmer 3 months Berks. Soft. Test. 3 months London Analyst Programmers 6 months
Exel 5/Macro X-Windows / ’C ’ Visual Basic / MS-Access

Middx Programmers 2 months Surrey Soft. Eng. x 2 6 months City Programmer 6 months
‘C’/ DOS Windows/C++ Visual Basic / SDK / ’C’

W.London Programmer 3 months London _‐ Project Leader 6 months Surrey Developer 6 months
a R E F ; E X E / 2 5 REF:EXE 2 6 REF:EXE 2 7

Logistix Recruitment Limited We have a large number of PERMANENT |
Lamb House, Church Street and CONTRACT opportunities ‘

© eChiswick Mall. London W4 2PD throughout the UK. Please call one of our
4 consultants for further information or, ] S t 1 X

Tel: 081-742 3060 alternatively post/fax a CV to us and we 2
Fax: 081-742 3061 will contact you at a convenient time.
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EXEnders

GUI library

Kamikaze Ken, Editor of EXEnders: Data-Liberator...
Well, here we are again folks, back with an‑
other nail-biting episode of the first, last and
only Software Development Soap Opera. The
camera pans through the hustle and bustle of a
busy office, positively humming with activity.
Not that it ever manages to hum quite as much
as Mike from Advertising’s socks. Recent sta‑
tistics show that thanks to Western Capital‑
ism’s fervent struggle for World Domination,
even little known tribes in the furthest reaches
of those rapidly shrinking rain forests are now
fully aware of the anti-social nature of a sock
that has been closeted (avec foot) in adesigner
trainer on a long hot sunny day. This, dear
reader, is by way of being an introduction to
the topic of health, safety and the general men‑
tal well-being of the EXEnders staff, that is the
theme of this episode. It’s a kind of analogy I
guess: Becauseyou, | and the rest of the world
know that there is nothing healthy or safe
about socks that spend any amount of time in
trainers. And the same is pretty much true of
the EXEnders office. ‘Healthy’ and ‘safe’ are
two adjectives that few would employ in any
descriptions they may have been asked to
give. ‘A comprehensive and gruelling test of
strength, integrity and tenacity’ maybe. Butun‑
less you’d recently emerged from a two-week
research project at Chernobyl ‘healthy and
safe’: probably not.
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Not that this bothers our hardened team of
workers at EXEnders: the guerilla soldiers of
the IT world. Taking inspiration from their
forthright leader Kenny Lydon (known as Ka‑
mikaze Ken in the trade) - editor and urban
warrior. As he strides through the officeon his
way to another Power Pizza, he can be heard
to chant reassuring war-cries to his staff. His
favourite being ‘Back up? Bogoff’

‘There’s nothing quite like the thrill’ he
claims, ‘of living life on the knife-edge. Never
knowing whether the next key pressed, the
next button clicked could result in a major
breakthrough or the loss of the past year’s
work.’ He’s been known to induce tears of ad‑
miration from even the most seasoned of staff,
as he urges them to join his mission to ‘Free
the Data’. It's his proud claim that he’s liber‑
ated more bytes in more countries worldwide,
than any other Info-FreedomFighter.

It's a fools game of course. Oh many may
try it. ‘I can handle it’ they bluster. ‘I know
where the F12 key is, I just don’t wanna use it
right now, that’s all.’ But to Ken’s way of think‑
ing it makes no difference. Yes indeed: EXEn‑
ders is about to break to you, the big IT secret,
the Gospel according to Ken. The Great PC
Swindle. Ken believes, you see, that all that
guff about PC’s needing an operating system
just isn’t true. Well... OK, sothey needanoper‑

EXE:The Software Developers’ Magazine

ating sytem to make them do what you want
them to. But that’s because they've already
been programmed: to wait until the precise
moment (estimated by a complex series of al‑
gorithms) at which it will inconvenience and
baffle you most, and then crash. A conspiracy
theory par excellance. Secret government sta‑
tistics hacked by Ken’s mates show that were
it not for ‘Agent Downright Bloody Irritating’
as the dire plot is known, unemployment fig‑
ures would be doubled, because everyone
could do their jobs in halfthe time.

Which is. why everyone at EXEnders likes
to live life to the full: knocking the sytem from
within. Ken’s just come up with a super‑
doopah new plan to express staff unity and bla‑
tant disregard for mortality: he’s having water
sprinklers installed. Conveniently positioned,
one above each PC. Sothat should any kind of
fire break out, each member of staff can rest
assured that he or she will also expire with
their beloved mini-nuclear-reactor (without
whom life would be worth nothing anyway).
Sort of like aViking Funeral or Suttee I guess,
except with more blue sparks and convulsions.
But, as Ken philosophically points out: ‘If
you've gotta go, you might as well make it in‑
teresting’. Right on.
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Or u s e i f ) This is the one event that offers

software developers and technical

professionals a comprehensive forum

for new development approaches and

user experiences. With over 120

suppliers demonstrating tools and

methodologies tailored to enable you

B e e a B i e to build applications more efficiently,
HALL 7 NOVEMBER 22-23

Software Development 94 offers real
F o R F R E E T i c k e ds

R I N G T H E T I C K E T i i t hands-on-experience of multi
H Q G i t c L F o N w s N O W platform development products to
0 2 0 3  4 2 1  2 3 3
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a n d L E A R Nsoftware 4
Please send mefuther information onSoftware Development 94. Return toSally G a m m o n , Blenheim Online, Blenheim House, 630 Chiswick High Road,
London W4 5BG. Tel: 081 742 2828, Fax: 081 742 3182
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Windows P r o g r amm i n g f o r P ro f ess i ona lP o w e rUsers
a n d Exper iencedP r o g r amme r s

Deliver intelligentWindows applications FAST in C++ with KPWin++
Ah! the exhilaration of finding a product that transcends
the limitations of your existing basic development tools.

KnowledgePro for Windows, KPWin, is a fully object ‑
oriented, event driven programming language supplying a
rich, powerful and flexible development environment for
Windows applications.

Its intuitive natural feel and unique combination of expert
system, list processing, hypertext functions, GUI design tools
and multimedia facilities provide anessential integration of
modern programming power and productivity.

The advanced features of KPWin help reduce delivery
cycles and improve the performance of experienced
programmers whilst its short learning curve allows
professionals, experts and power users to build systems
themselves and exploit their own knowledge.

Plus! applications may bedistributed royalty free to users.

All Debit,Credit and Charge Cards accepted

Dealer enquiries welcome

KPWin++ is the first complete high level language to
generate efficient, reliable, error free, object oriented C++
code for the entire application.
KPWin is now the chosen tool of developers in awide range
of commercial, academic and public service organisations,
with delivery times being cut dramatically. An unparalleled
ability to combine rule based systems with large amounts of
data make it particularly suitable for rapid creation of
multimedia applications, computer based learning and
intelligent information systems.
TO ORDER OUR SPRINGBOUQUET (and SAVE OVER £350)
with KPWin++, newly enhancedscreen designer, SQLKIT,
Maths Toolkit and on-the-fly file compression tool, WRAP,
for £895 + VAT, P&P and for details of our Consultancy,
LifetimeTechnical Support and Training services, contact
John Bamford at:

Knowledge Garden Ltd.
Mountbatten House

Fairacres Business Park,
Windsor, Berks SL4 4LE, England

Tel: +44(0)753 833534/833112
Fax: +44(0)753 790755

Knowledge
G A R D E N

> CIRCLE NO. 650


